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ABSTRACT
Schuhardt, Sara. The Flute Works of Erwin Schulhoff. Published Doctor of Arts
dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 2019.
While recent scholarship has begun to elucidate the life and compositions of
Czech composer Erwin Schulhoff, whose life was cut short during the Holocaust, many
of his works remain lesser known. The composer’s three works that feature flute
(Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass; Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte; and
Double Concerto for Flute and Piano) paint an intriguing picture of his late-1920s distinct
and eclectic instrumental style. Recent in-depth theories of musical agency (which has
long been a pervasive, albeit previously little-defined, perspective in music circles) by
Hatten, Klorman, and Monahan supply an excellent lens through which to view chamber
music. Coupled with stylistic, formal, and general analysis, the application of agential
theories to this music yields fruitful snapshots of musical discourse and Schulhoff’s
stylistic synthesis. Analyses of the three flute works reveal a distinct conversation
between and “proto-narrativity” of the chamber music instrument personas of each piece
as well as the interaction of folk music elements, modernist harmonic practices, jazz
materials, Neoclassical tendencies, rhythmic vitality, metric ambiguity, and traditional
formal structures within the composer’s style between 1925 and 1927. The numerous
conversational and stylistic interactions uncovered using this kind of agential approach
have profound implications for theorists, musicologists, and performers alike.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The idea for this dissertation stems from a performer’s sense of intrigue that I
developed while learning Erwin Schulhoff’s Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte for a recital.
I could not shake my fascination with the composer’s distinct style, and there seemed to
be a psychological quality to the music that required explanation. My experiences
performing the piece only strengthened these convictions. Upon further investigation, it
became apparent that the quite-recent body of research about the Czech composer and his
music has not exhausted the subject, and writings about the flute sonata are few. The
analytical project that began with my effort to explain the qualities I heard in the work
expanded to the scope of this dissertation when I learned of the existence of Schulhoff’s
two other works involving flute: Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass and
Double Concerto for Flute and Piano. The aptness of an analysis including all three
works is more fully confirmed by the commonalities among the pieces. Besides their
inclusion of the flute, all three works were written between 1925 and 1927, and the
premieres of the Sonata and the Double concerto both involved French flutist René Le
Roy. Additionally, preliminary listening confirmed that these pieces not only have
similar elements that likely illustrate Schulhoff’s style during this period, but they are
also different enough to indicate that a holistic analysis of each of these flute works
would yield interesting musical and historical narratives.
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Prior to the 1990s, Schulhoff scholarship outside of the Czech Republic was
virtually nonexistent; the influence of his life and work was largely lost in the aftermath
of the Holocaust, when he met his early death in a Nazi concentration camp. An
examination of the research since then reveals that many recent contributions cover a
moderately wide scope of the music within Schulhoff’s compositional output.
Dissertations in English explore his piano, violin, flute, chamber, and opera music, with
different kinds and degrees of analysis, and numerous other publications about Schulhoff
and his music exist in Czech and German.1 The current body of scholarship, while not
insubstantial, certainly allows room for further examination of the composer’s music.
Among the flute works, the Double Concerto has not yet been fully researched and
analyzed. Furthermore, Schulhoff’s large stylistic palette that draws on both modernist
and traditional musical materials seems to beg for a more in-depth explanation.
The present analysis of Schulhoff’s flute works attempts to provide such an
investigation of his musical materials, including their origins and functions as well as
their combinations and interactions. It is to this end that I examine these works in
relation not only to established theories of melody, harmony, form, and style, but also to
theories of musical agency, all of which are outlined in the following chapter. This
endeavor will certainly contribute to the ever-growing area of Schulhoff scholarship and

1

The primary Schulhoff biography, Erwin Schulhoff: Leben und Werk, was written by
Czech musicologist Josef Bek in 1994. Bek’s article about Schulhoff in Grove Music
Online provides some of this biographical information, and Scott Cole’s dissertation
Ervin Schulhoff: His Life And Violin Works (2001) quotes extensively from Bek’s work
as well. The two dissertations most relevant to this project are Maria Alene Harman’s
Erwin Schulhoff (1894–1942): An Analytical Study and Discussion of Concertino For
Flute, Viola, Double Bass, WV 75, and Sonata For Flute And Pianoforte, WV 86 and Eka
Gogichashvili’s Erwin Schulhoff (1884–1942) – A Brief History; Examination of the
Sonata For Violin And Piano (WV 91), both of which involve Schulhoff’s works for flute.

3
to the overall body of research and writing about the flute repertoire. It will also
incorporate agential theories in music to which they have not previously been applied.
What follows, then, complements previous research in a way that provides a new and
fresh angle on Schulhoff and his music through the lens of his mid-1920s flute works.
The rest of this chapter gives biographical and historical background that situates the
composer in a modernist context, sheds light on his stylistic influences and aesthetics,
and underlies the actions of the musical agents described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
About Erwin Schulhoff
One author summarizes Schulhoff’s life with this sentence: “His story is one of
precocious talent, war-service that opened his eyes, a striking career as concert pianist, an
almost too prolific gift for composition, constant adaptation to the moment.”2 Schulhoff
was born in 1894 in Prague, which was then part of the Austro-Hungarian empire.3 His
German-Jewish family had a musical background, and he started studying music early in
life, having enough success to win several prizes in piano and composition. It was
Antonín Dvořák, normally standoffish to child prodigies, who identified Schulhoff as a
prodigy and encouraged him towards a musical career.4 Schulhoff was influenced by
several composers of the day, including Dvořák, Reger, Scriabin, Strauss, and Debussy.
Understandably, his early music is in the late-Romantic vein of the composers who came

2

Leo Black, “The Return of the Repressed,” The Musical Times 136/1827 (May 1995),
231.
3
Maria Alene Harman, Erwin Schulhoff (1894–1942): An Analytical Study and
Discussion of Concertino for Flute, Viola, Double Bass, WV 75, and Sonata for Flute and
Pianoforte, WV 86 (D.M.A Diss., University of North Texas, 2011), 6.
4
Eka Gogichashvili, Erwin Schulhoff (1884–1942)–A Brief History; Examination of the
Sonata for Violin and Piano (WV91), (D.M.A. Dissertation, Louisiana State University,
2003), 4.
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before him.5 As a young man, he fell in love with Debussy’s music and went to Paris to
take lessons in 1913. The enthusiastic Schulhoff left Paris not long after, disappointed by
Debussy’s disallowance of nontraditional voice leading.6 He was also a piano virtuoso
with an unparalleled memory and impressive technique, but his actions show that he was
more interested in composing than in becoming a world-famous pianist.7
Schulhoff served in World War I, which generally “awakened in him vehement
disapproval and opposition” and led him towards social realism, and his change in
political views after the war significantly impacted his composition.8 He moved to
Dresden in early 1919 and lived with his sister Viola. A group of painters and musicians
often met at their home to discuss new art, music, and politics and read current
intellectual essays. It was during this time that Schulhoff was first experienced Dadaism,
which had started in Switzerland in 1916. The gatherings focused on literature, but
music, painting, and film were also included. The philosophical movement aimed to
“turn convention on its head,” and the anti-war, anti-bourgeois, anti-establishment ideals
soon spread to France, Germany, and elsewhere in Europe. After a visit to Berlin,
Schulhoff brought back some Berlin Dadaist propaganda. His group of intellectuals was
soon influenced by painter George Grosz, whose affinity for provocative and outrageous

5

Josef Bek, “Schulhoff, Erwin,” New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed.
(Oxford University Press, online version, 2001, accessed 9 December 2015), https://doiorg.unco.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.25128.
6
Gogichashvili, A Brief History, 7–8.
7
Ibid., 10.
8
Bek, “Schulhoff, Erwin.”
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behavior drew much attention in Germany. It was this Dadaist who also introduced
Schulhoff to jazz, which he would embrace for many years.9
Consequently, his style in the early 1920s reflects his individual experimentation
with various aesthetics, more of which are discussed later in this chapter. From 1923 on,
Schulhoff established himself in Prague as a composer, piano virtuoso, and publicist. He
continued to synthesize styles, taking in traits of the mainstream European tradition as
well as the rising avant-garde movement.10 He also began to explore his Czech roots via
an intense study of Leoš Janáček’s music, even writing an extensive article about him in
1924.11 This produced in his compositions the elements of Slavonic folksong, dance
rhythms, and modal melodies.12 His mid- to late-1920s music reveals a unique
assimilation of styles and an adeptness at navigating different genres, as well as his
versatility as both a composer and jazz pianist.
In the early 1930s, Schulhoff’s aesthetic began to shift. Locke writes of his
formerly intense interest in jazz:
By the early 1930s, like many of his contemporaries including Martinů, Schulhoff
virtually abandoned jazz as a stimulus, turning instead to a more aggressively
socialist stance and large-scale symphonic genres…In the final analysis,
Schulhoff found, as did others such as Milhaud, that the hybrid between jazz and
European concert music had a limited life span, dependent almost entirely on the
fashion of the day and the open-mindedness of the concert-going audience.13

9

Scott Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, (D.M. Dissertation, Florida
State University, 2001), 19–21.
10
Bek, “Schulhoff, Erwin.”
11
Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 36.
12
Bek, “Schulhoff, Erwin.”
13
Brian Stuart Locke, Music and Ideology in Prague, 1900–1938 (Ph.D. Diss., State
University of New York, 2002), 417–18.
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Around 1932–33, “the composer now set out to make music more broadly
communicative and intelligible.”14 This music is marked by a simplification of
expression that reflects Schulhoff’s efforts to align with the tenets of Soviet socialist
realism. Upon the 1939 Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia and the subsequent Soviet
invasion of Prague in 1941, the Jewish Schulhoff, too late with his emigration plans, was
arrested and taken to the concentration camp in Wülzburg, Bavaria, where he died eight
months later.15
The composer’s unique heritage is a notable factor that helps to partially explain
his diverse set of interests throughout his career. He was born in Prague to a German
Jewish family, but he also spent much of his upbringing in German schools. In his adult
life, he gradually switched any German allegiance he may have had to the Czechs
because they were typically more accepting of his music, which was slowly gaining favor
in Prague in the early 1920s. Schulhoff was also not fully embraced by the Germans in
Prague, likely because of his “Czechness,” and he was turned down for a teaching job at a
German academy in the city. Even though he participated in many of the avant-garde
exploits of the younger Czechs, appearing as pianist in many of their jazz-inspired
performances,16 and wrote what he called Czech folk music (as in the case of the
Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass), Schulhoff was still not seen as
authentically Czech. His Jewish religion was seen as “Germanness” or at least “non-

14

Bek, “Schulhoff, Erwin.”
Ibid.
16
Locke, Music and Ideology in Prague, 415–17.
15

7
Czechness,”17 meaning that he certainly experienced the difficulty of belonging in any
given circle, as did many people at this time with a similar heritage.
Schulhoff’s Musical Style
Schulhoff’s biography begins to reveal the array of styles present in his
compositional idiom as well as the stylistic shifts that occurred throughout his lifetime.
Harman summarizes that his style “covers a wide range, including late romanticism,
expressionism, neoclassicism, Dadaism, avant-garde, and jazz.”18 His eclectic source
materials also included Czech folk music (mid 1920s) and political propaganda (early
1930s). Because his works highlighting the flute were written in 1925 and 1927, this
discussion of his style includes his influences in the early and mid 1920s.
After World War I, Schulhoff called for a freeing of music from “the imperialism
of tonalities and rhythms.” He insisted early in his career that music must be “dance and
ecstasy.”19 In a 1920 essay called “Revolution and Music,” Schulhoff writes of his
current rhythmic aesthetic: “Music should, first of all, produce physical well-being, yes
even ecstasy, through rhythm…it corresponds to ecstatic conditions and finds its
expression in rhythmic movement.”20 The ballet Ogelala (1923) illustrates this goal, the
composer claiming that the music is about rhythm and also about sexuality: “When I aim
to express myself about dance, I think first of erotica.”21 Schulhoff’s attraction to both
Dadaism and jazz is not really surprising in light of these fundamental beliefs. The two
aesthetics went together in the composer’s developing style. The outrageous, anti-

17

Locke, Music and Ideology in Prague, 471.
Harman, An Analytical Study, 15.
19
Leo Black, “The Return of the Repressed,” 231.
20
Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 22–23.
21
Ibid., 41.
18
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establishmentarian statements of Dadaism and the sexuality already associated with jazz
were both provocative in early-1920’s society, especially with the Nazis, who
disapproved of sexual portrayals in art.22
Schulhoff’s clearest Dadaist compositions include Die Wolkenpumpe: Ernst
Gesänge für eine Baritonstimme mit 4 Blas-instrumenten und Schlagzeug nach Worten
des heiligen Geistes Hans Arp [The Cloud Pump: Serious Songs for Baritone with Four
Wind Instruments and Percussion according to the Words of the Holy Ghost Hans Arp]
(1922), Bassnachtigall [Bass Nightingale] for contrabassoon solo (1922), and Fünf
Pittoresks [Five Picturesques] for piano (1919). The third movement of the Five
Picturesques, “In futurum,” is exclusively a series of rests, certainly illustrating the
Dadaist mindset.23 The last of his Dadaist works is the Concerto for Piano and Small
Orchestra of 1923, which uses chromaticism, quintal chords, whole-tone scales, and
pentatonicism with percussion instruments such as steamboat whistle, car horns, anvil,
Japanese drums, and tam-tams.24
The composer was immediately drawn to syncopated rhythms and popular jazz
dance forms (through his exposure to jazz from the Dadaists), as well as the exotic,
social-critical, and big-city undertones of the exploding American genre. Many of his
early 1920s compositions are inspired by jazz, including Variations for Orchestra,
Ironies, Music for Piano, String Sextet, Eleven Inventions, and Jazz Suite for Chamber
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Orchestra.25 Other works for solo piano include Cinq Etudes de Jazz, Six Esquisses de
Jazz, and Hot Music.26 American pianist and composer Zez Confrey influenced
Schulhoff’s jazz piano works through the piano roll version of Confrey’s “Kitten on the
Keys” (1919), which was distributed widely across Europe. For many Europeans, this
was seen as authentic jazz, worthy of assimilation, and Schulhoff did later arrange the
popular rag as a toccata for the fifth of his Cinq Etudes de Jazz.27
In 1924, he wrote an essay called “Modish Jazz” for the Prague avant-garde music
journal Der Auftakt [The Upbeat], discussing efforts by Stravinsky, Auric, Arthur Bliss,
and other composers to put jazz elements into concert music. He was an advocate of
these attempts but did not feel that such a combination had been fully successful yet.
Schulhoff saw jazz as dance music, and he felt that borrowing from jazz idioms was
along the same lines as Bach’s use of Baroque dance forms and Chopin’s incorporation
of Polish dances.28 For his own endeavors to compose in a jazz idiom, the composer
eventually labeled himself as the founder of “art jazz.”29 Holländer echoes this point:
[W]e note Erwin Schulhoff (b. 1894), after Křenek and Hindemith one of the first
musicians to introduce jazz into serious music. Numerous dance-compositions,
two ballets—“The Somnambulists” and Ogelala—, and the Don Juan opera
“Flames” (recently published), show the elegant musicianship of a master of the
materials of modern technique, with peculiar virtuosity in the handling of
rhythms.30
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While Schulhoff usually did not use jazz instrumentation as an indicator of the
style (aligning with many European composers’ efforts to separate original American
jazz from their own use of it in art music), one of his works, H.M.S. Royal Oak, does use
a jazz band. The oratorio-meets-jazz work was not especially successful, however.31
After this, the composer turned to “a rhythmically simplified musical language and a
heavy-handed symphonic style” based on Neoclassicism, French Revolutionary and
Soviet mass songs, Beethoven, and the early classical Czech school. Schulhoff did
continue playing jazz as a source of steady income, even while he was avoiding it in his
composition.32
It is likely not surprising that Schulhoff mostly rejected Expressionism when he
leaned so heavily towards such raw, lowbrow aesthetics as Dadaism and jazz. He even
had a relationship of mutual animosity with Schoenberg, though he did correspond in a
congenial manner with Alban Berg.33 Schulhoff was interested in music as prose in the
early 1920s, which caused him to dispense with bar lines and meter, as evidenced in his
Eleven Inventions for Piano (1921). As indicated in one of Berg’s letters to Schulhoff,
this practice also became popular with Schoenberg (opus numbers 17, 18, 20, 21, and 22)
and was discussed within the Second Viennese School, but it was actually Schulhoff who
first experimented in this way.34 His most closely Expressionistic piece is his one not-sosuccessful opera, Flammen (1932).35
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Schulhoff’s interest in Czech folk music began in the mid 1920s. In his Five
Pieces for String Quartet (1923), he composed a third movement labeled “alla Czeca,”
which uses furiant-like dance rhythms in the context of Neoclassical dance suite form.36
In 1924, the composer published an article about Leoš Janáček, admiring the older
composer’s vigor, break with traditional German musical vocabulary, and nationalistic
style.37 Shortly after writing this tribute, in 1925, Schulhoff attended the Slavic Farmer’s
Festival in Brno, and it was this experience that informed his clearly folk-inspired
Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass.
The compositions of 1927 show the development of a larger-scale stylistic
synthesis for Schulhoff. He toured Paris and London early in the year, championing
several Czech composers and their works. The Sonata for Solo Violin was written during
his tour, and the composer became friends with French flutist René Le Roy while in
Paris, where he rapidly composed two of his flute works (the Sonata and the Double
Concerto) and premiered them with Le Roy.38 The Divertissement for Oboe, Clarinet,
and Bassoon from this year is a collection of seven short pieces that clearly illustrate
Schulhoff’s stylistic amalgamation. Cole summarizes the work’s movements as
the mocking, aggressive dada phase with its jazz and body orientation, the
neoclassicist preference for the suite as an integration model of heterogeneous
movement types, the confession of modern dance as the ‘soul of his creation,’ the
rhythmic eruptions of the string quartet, the chromatic-atonal expressionism of the
string sextet, and the popular genre-compositions (“Alla Czeca,” “Zingara,”
“Slovaca,” etc.).39
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Interestingly, the “Romanzero” of this work is the only example of Schulhoff ever using
Jewish materials.40
To further understand the context for Schulhoff’s music, it is useful to briefly
explore certain contemporary styles and developments, mainly those relevant to his
locations in the 1920s (Germany, Prague, Paris) and preferred aesthetics (Impressionism,
Neoclassicism, Dadaism, folk music sources, jazz).
Historical Context
The early twentieth century in general was characterized by reactionary
movements in music. Radical kinds of modernism sought to shun tradition and move
away from the ideals of the German Romantic musical tradition; several “isms” began to
make music new: Impressionism, Expressionism, Primitivism, and Futurism, among
others. With this reaction against the hyper-Romanticism of Wagner, Bruckner, and
Mahler, the dissonant chromaticism of some of Strauss’ works, and the eventual atonality
of the Second Viennese School, many composers began to pursue new national sounds
(France, Russia, Hungary, etc.) based on “pentatonic-diatonic modalities” found in the
folk music of many countries.41 This began to equalize modal scale degrees, reducing the
necessity of pitches to resolve and weakening overall tonal motion. Therefore, a new
emphasis on symmetrical and cyclic-interval structures began to emerge, and the
pentatonic and modal elements of Eastern European folk music fit this desire for
symmetry. Whole-tone and octatonic scales also became common, and the practices of
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this new aesthetic of an equalized and equally divided tonal system might be described as
nonfunctional diatonicism.42
In France, the music of Claude Debussy, much of which is seen as the musical
parallel to the Impressionist movement in painting, was influential in its use of extended
chords, pentatonic/modal melodies and harmonies, and whole-tone constructions. These
were likely derived indirectly from Russian nationalists such as Mussorgsky, though they
are also attributed to Debussy’s Javanese gamelan experience.43 Igor Stravinsky, in Paris
during his “Russian” Period, also drew on folk music sources in his ballets for the Ballets
Russes. Antokoletz writes about The Rite of Spring (1912):
We find the most thorough-going use of narrow-range melodies, based on
nonfunctional diatonic modality, and constant repetition of short rhythmic
motives or phrases in the typically irregular meters of Russian folk music. A
sense of motion in otherwise static modal contexts is produced by means of
constant overlappings and reinterpretations of accent, meter, rhythm, and
phrase.44
Stravinsky revolutionized concepts of rhythm and meter as well as timbre in these
interactions of folk- and art-music sources.45
After (and in the midst of) this rise of modernism, the interwar period, heavily
affected by the First World War, saw a unique blending of modernism and a new
classicism, or Neoclassicism. To describe the redoubled impetus of historicism after
World War I, Hermann Danuser writes, “With the advent of historicism composers saw
themselves as ever more pressingly confronted with the possibility of reverting to earlier
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styles, genres, and patterns of musical thought.”46 Neoclassicism in music is seen as a
break with the nineteenth century, often as a revisiting of the eighteenth century, (and
sometimes of Greek antiquity, such as in Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloé).47 However, the
influences of any period were open for use. This new aesthetic began as an oscillation
between classicism and modernism, perhaps even a reaction against certain modernisms,
but it eventually became an integration of the two, especially in the works of Stravinsky
(as he transformed his Russian phase into his Neoclassical phase). Works such as The
Soldier’s Tale and Pulcinella evidence this transition, and Mavra and Symphonies of
Wind Instruments confirm it.48
To further illustrate, Danuser writes of Stravinsky’s Piano Concerto from 1923–
24: “Not only did he make the old appear in a new guise, with on the one hand
unsuspected affinities with jazz, and on the other a mechanical, stiff uniformity of
performance style contrary to the still universally accepted principles of rubato; by such
means he also created something authentically new.”49 Danuser finds in Neoclassicism
“a tense relationship between exoticism with its international tendencies, and folklore
with its national bias,”50 identifying it as both universalist and nationalist. Such
explanations illustrate not only the difficulty of defining Neoclassicism, but also its broad
scope. Danuser attempts to more accurately define the term as “modernist classicism” in
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order to express both the classicist and modernist aspects of what happened between
1920 and 1950.51
Neoclassicism began in Paris around the end of the First World War. A group of
composers led by Satie and later called Les Six (Auric, Durey, Honegger, Tailleferre,
Milhaud, Poulenc) wanted to establish a new French aesthetic that was free of foreign
influences. They were opposed to both German Romanticism and Impressionism, calling
for informal popular sources for music, more in the tradition of pre-nineteenth-century
music. This produced a largely diverse combination of techniques and styles of the past
(before the nineteenth century), popular sources, and modern musical language.52 While
Schulhoff was not directly connected to Les Six, his 1927 works (particularly the Sonata
for Flute and Pianoforte and the Double Concerto for Flute and Piano) were written in
Paris. Like Stravinsky, who took up the more “concise and objective style” of his
Parisian counterparts but continued to use Russian folk sources in his Neoclassicist
works,53 Schulhoff’s Neoclassical leaning is demonstrated in his unique and distinct
juxtaposition of traditional forms, modernist harmonic practices, jazz elements, and
Czech folk music.
While Neoclassicism had a center in Paris, aspects of the movement developed in
unique ways all over Europe. Even in Germany after World War I, aesthetics were
moving towards simplification and accessibility in music. This movement was known as
the New Objectivity, and painter George Grosz, the same Dadaist who had captured
Schulhoff’s interest, was a major proponent of the new philosophy of directness and anti-
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Expressionism. Later in the decade, Paul Hindemith, Carl Orff, Ernst Pepping, Kurt
Weill, and Ernst Křenek were established as the main composers in this aesthetic.54 The
New Objectivity resulted in Gebrauchsmusik (music for use, having a specific function)
and Zeitopern (operas using popular elements like song-forms and jazz, with
contemporary, frequently controversial plots). Social protest also became an overarching aim of this music.55
Related to developments in Germany and certainly to Schulhoff’s life is the
philosophical movement of Dadaism, which was at its strongest after World War I and
into the early 1920s. This anti-establishmentarian artistic and intellectual attitude began
in Zurich, Switzerland, in the Café Voltaire, but quickly spread to France, Germany, and
even the United States.56 Even the title, which is likely based on either a random French
word or nonsense children’s sounds, reflects regression to childhood or “starting over,”
ideas which certainly fit into the philosophy’s goals.57 Dadaism’s no-nonsense agenda
(which ironically focused on nonsense) aimed to denounce and shock, to protest war, and
to awaken the imagination. “A typical Dada evening included several poets declaiming
nonsense verse simultaneously in different languages with others yapping like dogs.”58
The participants in the movement claimed theirs an “anti-art” based on a nihilist
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philosophy of negation. Marcel Duchamp was a key Dada artist, his painting L.H.O.O.Q.
consisting simply of a moustache drawn on a reproduction of da Vinci’s Mona Lisa.59
Eastern Europe was also affected by modernism and Neoclassicism, but a distinct
nationalistic flavor emerged, with composers seeking not only to use folk music to further
uniquely national styles, but also to “collect” and preserve folk music in its original form.
The Hungarian composers Bartók and Kodály produced settings of Hungarian folk songs
that both referenced traditional tertian harmony and incorporated modernist practices
using octatonic, diatonic, and whole-tone collections.60 Leoš Janáček in Czechoslovakia
also investigated his own Moravian folk music. He was rooted in the tradition of
Smetana and Dvořák, fusing nineteenth-century harmony with the modality of Moravian
folk materials, and was also influenced by the Impressionist use of extended chords and
whole-tone structures. The composer later became interested in melodic and rhythmic
inflection based on the Czech language; this speech-melody approach is present in his
well-known opera Jenůfa.61
In Czechoslovakia, more specifically, a unique blend of tradition, modernism, and
nationalism developed. With the heritage of Smetana and Dvořák in their nationalistic
use of Czech folk music and lore, a younger generation of composers often chose an
assimilation of styles. Hans Holländer’s article Modern Czechoslovakian Music provides
a 1930s Czech perspective of these happenings. Josef Suk and J. B. Foerster, in the early
decades of the twentieth century, were seen as bridges to a new era because of their
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eclecticism.62 Vítězslav Novák wrote impressionistic music with Czech folklore and was
viewed as a progressive and a champion of the “new” Czech music.63 The most wellknown of this generation, Janáček has already been mentioned as embracing modernism
in the context of his beloved Moravian roots, and he and Novák (a traditionalist) were
established as polar opposites in modern Czech music.64 Schulhoff’s generation of
composers entered into this atmosphere of eclectic nationalism. His contemporaries were
Jaromír Weinberger (folk-inspired opera), Alois Hába (microtonal music), Jaroslav
Křička (jazz and burlesque),65 Emil František (E.F.) Burian (jazz),66and Bohuslav
Martinů. Holländer describes Martinů: “A follower in spirit of Stravinsky, he has
attained, through a fusion of racial-folk elements with jazz, to a musical style lucid in
form and of brilliant virtuosity.”67
The Czech capital city of Prague even further illustrates the mixing of styles,
aesthetics, philosophies, and traditions that characterized the interwar period. Brian
Locke, in a dissertation about music and ideology in Prague during this time, outlines the
rise of popular music:
The development of popular music in the Prague musical community, in both its
concert-hall and music-hall incarnations, closely paralleled the larger social
tensions between nationalism and cosmopolitanism, between ideas of the modern
and the traditional, that were running through Czech (and indeed European) society
at that time.68
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While jazz was the most influential force from abroad on the musical scene, namely
because of its immense popularity all over Europe, its accessibility, and its connection to
Neoclassicism, it was not the only popular music in Prague at this time. Before World
War I, performances of popularized versions of folk songs and dances as well as brass
band music and cabaret venues were well-established. The second generation of avantgarde composers (mentioned above, including Schulhoff) was captivated by popular
music, jazz in particular, and Locke explains the consequential eclecticism that
characterized their music. “Furthermore, their cosmopolitanism was not undifferentiated
in its assimilation of popular elements, and the resulting stylistic variety revealed the
breadth of associations this music had for musicians and audiences in interwar Prague.”69
To further describe the effect of jazz on Schulhoff and his contemporaries, it is
interesting to look at how jazz arrived in Prague. Even though jazz performers did not
come directly to Prague after the First World War like they did to Paris and London, the
Czech musical scene was still greatly affected by activity in these other major cultural
centers. The younger generation of composers (Schulhoff, Burian, Ježek, Martinů, and
Křička) were the ones to become transfixed by the strong modern and international
appeal of jazz; “each approached jazz in such unique and strikingly personal ways that
they can in no way be said to form a group.” Their music is, however, a reflection of the
unique “confluence of modernism with cosmopolitanism and popular culture” in the
Czech capital.70 Because Czech society’s experience of jazz came from Paris and
London, there was a tendency to conflate the images of these cities with those of Africa,
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urban America, and the Wild West. Therefore jazz encompassed a broader range of
associations, more generally evoking exoticism, primitivism, and depersonalization.
“The perceived sexuality of the dance [of jazz] also fit perfectly with the neo-classicist
trend of anti-intellectualism in the new era.”71
As Paris became solidly established as the main European center of American
culture by the early 1920s, the younger generation in Prague became even more obsessed
with Paris and its cultural scene. The Czech city did not see many of the touring
American jazz groups, so Josephine Baker’s visit to Prague in 1928 had a profound effect
on the avant-garde musical movement there. Other German cities also experienced jazz,
but the intellectuals of Prague saw it as coming directly from Paris. For the Czechs, jazz
symbolized “a conscious effort to escape from the cultural hegemony of the AustroGerman world.”72 Jazz in Prague was often used as a tool of modernism, incorporated
into Neoclassicism in the vein of Stravinsky or put into the context of Dadaism. This
resulted in short dances with simple forms, with aesthetics of anti-Romanticism and
asceticism. Such music was either for solo piano or traditional orchestral instruments.
According to Locke, “few composers attempted to replicate the sound, instrumentation,
structure, or even the improvisational technique of jazz, opting instead to incorporate
syncopated rhythms, major/minor third alternations, and riff-like instrumental solos—in
essence, only the most external characteristics of jazz.”73
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Likely because of this delay between Paris and Prague, French composers had
started endeavors to synthesize jazz and art music slightly earlier than the Czechs. Jazz
had arrived in Paris seemingly overnight. Jeffrey Jackson explains:
At the end of World War I, Paris erupted into a frenzy of entertainment that
almost guaranteed the popularity of jazz, whose upbeat sounds were perfect for
the dance craze era. Americans and other tourists from around the world along
with nouveaux riches French poured money into Parisian show business, helping
to make jazz profitable in nightclubs and music halls…French composers also
heard the spark of inspiration in its pounding drumbeats and began to blend jazz
with their own works.74
Naturally, this increased globalization following the war elevated musical eclecticism and
modernization in Paris.75 However, there were wide discrepancies concerning the actual
qualities of the jazz happening at this time, which explains the disparate ways it was
incorporated into classical music.76 The most well-known of such art music
compositions are Debussy’s Golliwog’s Cakewalk (1908), Ravel’s Sonata for Violin and
Piano (1924), Satie’s “Ragtime du paquebot” from the ballet Parade (1916–17),
Stravinsky’s “Ragtime” from The Soldier’s Tale (1917), and Milhaud’s La création du
monde (1923–24).77 Other examples include Milhaud’s Caramel mou (1920), Poulenc’s
Les biches (1923), George Antheil’s A Jazz Symphony (1925), and Ernst Křenek’s Jonny
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spielt auf (1925–7). Martinů’s La revue de cuisine (1927) and Le jazz as well as some
works of Hindemith and Weill also fit this category.78
The use of jazz in art music became another way to oppose Romanticism and
German influence, plus add new sources of rhythmic energy and instrumentation. It was
essentially tied to Neoclassicism and the effort to define what was modern in music.79
French music in particular sought a return to clarity and simplicity, a turn away from
Wagner, and an upsetting of the hierarchy of genres, forms, and other primarily German
establishments.80 In a discussion of the assimilation of jazz and classical elements in
Debussy’s Golliwog’s Cakewalk, Satie’s “Ragtime du paquebot,” and Milhaud’s La
création du monde, Martin Guerpin states: “What contributes to link the three
compositions in question to neoclassicism is not only the mock attacks against canonical
hierarchy of genres, but also a perpetual blending of genres that belong to totally different
spheres of music.”81 It is the precedent of this kind of eclecticism that begins to shed
light on Schulhoff’s style.
Conclusion
It is clear that the music of the early interwar years was a product of a swirling
mixture of new philosophies, developing aesthetics, unprecedented innovations, and
converging styles (both popular and classical). Even Schulhoff’s personal experiences of
religion, nationality, and politics reflect the relatively chaotic and ambiguous nature of
this time. It is in this historical and biographical context, at the height of the composer’s
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stylistic synthesis, that his chamber works for flute were written. While Chapter 2
explains analytical techniques used to interpret the Concertino for Flute, Viola, and
Double Bass, the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, and the Double Concerto for Flute and
Piano, Chapters 3–5, one for each work, provide detailed pictures of Schulhoff’s distinct
style through the interactions of musical materials and agents.
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CHAPTER II
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
The following analyses of Schulhoff’s three flute pieces use analytical techniques
that fit the historical contexts of the works and their placement in the composer’s stylistic
development. Twenty-first-century theories of musical agency are used in conjunction
with these tools in an attempt to provide an understanding of the music that reflects the
vibrant amalgamation of materials within Schulhoff’s style. Because all three works are
chamber works, agential theories are particularly useful in bringing to light interactions
within both the musical elements themselves and their performing forces (the performer
and the written instrumental part). I hope, then, to identify possible instances of narrative
unfolding based on the actions of the musical agents in order to reveal unique kinds of
meaning distinctive to Schulhoff’s music and his late-1920s style.
What follows, then, in Chapters 3 (Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass),
4 (Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte), and 5 (Double Concerto for Flute and Piano), is
agential description based on the examples of Edward Klorman, Seth Monahan, and
Robert Hatten (2018). General analysis of form, meter, musical actions, folk music
elements, jazz elements, and overarching style is woven into this exploration of musical
agency in each work. While the last forty years have seen an upsurge of writings on
musical meaning (semiotics, topic theory, narrativity, intertextuality, etc.), a full
discussion of which would take up multiple books, I have chosen to center my analytical
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endeavors around concepts of musical agency because of its unique ability to explain the
characteristics of the musical gestures themselves as well as the conversational,
interactive nature of instrumental chamber music. My analytical instincts are certainly
colored by my experience as a performer, which gives me a natural tendency to perceive,
in music, actions and intentions that relate to human experience, which is a main premise
of Robert S. Hatten’s A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (2018). Edward
Klorman’s theory of multiple agency, outlined in Mozart’s Music of Friends (2016), is
concentrated on chamber music and born of the author’s experience as a performer,
giving his claims a unique performer-plus-analyst perspective that also resonates with
me. Finally, both Hatten and Klorman draw on Seth Monahan’s clarification of musical
agent identities based on many examples of agential analytical writing, which he presents
in his 2013 article “Action and Agency Revisited.”
It is hardly possible to discuss musical agency without mentioning the seminal
work of Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (1974), which was but the first glimmer
of a robust theory to explain the capacity of music to sound like the purposeful action of
an unseen force. Cone’s fairly limited definitions of musical agency involve implicit and
virtual agents held in sway by an overall persona (or a voice of the composer; a persona
of the composer). Several authors have expanded Cone’s work in different ways; these
include Fred Maus’s articles on music as drama and narrative (1988, 1991, 1997),
Anthony Newcomb’s writings on action and agency in Mahler’s Ninth Symphony (1992),
Eero Tarasti’s descriptions of musical actoriality and modalities (1994), Kofi Agawu’s
concepts of musical discourse and modes of enunciation (2000), Hatten’s exploration of
musical gesture (2004), and Byron Almén’s theory of musical narrative (2008). While all
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of these endeavors to explain narrative, agency, and meaning in music are extremely
valuable to the body of scholarship on this subject, the even more recent works of
Monahan, Klorman, and Hatten are able to draw on this foundation to clarify definitions
of musical agency, expand its scope, and apply its concepts to a wider array of music.
Theories of Musical Agency
Monahan’s four agential classes, inherent in both Hatten’s and Klorman’s
theories, provide a flexible framework for labeling musical agents. Seeing an obvious
lack of clarity and consistency in existing analytical writings that imply agency, either
purposefully or unwittingly, he seeks a clear, adaptable theory of agency based on these
writings that adapts to different moments of musical discourse without seeming vague or
inconsistent. Monahan therefore outlines the following four classes: individuated
elements, work-persona, fictional composer, and analyst. They are defined as follows:
1) Individuated element: “This class includes any discrete component of the
musical fabric that can be construed as having autonomy and volition—in
other words, any element that could be understood as a kind of dramatic
‘character.’ This includes individual themes, motives, gestures, keys, chords,
topics, and even pitch classes.”82
2) Work-persona: “Like the individuated element, the work-persona dwells in
an intramusical world. Its awareness is limited to the musical past and the
present; it, too, ‘lives’ in the moment, without any foreknowledge of how
things will turn out. However, unlike the individuated element, the workpersona is necessarily both unitary and continuous. It is a single unbroken
consciousness, unique to a movement and extending throughout its
duration…In a word, the work-persona is the work itself, personified.”83
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3) Fictional composer: The fictional composer is “the person postulated by the
analyst as the controlling, intending author of the musical text.” This agent is
“fictional,” as opposed to the actual historical composer, and “they are almost
always understood to be in full control of the unfolding work,” as well as
having consciousness not confined by the unfolding of the work.84
4) Analyst: The analyst is indeed the analyst himself or herself. “In many
respects, the analyst stands in the same relation to the analytical text as the
fictional composer stands in relation to the musical work.”85
Monahan proposes a kind of hierarchical nesting of these agent classes, which he
summarizes with the chart shown in Example 2.1.
Example 2.1: Monahan's chart of agent classes in “Action and Agency Revisited”
(Fig. 5, pg. 338). He labels it: "Summary of normative action/agent relations among
the four agent classes. Different arrow types connect various agents to their (explicit
or implicit) actions.”

Because I will use Monahan’s terms in combination with Hatten’s and Klorman’s
concepts as I label and identify agents, Example 2.2 illustrates three of the agent classes
(individuated element, work-persona, and fictional composer) in one example from the
first movement of Schulhoff’s Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass. This brief
agential analysis, which I have notated in the style of Klorman (though in slightly more
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detail here), shows the possibilities of attributing aspects of the music to various agents as
well as the need for Monahan’s flexible hierarchy. The augmented second interval in the
first measure of this excerpt could be seen as an individuated element, but its appearance
throughout the movement at certain cadences seems to reveal the volition of a fictional
composer who is controlling voice leading practices. In this way, the fictional composer
is connected to the individuated element, as in Example 2.1. The recurring ostinato
material in the next measure, which returns only briefly at this point, is tied to the form of
the movement, therefore showing a work-persona who has a structure in mind as musical
events unfold. Finally, the triplets in the last measure of the excerpt, which had effected
changes in the conversation between the instruments at the beginning of the movement,
enter the musical discourse again as in individuated element that creates rhythmic
misalignment between voices and adds complexity to the texture.

29
Example 2.2: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 27–31. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

Monahan also allows for an interchangeability of manifestations of these classes,
which he calls avatars. He explains: “The avatar principle holds that each of the four
agency types can (and does) appear in an array of alternate guises and/or with a number
of metaphorical overlays.”86 An excellent and useful example of an avatar for
individuated elements is the “fictionalized performers” who play the gestures, motives,
chords, and other musical elements, and the “instruments on which they are played.”87
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This idea is further explored in Klorman’s theory of multiple agency (of which, more
below).
Hatten’s A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music is in some ways a
culmination of his earlier two books about musical meaning, which develop concepts of
topic theory, markedness, correlation, expressive genres, troping, and musical gestures.88
This new work more fully forms his theory of gesture, thus providing a multi-leveled
theory of musical agency, which he finds fully applicable to purely instrumental music.89
Hatten holds that the “sonic events” that comprise music are naturally heard and
experienced as action, performed by actants (defined as whatever is acting). He identifies
his own central starting premise as:
the capacity to imagine a virtual agency in the sounds themselves. Thus, a musicinternal action implies a virtual actant. The inference here is that an action finds
its source virtually in the music itself and not just in an actual performer. Here,
musical styles and compositional strategies provide various kinds of support for
such a remarkable inference.90
The author explains that interpreting such musical events as results of a virtual humanlike agency is supported by the way that a musical gesture, which he defines as “an
energetic shaping through time,”91 is analogous to the human body’s physical expression
of an action or emotion.92 When musical events are seen as gestures according to
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Hatten’s definition, they communicate information about a gesturer (a character, or a
persona the gesturer is embodying), and “the implication of agency is inescapable.” 93
This is how, for Hatten, musical gestures become actants, potentially embodied by
agents, who may have actorial roles in a larger musical subjectivity or narrative. He
specifically uses Steve Larson’s musical forces (2012) and Almén’s narrative archetypes
(2008), combined with the influences of many of the authors mentioned above, in
fleshing out his theory.
To try to briefly explain Hatten’s ideas without recounting his entire book, I will
define several terms that indicate his levels of agency. These terms and concepts serve as
an underpinning to my analytical decisions, and I will also sometimes use them to label
and discuss kinds of agency. Figure 2.1 shows these terms and their definitions. Hatten’s
theory also has four agential levels (unspecified virtual actants, virtual human agents,
actorial roles, virtual subjectivity),94 which are shown in progressive order of complexity
and scope in Figure 2.1. Progression through levels may not fully happen in every piece
of music, but there is the possibility of revealing a discourse or dramatic trajectory with
such an analysis. Hatten further outlines concepts of narrative agency95 and narrative
archetypes (based on Almén 2008),96 neither of which are explained here because they do
not relate directly to my analyses. While some of Hatten’s theories are indeed abstract,
their combination with Monahan’s and Klorman’s ideas proves, for me at least, very
useful.
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Figure 2.7: Definitions within Hatten's theory of virtual agency
Virtual environmental forces
(Based on Larson 2012)97

Gesture98
Actant99
Virtual agent100
Actorial role101
Melos103
Virtual subjectivity104

Gravity: “force that pulls downward towards some platform”
Inertia: “not a force; rather, an acknowledgement that momentum from
a virtual agent will tend to continue unless impeded by other forces”
Friction: “drag/pull,” possibly from a second agent
Magnetism: “attraction toward a stable center; decreases with distance”
“Affective and significant energetic shaping through time”
“Whatever it is that acts”
Embodied character seen as having human gestures and emotions
The identity/role (such as protagonist or antagonist) established by a
virtual agent throughout time, possibly across a dramatic trajectory
(lyric, dramatic, narrative, epic modes102)
“Multi-leveled but integrative discourse” that “embraces all the
intertwined strands that are designed to capture the (style-competent)
listener’s focal attention during the course of a work”
“A single, all-embracing subjectivity…akin to a higher form of
consciousness” that “emerges from the integration of musical energies,
motions, identities, roles, melos, and a continuous musical discourse”
and “interiorizes a dialogue between (or among) previously delineated
actorial roles)

Klorman’s theory of multiple agency attempts to move beyond the metaphor of
chamber music as conversation to a more robust method of explaining the exchange
between players of a chamber work and the qualities of the music itself. It is especially
relevant to Schulhoff’s chamber writing that treats instruments as equals, each of them
capable of carrying solo melodies, taking on accompanying roles, and effecting change in
the musical discourse. To describe—as in the case of chamber music—“the notion of
multiple personas engaged in discourse that are understood to act autonomously and to
possess the consciousness and volition necessary to determine their own statements and
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actions,” the author coins the term “multiple agency.” He aims to reflect the idea that “a
chamber music score is, above all, something to be played, an encoded musical exchange
in which each player assumes an individual character, similar in many respects to a
theatrical script.”105
As Hatten identifies, Klorman is dealing with interactions between actual agents
(the performers) and virtual agents (the character embodied in the music through humanlike actions).106 The latter author wrestles with the idea of instrumental chamber music
personas as characters rather than actors and as “self-determining” agents distinct from
performers. He concludes:
The play’s actors (and their scripts) reside in the real world but their characters
dwell within the fictional frame, where the events are still unfolding, the ending is
not yet written, and the script therefore does not exist. The unstaged (or lightly
staged) reading of a play approximates the setting of a chamber music salon, in
which the players “read” from their own parts, primarily for the enjoyment of
airing an unfamiliar work in a kind of proto-performance. When the same
chamber work is performed for an audience in a modern concert hall, it takes on a
more dramatic, performative quality, more like a rehearsed, theatrical dialogue
than an actual, spontaneous one. However, even in this public performance
setting, the quartet retains its potential for multiple agency, with characters who
enjoy the same ontological status as those of opera or theater.107
Klorman finds that Monahan’s model of four agent classes (and possible avatars) further
defines his stance and provides a vertical axis of agential classes, which enhances and
deepens the set of possibilities for describing the musical discourse. To him, the analyst
thinking in this hierarchy is most like the performer in his experience of the music. This
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viewpoint thus informs his analytical language choices, which I explore below in
defining my own writing practices.108
Overall, Klorman summarizes multiple agency as “interpreting the musical
discourse within chamber ensembles as the actions of diverse characters,”109 where
musical events are framed in terms of the characters’ interactions and exchanges.110 The
agents’ motivations may or may not be derived from such an analysis, but there is
potentially room for the analyst to make such speculations based on the musical
context.111 This kind of performer-plus-analyst perspective draws attention to moments
of agential interaction but does not necessarily assemble them into an overall narrative
spanning a whole movement or piece112 as Hatten’s virtual agency does. The author
labels it narrative-like, or “proto-narratological” and “proto-dramatic,”113 and he
advocates its use alongside other methods of analysis, such as his choices of form and
meter.114 He further explains the degree of narrativity in his approach:
What my analyses share with more conventionally narrative approaches to music
accounts are notions of characters possessing agency, or, more precisely, the
interpretation of event-successions as volitional actions undertaken by sentient,
anthropomorphic personas.115
In the same spirit, my analyses use Klorman’s heightened agential language, which, at his
recommendation, becomes more vivid in moments of change or ambiguity and more
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neutral with steadiness and togetherness.116 I have also constructed musical examples
according to his precedent, with an agential commentary added above the music to
describe the events. Example 2.3 shows how Klorman does this.
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Example 2.3: An example with agential commentary from Klorman's Mozart's
Music of Friends, Ex. 4.6, pg. 145.
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To further follow Klorman’s example, I use the names of instruments to signify a
multi-faceted persona that could alone encompass several agential ideas. Klorman
explains that he sees “each musical utterance as the volitional and (at least marginally)
purposive action of a fictional persona, a role that is enacted in the real world by an
instrumentalist.”117 His focus is on not only the inherent agency of the musical elements,
which Hatten also finds in his definition of musical gestures,118 but also the agency
implied by the instrument part itself as well as its performer. To further clarify his
viewpoint, he lists the possibilities inferred by attributing a musical event to the “cellist”:
1) The cellist as a fictional persona that represents the personification of the
cello part (an individuated element);
2) The cellist as a real-world instrumentalist, who performs this fictional
role;
3) The cellist as a co-composer of the work, to the extent that the cellist may
feel like the author of his own part; and
4) The cellist as an analyst of the work, to the extent that playing the piece
involves a cognitive process of observing events as they occur and
understanding them in relation to the whole.119
Klorman uses the shorthand “the cello” to describe this flexible network of identities that
is the “combined persona of the real-world cellist, the fictional cello persona, and the
cello part (i.e., the utterances of that persona).”120 He is using Monahan’s concept of
“avatars” as he describes an instrument in this way; the “cello” is a standing in for an
individuated element. The following analyses will therefore discuss “the flute,” “the
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viola,” or even “the strings” in a similar fashion, with the implications of various layers
of agential identity.
Additionally, Klorman discusses possibilities of agential identification when
doubling in the part writing occurs, such as when the cello part doubles the bass line in
the left hand of the piano. His two solutions are to either view the doubling as a
“composite character” that makes up the bass line or as two separate characters, one
primary/agential and the other passively doubling. The author treats the two hands of the
piano part in a similar fashion (even though they are played by one performer); he
sometime finds it useful to see each hand as an individual character rather than one
overall piano part.121 I, too, take the freedom to make these distinctions where
appropriate.
Tools of General Analysis
In addition to using a combination of these theories of musical agency to reveal a
kind of agential discourse in the music, I use several other analytical approaches to
identify and define musical attributes, much like Klorman does in his sonata form and
multiple agency analysis as well as his meter and multiple agency analysis (using Lerdahl
and Jackendoff’s well-known A Generative Theory of Tonal Music). As a general
guideline for musical form, I refer to William Caplin’s widely known text, Classical
Form,122 on formal functions in Classical instrumental music. While this certainly does
not always apply directly to Schulhoff’s modernist and Neoclassical practices, it does
serve as a starting point for delineating structure. For further insight into early twentieth-
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century considerations, particularly concerning Impressionistic and Neoclassical
elements, I consult A History of Twentieth-Century Music in a Theoretic-Analytical
Context by Elliott Antokoletz,123 which provides both historical and theoretical contexts
for music from this time. Similarly, Dmitri Tymoczko’s A Geometry of Music: Harmony
and Counterpoint in the Extended Common Practice124 lays out unique theoretical
frameworks for analyzing music in what he calls “the extended common practice,”
especially in his views on the cross-influencing of art music and jazz.
To aid in the specific elements of folk music in Schulhoff’s style, I draw on
writings of Karel Vettrl (Czech and Slovak folk music),125 John Novak (Czech folk music
elements in the music of Janáček),126 Scott Cole (analyses of Schulhoff’s violin works
from the mid 1920s),127 and Jonathan Bellman (Turkish style and Style hongrois).128 In
addition, for the sake of clarity and to reflect Schulhoff’s jazz leanings, labeling of modal
scales/pitch collections follow jazz theory practices found in Gary Keller’s The Jazz
Chord/Scale Handbook129 where appropriate.
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Furthermore, to address various kinds of ambiguities in Schulhoff’s music,
Wallace Berry’s ideas about how musical elements are constantly in different lines of
change are helpful in explaining ambiguities of formal delineation. These “musical
actions” tend to be progressive, recessive, or static.130 He notes that a progressive action
will likely have the following qualities: melodically ascending, harmonically moving
away from tonic, metrically shifting towards shorter units, and timbrally increasing in
dynamic or register. Recessive actions do the opposite and are likely to descend
melodically, return to tonic, and decrease in dynamic, while static actions have little
active affect, remaining stagnant in these various elements.131 Schulhoff often uses
progressive and recessive actions at the ends of formal sections, sometimes creating
virtually seamless transitions that obscure formal delineation and contribute to an overall
ambiguity of structure.
Finally, in identifying ambiguities of meter, Harald Krebs’ two kinds of “metrical
dissonance” serve well. Krebs defines metrical dissonance as “conflict against the
primary meter as it is represented by the bar lines and the time signature.”132 The type
most prevalent in Schulhoff’s flute music is grouping dissonance, which is “the
association of different groupings of pulses…the association of incongruent layers.”133
Example 2.4 shows mm. 7–9 of the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, where the flute part
is written as if the pulse is in 3/4 meter, the right hand of the piano is in the notated 6/8,
and the left hand is in 3/4 with the flute. This grouping dissonance contributes to a local
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sense of instability, almost as if there is a constant undermining of the unity that meter
creates between voices.
Example 2.4: Erwin Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm.
7–9.

Conclusion
To summarize, the versatile agential theories of Monahan, Hatten, and Klorman
fit the nature of this instrumental chamber music and provide solid foundations for
agential analysis of works that have not before been examined in this fashion. Not only
do I hope to bring the unique musical materials of these pieces into the light through my
own mixture of agential concepts and general analysis, but I also want to further elucidate
Schulhoff’s style in its 1920s context through this exploration of agency and discourse in
his music. The next three chapters are my attempt to supply diverse, multi-faceted
analyses of Schulhoff’s three flute works that reflect the music’s distinct and intricate
stylistic amalgam.
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CHAPTER III
CONCERTINO FOR FLUTE, VIOLA, AND
DOUBLE BASS, WV 75 (1925)
Background
The Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass, WV 75, was written quickly in
the spring of 1925 and reflects Schulhoff’s experience at the 1924 Slavic Farmer’s
Festival Week in Brno, Czechoslovakia.134 The composer summarizes: “. . . such
fantastic sounds created the greatest stimulation for me and led me to compose my
Concertino.”135 The work’s clear folk inspirations include Slavic, Czech, and
Carpathian-Russian folk themes in Phrygian, Lydian, and Mixolydian modes. Schulhoff
was in Prague when he wrote it, in the middle of composing his first symphony, which
also explored Slavic dance rhythms as well as jazz.136 The Concertino was premiered in
1926 by the flutist Hermann Wilhelm Draber and the Hindemith brothers (Paul on viola
and Rudolf on double bass) at the Donaueschingen Musiktage, a music festival begun in
1921 as a means of furthering contemporary music.137 It was published in 1927 by
Universal Edition in Vienna.138
Appendix C of Maria Harman’s dissertation Erwin Schulhoff (1894–1942): An
Analytical Study and Discussion of Concertino for Flute, Viola, Double Bass, WV 75, and
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Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, WV 86 provides a translation of Schulhoff’s explanation
of the Concertino. He writes with enthusiasm about the Slavic farmer festival in Brno,
the Moravian capital. People of many tribes and nationalities attended to celebrate their
native song and dance, with little formality or patriotic obligation. Schulhoff was
fascinated with the myriad of traditions, the rhythmic constraint even in the context of
improvisation, and the constant fluctuation of mood. He also notes the peculiar
combinations of instruments he observed, concluding that there is hardly a need to
explain that such fantastic sounds inspired his concertino. The composer goes on to
describe the individual movements of the work, the specifics of which prove helpful in
the following analyses. Schulhoff’s summary concerning this composition is that it is
simply a piece of folk music, as found at peasant festivals in the eastern Czech
Republic.139
To further illustrate the unusual nature of this instrumentation, Appendix F of
Harman’s dissertation is a list of other music written for flute, viola, and
bass. Interestingly, with the exception of two works that were composed in the 1770s,
most of the sixteen compositions outlined there were written after Schulhoff’s
Concertino. Harman does not claim that this list is exhaustive, and there is no conclusive
way to link Schulhoff’s piece to those that followed it, but such a catalog does highlight
the idiosyncrasy of the composer’s instrumental choices in his time.140
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As expected with a title of Concertino, the work is “less ambitious in scale than a
concerto.”141 It is, in effect, a little concerto, with four short contrasting movements
featuring a group of instruments that share and exchange solo roles. Unlike other
concertinos of the composer’s era, such as Milhaud’s Concertino de printemps for violin
and orchestra and Hindemith’s Concertino for Trautonium and String Orchestra, both of
which brought the term into a new vogue in the 1930s, the Concertino for Flute, Viola,
and Double Bass does not specify one solo instrument.142 The flute part requires the
player to switch between flute and piccolo—Movements I and III call for flute, while
Movements II and IV use piccolo.
Movement I: Andante con moto
Schulhoff explains (according to Harman’s translation) that the accompanying
material in the viola and bass in the first movement of the Concertino is based on the
Russian Orthodox Litany. The flute then takes the melody, which the composer notes as
a structure that is common in old Slavic songs.143 This Andante con moto movement
generally features the flute in the melodic role, but there are also moments where the
viola takes over. While it is not clear from Schulhoff’s description which specific chantlike petitionary prayer he may have had in mind, the repetitive opening litany material in
the strings does usher in a contemplative atmosphere over which the flute intones its
pentatonic melody. The combination of these elements (the litany ostinato and the
melody) results in a calm, prayer-like affect that prevails throughout the movement.
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Analysis of Movement I
The overall form of the first movement is somewhat ambiguous, interspersing
returning material with contrasting sections. This rondo-like cycle is summarized in
Figure 3.1. Though the top table in Figure 3.1 appears to show a clear seven-part rondo
form, the structure does not function as it does in Schulhoff’s movements that are labeled
as rondos. Such movements, like the fourth movement of this concertino, tend to feature
clear-cut dance-like themes with simple transitions between sections, and the rondo parts
typically appear in their entirety upon repetition, perhaps with some thematic synthesis in
later sections. This first movement, however, has extended transitions, some variation
between repeated sections, and several partial returns of material. The contrasting
sections have been labeled as “digressions”144 to show their departure from the mood and
atmosphere of the returning sections, which are labeled as “refrains.” Figure 3.1 also
includes a general description of musical events to better illustrate the contrasts between
the sections.
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Figure 3.8: Rondo-like structure of Schulhoff’s Concertino for Flute, Viola, and
Double Bass, Movement I
A

B

A

C

A

B/Cadenza/B

A

Rondo Term

Musical Events

Refrain 1 (A)

Octaves with obbligato in flute, creeping in of triplets

Pitch Center
(includes modal
variations)
C

Digression (B)

Polyrhythm, excited build to climax, fading away

C♯ to D♯

9–16

Retransition

Viola calls back to tranquil section

C♯ to C

16–17

Refrain 2 (A)

C

18–22

Digression (C)

Transformed and expanded from first A section,
responsorial in viola
Faster, folk-like dance

C to C♯ + C

23–28

Refrain 3 (A)

Very brief, cut-off by return of B

C

29

Digression (B)

Like first B section, octave higher in flute

C to C♯

30–34

Cadenza

Flute cadenza with responses in strings

C♯

34–38

Digression (B)

Extended B section with unique intro, some exact B
material, and dissolving call-and-response end
Viola call back to tranquil section

C♯ to D♯

39–48

C♯ to C

49–50

Sustained version of A section, ethereal and tranquil
until end

C

51–62

Retransition
Refrain 4 (A)

Measure #s
1–8

The movement begins with the viola and the double bass playing the pentatonic
litany material in octaves—this pattern repeats exactly in every 8/4 bar. While the meter
is marked unusually as 8/4 7/4, it does not change to 7/4 until m. 9, which creates a sense
of metric stability throughout the first formal section. It becomes clear during the second
bar that the strings establish this repeating C pentatonic (C, D, F, G, A) pattern as an
ostinato that lays a foundation for the entrance of the melody. The contour of this line in
the two instruments is wave-like over the 8/4 meter, gravitating calmly back to C at the
beginning of every bar. The flute melody at the end of the second measure delineates the
musical structure, since the strings at first remain unaffected by the flute’s melodic
statements. These statements are also pentatonic, though the collection in the legato
melody replaces the F of the ostinato with an E, creating the collection C, D, E, G, A. In
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terms of the agency in this passage, the flute has certainly taken the lead role, and the
musical discourse continues uninterrupted for a few measures, with the viola and double
bass together in an accompaniment role, their fictional personas so far not individuated.
After building the melodic line to a sustained E in m. 4, the flute pivots abruptly
over an F♯ into another realm, from an open-sounding folk environment to a tightly
chromatic jazz space. The strings’ ostinato does not change in pitch or rhythm, but the
flute switches for two measures to blues-oriented triplets, hinting at the ♭3, ♭5, and ♭7
scale degrees in B♭. It then lands on a whole-note D in m. 7, an octave lower than where
it began its melody in m. 2. Interestingly, the only note excluded from these chromatic
windings is C, as if the flute suddenly wants to avoid the tonal center just established.
After this potentially defiant display of chromaticism, it seems unable to maintain the
inertia it created as it went against the ostinato and the key center. It once again
conforms to the ostinato in register and rhythm as it emphatically states descending
chromatic major thirds and ends the phrase with tinges of C minor in m. 8, which also
hints at a bluesy ♭3 scale degree. The flute confirms the pitch center for the whole
section with this held C, despite its brief adventure of the last few measures. Example
3.1 summarizes the events of these first eight measures.
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Example 3.1: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 1–8. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

The ostinato of the first section disappears in m. 9, which is also the first 7/4 bar
of the movement, and a busy texture ensues, this time with three clearly independent lines
contrapuntally interwoven. The strings, which have so far acted as one somewhat
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mechanical accompanying agent, are now differentiated. The passage they create with
the flute displays Schulhoff’s lack of concern with traditional functional voice leading;
vertical tritones and sevenths are left unresolved, the main point the Impressionistic
effects of the quickly changing local harmonic colors. In this kind of agential analysis,
Schulhoff is Monahan’s fictional composer,145 seen as having control over events and
intentions such as nontraditional voice leading. In addition to the vertical dissonances, it
seems that all the instruments have now caught the flute’s infectious triplets and are
passing them around against largely duple rhythms throughout m. 10. The calmness of
the previous section has given way to a polyrhythmic and polytonal interaction between
three equal personas. The musical discourse here, or Hatten’s melos,146 has thickened, at
this point including not only the individual melodic lines in each part, but also the vertical
arrangements of pitches, their resolutions, and the rhythmic dissonance (or sometimes
consonance).
The busy nature of this melos decreases in m. 11 as the viola and bass line up
rhythmically. Interestingly, their lines move in opposite directions, with the viola
ascending and the bass descending, creating a mirror image of each other from the second
beat of m. 11 through the fourth beat of m. 12. This creates the effect of unified yet
diverging statements, accented and staccato in nature, which also happen to fit
rhythmically in between the flute’s utterances. The flute, too, has become adamant,
starting m. 11 with a rebounding triplet that pushes up to a quarter-note F. In a seeming
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effort to rise higher and higher, the instrument repeats its now sixteenth-note winding-up
pattern, reaching as high as an F♯. It insistently repeats this sixteenth note gesture on
every beat of m. 12 until landing higher on a climactic A on the fifth beat, which is
marked passionato. While the flute is suddenly starkly alone on this beat at what has
potentially been its goal for a few measures, the strings are influenced by this arrival.
They respond on the seventh beat of the same measure with a composite downward duple
pattern, as if agreeing with the flute’s similar motive of two beats earlier. At this point,
the flute as an agent has pushed against musical environmental forces147 such as the
gravity that pulled it back into its low register in m. 8 and the magnetism of the C pitch
center.
The flute, having held its C♯ briefly in m. 12, rises in m. 13 through a partially
chromatic scale to a C♯ an octave higher before falling in triplets to a series of E♭s/D♯s
(clashing polytonally with the strings). It sustains the lowest D♯ through m. 14 into m.
15. The strings, now rhythmically aligned, descend together with the flute, punctuating
its E♭s/D♯s with accented offbeats. These eventually turn into eighth-note outlines of
seventh chords (C7 in the viola and A7 in the bass) and dissolve downwards in both pitch
and dynamic through m. 15. The bass alone trails off with eighth notes into m. 16,
having outlined a B♭M7 chord at the end of the flute’s held D♯. Example 3.2 shows the
melodic climax and dissolution of mm. 12–16. Though the bass ends this section, the
flute has begun to show itself in a central role as an agent who influences the others to
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new rhythms and overcomes musical forces. It has the potential of developing into the
actorial role148 as protagonist, but it is not yet clear if this is consistent or significant.
Example 3.2: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 12–16. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien
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roles into an overall dramatic trajectory (Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency, 84).
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At the end of m. 16, the viola, however, seems to call the others back to the events
of the beginning of the movement by returning to a tranquil quarter-note/eighth-note
figure. However, it adopts the sharp-side harmonies of the previous section and beckons
in C♯ Mixolydian. The litany ostinato in C pentatonic returns rather abruptly in m. 18; it
seems that the viola’s summoning has worked, even though its pitch collection is in a
different mode. The viola skips down an augmented second from A♯ to G to land in this
new place. The magnetism of this A-section material is apparently great enough to pull
the key area back down to C. This time, the flute and the bass start the ostinato in
octaves while the viola sustains a G. The melody that the flute previously played over
the ostinato is no longer present here, and the viola has the individualized material.
Perhaps the ostinato as an individuated element149 is becoming further assimilated into
the melodic events, because in m. 19, the flute and bass remain on a held C while the
viola ascends to again hold a G an octave higher, and the ostinato picks up again in m.
20. The ostinato breaks down in m. 21 as the viola and the flute-bass pair alternate
eighth-note figures in a conversational moment through m. 22.
These few measures (mm. 18–22) have a responsorial feel, as if this version of the
A section is congregational as the viola leads small expansions of the litany material to
which the flute and bass then respond. The work-persona,150 or the personified
movement itself as an agent, seems to have brought the music back (using the viola’s
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summoning and the original litany ostinato) to the original purpose of prayer-like
contemplation. Interestingly, this conversational aspect of the litany upsets the metric
regularity established in the first A section. The responsorial bars in the viola are now in
7/4 (mm. 19, 21, 22), which creates an alternation with the 8/4 meter of the original
ostinato (mm. 18 and 20). This section of the musical discourse has shown the viola as a
catalytic agent as a beckoner of the A section, an instigator of the 7/4 meter, and
additionally as a changer of the mode, with its addition of B♭ in m. 19. If the flute is in
the actorial role of protagonist, it is possible that the viola could become the antagonist,
though this is not clearly evidenced at this point. The flute and bass follow the viola’s
modal switch in m. 21 by adding an E♭, and the resulting collection is now C dorian. The
tranquility of this senza espressione material is consistent throughout these changes,
however short-lived it turns out to be.
Suddenly, in m. 23, the viola, again the catalyst, starts a new faster section, with
the flute leading a dance-like leggiero sixteenth note melody. On beat three, the viola
begins a countermelody with the flute, and the bass descends in quarter notes from A to C
and continues to confirm a key area of C until m. 25. The flute excitedly jumps up an
octave in m. 24, reiterating an F♯-inflected (C Lydian) sixteenth note pattern with the
viola joining in counterpoint. The flute lowers its register in m. 25, and the bass takes up
the countermelody, the pair roughly agreeing on a key area of C♯ and a scale that hints at
Dorian ♭2. The viola accompanies the folk-like dance with sixteenth-note double stops,
maintaining the C Dorian mode of the previous measure (m. 25). This modal switching
occurs over 7/4 bars through m. 28, further associating the asymmetrical meter with less
harmonic stability. The resulting thread of the melos is harmonically conflicted (C♯
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Dorian ♭2 against C Dorian) even while being rhythmically unified. There are now more
subtle hints of opposing agential roles, but the overall discourse between the instruments
continues to be conversational.
The texture changes abruptly in m. 26, with the viola and bass agreeing in
pizzicato eighth notes and commenting in arco sixteenth notes between the moving notes
of the flute’s insistent high register melody in C♯ Aeolian. Finally, at the downbeat of m.
27, the trio lands climactically, the viola and bass sustaining an E♭ major chord at
fortissimo while the flute drives downward from a high F♯ in a rapidly descending
staccato octatonic pattern (Ex. 3.3). The viola and bass are influenced by the flute’s
passionate release of energy and join the octatonic scale in octaves on beat three, and all
instruments trail away in repeated motivic fragments into m. 28. The flute is the first to
fade from the reiterations, followed by the viola, and the bass utters its motive alone for
two beats before ending the section on a sustained C♮, dropping an augmented second
from a D♯ to arrive there (like the viola from m. 17 into m. 18). This landing place seems
potentially shocking after the time spent in various C♯ modes and the octatonic
collection, but the C leads directly into the open-sounding pentatonic ostinato from the
beginning of the movement, which the bass states by itself in m. 29 (Ex. 3.3). The viola
joins at the beginning of m. 30, and the flute enters three beats later, exactly as in m. 9.
While it appears that the bass is now summoning the others back into the workpersona’s agenda of prayer, the single measure of ostinato triggers not the peaceful and
stable litany material, but the second excited B section with the insidious triplets (Ex.
3.3). In a way, the triplets as individuated elements again overcome the peaceful ostinato
pattern, this time almost immediately after it starts. This simultaneous mix of duple
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rhythms and triplets continues through its quickly changing harmonies before moving
into a conversational trading of sixteenth notes between the flute and the viola-bass pair.
Example 3.3: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 27–31. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

In this version of the B section, the flute jumps up an octave for the climax in m.
33 and demands its own passionate moment of display on beat 6, acting as protagonist in
this moment. The viola and bass sustain a set of fourths here, G♯/C♯ and B/E♯. The
strings hold this sonority all the way through the next 7/4 bar (m. 34), and the augmented
fourth in the viola does not resolve, again demonstrating that the fictional Schulhoff does
not always prioritize traditional voice leading. The flute uses this opportunity for a
cadenza-like statement of sixteenth notes, unconcerned with fitting into the harmony
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created by the strings. This melodic line eventually transforms into triplet groups, which
again invade the melody, before landing aggressively on a C♯ half-step trill at the
downbeat of m. 35. The viola and bass awaken from their temporary static state to
respond to the C♯ with pesante, pizzicato eighth and quarter notes, respectively. The
flute, however, has potentially found its home on C♯, continuing to restart C♯ trills with
ornaments of triplet sixteenths. The viola and bass do not interrupt except with
rhythmically aligned punctuations between the flute’s melodic decorations. The two
instruments eventually only respond with sporadic offbeat eighth notes, and the flute
remains in the low register through m. 37, as if continually drawn there by magnetic
force. This unique cadenza section has shown the flute in a lead actorial role, now even
taking a solo moment to explore the C♯ pitch center. The individuated element of C♯centered modes also comes into the forefront here, seeming to captivate the flute.
Though the music has been gradually fading out in terms of texture and register
for three measures, the starkness of the flute’s tranquillo solo line in m. 38 is nonetheless
somewhat eerie. While a new section begins in m. 39, confirmed by a sinuous legato
accompaniment pattern in octaves in the viola and bass that has not been heard before
this point, the flute clings to the D♭/C♯ key center, vacillating between sustained C♯s in
different registers. These C♯s are connected by melodic decorations that constantly
change modal inflection. The accompaniment in the strings acts as an individuated
element; it appears to have a different tonal motivation, winding through chromatic and
occasionally triadic motives that do not often harmonically support modal C♯ figures in
the flute. As protagonist at this moment, the flute continues on its own C♯ journey, and
the viola is no longer acting of its own accord as potential antagonist. If anything, the
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accompaniment pattern sets itself subtly against the flute’s line at times, though also
clearly following its trajectory. This part in the strings is marked with short crescendodecrescendo patterns that have their loudest points on off beats (and also on notes
indicated as natural harmonics), adding a subtly syncopated accentuation to the flute’s
sustained notes. Example 3.4 shows the new texture.
Example 3.4: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 39–40. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

This texture and motion between C♯s continues through m. 41, and with the
return of the material from m. 13 in the same measure, it becomes apparent that the trio
has been setting up a variation of the B section in these four unique measures. Rather
than continuing on what might have been an independent path, it is clear that the
instruments as agents and any individuated elements are still influenced by the repetitive
structure of the work-persona. The strings move towards the climax of the 8/4 bar in m.
42 in an even more dramatic way than before, with weighty tenuto semi-octatonic scales
moving in contrary motion to an F minor chord on beat 6. The personas of viola and bass
are suddenly again differentiated. The remainder of m. 42 appears to match the trajectory
of the first B section as the flute descends into the next measure, but in the second half of
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m. 43, the strings again help the flute build to a melodic climax (beat 2 of m. 44) through
scalar lines moving in contrary motion. The fortissimo marking with an additional
indication of passionato, plus the melodic and textural build-up, make this perhaps the
climax of the movement, the viola and bass confirming the high point with repeated
staccato sixteenth note patterns in minor thirds. The flute again descends over the course
of m. 44, eventually falling in off beats in m. 45, all the way to a low D♯, which is,
interestingly, an augmented second away from the original C pitch center of the
movement. The viola-bass pair, still in agreement, begins a call-and-response section as
if harkening back to a congregational prayer-like conversation and the A section, but the
flute holds its D♯. The protagonist continues to reiterate the D♯ pitch center, and the
strings answer with descending chromatic gestures in gradually lengthening rhythms (Ex.
3.5). Finally, as the flute diminishes through its last D♯, the viola and bass fade away on
offbeat eighth notes, with the bass having the last say at the end of m. 48 (Ex. 3.5). The
three independent instrument agents fall silent in a fermata rest, the impassioned
exploration of contrasting sections coming to a close with a greater sense of finality than
the similar trailing-off of mm. 15–16.
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Example 3.5: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement I, mm. 46–54. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

The viola alone, again in its catalytic role, utters the call back to the peacefulness
of the A section, sliding downwards to C♯ from the previous D♯ center. The flute and
bass establish the C-pentatonic ostinato, just as they did in the second A section, while
the viola sustains a G, only slightly interrupting this drone with connecting neighbor
notes in mm. 54–56 (Ex. 3.5). In addition to such ornamentations, the viola’s drone is
varied in color with the use of harmonics, like in m. 53. The longer periods of sustainednotes-plus-ostinato give the texture an organ-like, almost mechanical quality. The agents,
now back in the calm of the A section and directed to play senza espressione, shift
agential roles and act as a unified team. The viola and the flute-bass pair trade off
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melodic materials beginning at m. 58, and this slow-moving interchange continues until
the end. Markings of ppp and molto tranquillo accompany the last two measures as one
last statement of the octave ostinato in the flute and bass fades away in a fermata C. The
dominant G in the viola gives the final cadence an open, ancient quality that confirms the
work-persona’s litany identity and completes its continued returns of contemplative,
prayer-like goals.
Folk Elements and Agency in Movement I
The first movement’s ostinato in octaves and pentatonic collections immediately
suggest a folk orientation. Throughout the movement, frequent arrivals on fourths and
fifths as well as modal inflections and motion by augmented second solidify the folk
basis. Furthermore, the cadenza-like material that interrupts the last B section sounds
improvisatory in the way that the C♯ is sustained and interspersed with melodic
ornaments. However, aspects of chromaticism sneak into the folk atmosphere with
potentially bluesy triplets, octatonic collections, and Impressionistic dissonances,
showing Schulhoff’s eclecticism even in a piece that is largely folk-inspired. The unique
pitch center motion that happens between sections is also chromatically constructed.
This kind of semitonal voice leading is similar to what Janáček does in “On an
Overgrown Path,” Series II, No. 1 (1908), which Tymoczko sees as a way of using scales,
modal or otherwise, to control harmonic motions.151 Schulhoff was certainly familiar
with Janáček’s music, so while this is not a direct parallel, it indicates that is not
necessarily surprising to see this kind of voice leading in a folk music context.
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As for the explicit folk music element that Schulhoff names, the Russian
Orthodox litany material reoccurs within the rondo-like structure, and its expanded return
ends the movement with the calm and contemplative atmosphere that began it. The
conversation between the instruments during these prayer-like A sections sometimes has
a responsorial quality, as if there is a leader and a participating congregation in a church
setting. The church-like association, shown also in the expansiveness of the 8/4 7/4
meter, is also not out of place in a folk music setting; Czech musicologist Karel Vetterl
notes that Czech and Slovak folk songs were used in church music as early as the
sixteenth century.152 This is certainly not a direct connection with Schulhoff, but it does
help to further contextualize the combination of musical elements.
The agential unfolding in the first movement also provides an interesting analysis.
The flute is established right away as the melodic instrument, with the strings
accompanying steadily in a repetitive ostinato throughout the A section. After the
introduction of the individuated element of the seemingly out-of-place triplets and the
flute’s energetic statements that quickly trail away in dynamic and register in the B
section, the viola shows its independence as a summoner of the prayer-like A section. It
then leads the “congregation” before the flute jumps into a new dance-like C section,
further stepping into the actorial role of protagonist. Here the viola at times seems
slightly antagonistic in its different modes and countermelodies, but the flute soon takes
over and influences both strings to an excited octatonic descent. The bass, which has not
established much agential independence, tries to restart the A-section ostinato pattern, but
the individuated element is not strong enough in this moment to overcome the B-section
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material that soon interrupts it. The flute further acts as protagonist as it demands a
cadenza to explore the C♯ pitch center and then returns to the B section. Eventually,
however, the catalytic viola, not very firmly the antagonist, summons the trio back to the
contemplative A section, where all the agents shift their established roles to again
participate in the litany. The form of the movement, with the continued returns to this
prayer-like material, gives the sense of an overall work-persona who has this agenda of
calm, unified prayer. While the three instrument agents, through a few key individuated
elements, try to move away from this goal, with the flute as the main protagonist
character, they ultimately heed its summons.
Movement II: Furiant
In keeping with the folk inspiration of the Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double
Bass, the second movement is titled Furiant and marked Allegro furioso. Schulhoff
explains it as having the form of the Beseda, or the Czech national social dance. He
points out that the main goal for this movement was to use the tempo (not necessarily the
other musical aspects) of the furiant,153 which is one part of the Beseda.154 A furiant is a
fast Czech folk dance characterized by its shifting metric accents, often written in 3/4
with momentary hemiolas that emphasize duple groups. This metric confusion is usually
found at the beginning of a phrase rather than at cadential points. Dvořák’s use of the
furiant, notably in his sixth symphony and Slavonic Dances, is the most widely known
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integration of the dance into symphonic and chamber music works,155 and it is not
surprising that Schulhoff draws upon his Czech nationality by incorporating this kind of
folk element. Instead of the triple meter with hemiolas expected in a furiant, the
composer uses 5/8 meter to alternate groups of two and three, simply using smaller
rhythmic values and writing the metric irregularity into the notated meter itself.
Analysis of Movement II
Figure 3.2 shows the general form of the second movement, which is difficult to
put into any category. While other examples of furiants in classical music are in clear-cut
forms such as scherzo-and-trio (e.g., the third movement of Dvořák’s Sixth Symphony),
Schulhoff does not treat his second movement this way. Since most of the formal
sections are based on similar types of dance-like melodies and the contrast between them
comes from the tonal center, this could be called a set of dance variations that has a sense
of rondo-like returns throughout. Perhaps the most interesting kind of development used
in this furiant is the augmentation of meter from 5/8 to 5/4 in two of the middle sections,
shown in bold in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Dance variations in Schulhoff’s Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double
Bass, Movement II
Section
A
A’
B
A
C
A’
B
Transition
A’’
C
C
Transition

Description
Dance melody in piccolo with viola
countermelody and repeated bass line
Bass with dance melody and viola with
driving ostinato (no piccolo)
Piccolo with new dance material, strings with
open-string fifths
All instruments in unison dance melody
Viola with more sustained melody, piccolo
and bass ostinato
Piccolo with variation of dance melody,
strings with quartal/quintal harmony
Piccolo with B-section dance material, strings
emphasize B♭ & C in eighth notes
Strings journey from the G climax back to C
in tenuto eighth notes
Piccolo with soloistic melody based on A
material, strings with drone-like quarter notes
Piccolo with melody, strings rhythmically
align in major ninths
Strings use C-section material to copy the 5/4
metric transition from m. 85
Call-and-response between piccolo and
strings, unison statement of whole trio

A

Return of initial A section

A’

Return of initial A’ section but with piccolo in
canon with bass

A’

Bass with melody, viola with driving ostinato

Closing Section

Thin texture as solo instruments fade away
with soft piccolo gesture at end

Meter
5/8
5/8

Pitch Center

Measure #s

C Lydian

1–13

C Lydian dominant

14–24

D to D Lydian

25–33

C

34–42

E Phrygian ♮6

43–54

C Lydian dominant

55–62

D Mixolydian ♭6 + ♯4

63–79

G to C Lydian dominant

79–84

C Lydian dominant

85–92

E Lydian ♯5

93–100

E Lydian ♯5

101–104

C♯ minor pentatonic to G

105–112

C Lydian

113–126

C Lydian dominant

127–134

C Lydian

134–141

C

141–153

5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/4
5/8
5/4
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8

The furiant dance starts in C Lydian with the flutist now on piccolo. The bass
confirms the key area with a sustained C that begins an overall C, A, D pattern, and the
piccolo’s melodic play around G further supports this harmonic platform. The viola
plays a countermelody to the piccolo’s dance melody. An adamant quarter-note/dottedquarter-note figure grounds each three- or four-measure phrase, much like a spondee
rhythm of two accented longs used to punctuate or interrupt.156 The piccolo repeats each
three-measure melodic unit throughout mm. 1–13, and in the slightly elaborated version
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of the phrase in mm. 7–10, the piccolo and bass begin to have a small hypermetric
disagreement about the alternation of groupings of 2 and 3. Perhaps Schulhoff is using
this to further reflect the traditional Czech dance, in addition to the built-in alternations of
the 5/8 meter. This slight metric conflict begins to identify meter/metric groupings as an
individuated element that may influence the discourse of the three instrument agents.
Example 3.6 shows the beginning of the Furiant.
Example 3.6: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement II, mm. 1–10. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

At m. 14, the viola disconnects from the piccolo, demonstrating more of its own
agential volition, and begins a driving ostinato of octave Cs, unwavering into m. 25. The
piccolo drops out, and the bass continues the grounding spondee-like figure established at
the beginning, statements of which are interspersed with irregularly grouped staccato
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motives that outline a C Lydian dominant collection.157 These are written against the
metric groupings of the viola’s ostinato, at least in every third measure. Even in an
irregular meter, Schulhoff uses these opposite groupings to create the characteristic
hemiola effect of the furiant, showing that the agents are under the control of the fictional
composer, who may create metric agential conflict.
In a shift to a tritone above the C key center, the bass sustains an F♯ (from the C
Lydian dominant collection) in m. 25, and the piccolo comes in suddenly after its several
measures of rest in a flurry of D major material. This show of initiative is potentially an
indication of its actorial role of protagonist. Now establishing the dance melody around
the D key center, the piccolo leads as the viola and double bass remain harmonically and
rhythmically stable in sets of stacked fifths, often exploiting their open string pitches. By
m. 31, a G♯ (or an individuated element with influence over the mode) has crept into the
piccolo’s melody, shifting the mode to D Lydian. The grounding melodic long-long
figure continues to mark off the phrases (m. 29 and m. 33), but the piccolo now
ornaments it with a grace-note/neighbor-note addition on the downbeat, adding its own
twist to the spondee individuated element that marks off the phrases.
Suddenly, in m. 34, with a marking of ordinario (common, ordinary, possibly
coarse or vulgar), all three instruments align rhythmically and harmonically in true dance
fashion, remaining determinedly together in octaves until m. 43. It is not completely
clear what Schulhoff meant by ordinario, but this abrupt forte unison material does seem
considerably more crass than the previous piano leggiero section. Agentially, the unified
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statement seems to establish the three agents as participants in the social dance of the
work-persona, sometimes dancing their own steps and at other times fully aligned with
one another. The overall harmonic motion between C, D, and A mirrors the bass’s
pattern at the beginning of the movement, though this time the melos is formed by a
completely uniform texture. The momentary camaraderie breaks down at m. 43, as the
viola sustains a D pitch while the piccolo and bass fall into an ostinato together that
emphasizes an E key center (Ex. 3.7). By m. 45, the trio has again become harmonically
aligned in an E Phrygian ♮6 collection, and the viola asserts its independence by leading
the key-confirming melodic line, accompanied by the strange ostinato pair. The actorial
roles in this dance appear to be more equalized at this point, with the viola and flute
shifting with versatility between melodic roles. Again, some of the rhythmic groups are
misaligned, resulting in a vertical hemiola effect of groups of 2 in the viola against
groups of 3 in the ostinato, or vice versa. The dancers are hypermetrically in sync but
seem to disagree about steps—the rhythmic groups—within the measures, creating a
subtle kind of agential conflict. The viola’s solo in E continues until m. 54.
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Example 3.7: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement II, mm. 40–49. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

In an insistent outburst, the piccolo grabs the melody back and returns to the C
Lydian dominant collection from m. 14, potentially trying to reaffirm its leading
protagonist role. The viola and bass provide sustained quartal and quintal harmonies,
with a stacked quartal formation of D G C G. The piccolo offers a considerably more
elaborate version of the dance melody from the bass’s statement of it in mm. 14–24, but
the line remains grounded with Cs at structural points of the melody, which has become a
key structural feature of the work-persona’s dance. By m. 59, the strings have moved
from quartal/quintal outlines to a dissonant eighth-note pattern, though they return to an
accented quartal/quintal statement at the end of the phrase in m. 62. The piccolo’s new
phrase in m. 63, the beginning of an exciting poco a poco stringendo e crescendo
passage, melodically resembles the D tonal emphasis of mm. 25–29, but the
accompaniment pattern in the strings this time reiterates B♭ and C for twelve measures,
staying stable through a melodic movement to D Lydian in m. 70. As if to emphasize the
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Furiant’s metric qualities, the piccolo manages to create a hemiola pattern in mm. 73–74
(which had been foreshadowed in mm. 55–61) even in the irregular meter. This is the
most obvious conflict between the agents so far in terms of the individuated element of
meter.
This rhythmic instability precedes the harmonic instability of the next four
measures; the accompaniment pattern shifts suddenly to the piccolo and the bass in m. 75,
becoming dance-like and complementary to the viola’s martellato melody. The workpersona, with its social dance agenda, again abruptly shifts the melodic roles, despite the
piccolo’s soloistic assertions at times. The trio builds with a vaguely octatonic pitch
collection to the climax of this section at m. 79, where all three instruments, their agency
momentarily equalized, land on very emphatic martellatissimo Gs. In this poco pesante
transition, the viola and the bass lay down a unison pattern that journeys back to the C
Lydian dominant collection. The two instruments are briefly suspended on tenuto quarter
notes in m. 84, as if marking off something new. Example 3.8 shows the climax,
transition, and new section.
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Example 3.8: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement II, mm. 76–92. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

Indeed, an interesting new variation on the A-section material follows, with a
fortissimo drone-like quarter-note pattern in the viola and bass, the viola alternating C/G
and D/A fifths on its open strings and the bass reiterating the modal B♭ and the G. The
agents suddenly reinforce the inherent folk nature of the work-persona in this repetitive
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quintal pattern. Set up by the two quarter notes in the previous measure, the meter has
changed to 5/4, almost as if the 5/8 meter has been expanded in the hands of the fictional
composer, giving the section a distinctly heavy feeling, which is confirmed by the
Pesante marking at m. 85. This shift in the individuated element of meter has cast the
instrumental agents into distinctly new functions. The piccolo, again as the clear soloist
and once again momentarily the protagonist “dancer,” plays a rhythmically augmented
version of the dance melody from the beginning A section, making these eight measures
perhaps the most resolved return of the initial furiant material so far.
However, even with such a strong statement, the A-section material is cut off in
m. 93, where the work-persona rotates the structure to the C-section material with the E
pitch center. This time, the mode is E Lydian ♯5, and the piccolo retains the melodic
line. The accompaniment pattern has switched back to dance-like figures in major ninths
that align rhythmically with the melody, temporarily casting the two string agents into the
single individuated element of the accompaniment line. After an abrupt caesura at the
end of m. 100, the viola and bass continue the same modal dance in four 5/4 bars, as if to
copy the 5/4 shift that had just happened with the A-section material. The piccolo drops
out during this brief saltando interlude but quickly takes the reins again as protagonist in
m. 105, uttering a very clear call in 5/8 that begs for a response (Ex. 3.9). The pitches
form a C♯ minor pentatonic collection, and the strings’ response in mm. 107–108 further
establishes the mode. Called into full agreement by the work-persona’s dance priorities,
all three instruments unite in a unison statement on the downbeat of m. 109. After two
measures, the trio lands on a G♮, which they have approached via an augmented second.
This G sets up a return to C and an exact replication of m. 1 in the viola and bass in m.
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113. The piccolo, however, still attempting to be the protagonist and potentially reluctant
to conform, is delayed, and its entry is offset from the others by two measures, occurring
at m. 115 (Ex. 3.9).
Example 3.9: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement II, mm. 104–117. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

Once the trio successfully starts the section, the piccolo and viola switch places in
m. 121, the piccolo taking up an obbligato countermelody through m. 126 while the viola
carries the dance melody. Despite the piccolo’s recent independence and delay, the
melodic role is nonetheless passed around to the other instruments, with roles quickly
shifting as the dance approaches its end. When they all arrive at the second part of the
initial A section in m. 127, instead of leaving the viola and bass as it did in the first
iteration of this material, the piccolo enters in perfect canon at the octave with the bass in
m. 128, one measure after. The viola drives the rhythm with its ostinato in octave Cs,
which it does not abandon until m. 141. Both instruments show their persistence here,
the viola through its insistent repeated notes and the piccolo through its adamant playing
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of the melody, even if it is in canon with the bass. The piccolo and bass finish their
canon in m. 134, and the bass continues the melody into m. 141, where it begins to trail
off in eighth note patterns. These are passed up to the viola in m. 144, which alone
moves through pitch collections of E minor, D major, and C pentatonic, leading to a
sustained E in m. 152. The piccolo makes one last brief gesture in m. 152 with an
ascending triplet grace-note figure. Its high register notes starkly contrast with the bass’s
low G and E eighth notes in the last measure, a disparity at the ending that is a hallmark
of Schulhoff’s style. The Furiant has ended somewhat quietly with individualized
statements between the instruments, which feels somewhat ironic after the energetic and
interactive social dance of most of the movement (Ex. 3.10).
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Example 3.10: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement II, mm. 125–153. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien
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Folk Elements and Agency in Movement II
Schulhoff’s reconceived Furiant is overtly folk-influenced not only in name, but
also in its lively dance rhythms that alternate groups of twos and threes in the
asymmetrical 5/8 meter. Characteristic folk rhythms such as the spondee rhythm (two
long note values) and pointed rhythms158 (with sixteenth notes on the down beat, like the
viola’s ostinato at m. 14) also mark off phrases and create rhythmic drive. Additionally,
the quartal/quintal harmonic and melodic constructions in the string parts, often formed
by open-string pitches, reference the Eastern European folk idiom. In the first 5/4 section
of this Furiant, the piccolo plays an improvisatory solo melody while the strings repeat a
heavy quintal quarter-note pattern that produces a drone-like feel, further adding to the
folk atmosphere. Finally, the clear use of pentatonic and modal collections, particularly
the Lydian, Lydian dominant, Phrygian, and Mixolydian variants, leave no question
about the movement’s association with folk music elements.
The instrumental agents right away reveal themselves to be participating in a type
of dance with spondee rhythms, melody/countermelody techniques, and repetitive
harmonic patterns. With members of the trio playing independent parts that
intermittently come together in unison, the work-persona of the Furiant might be seen as
inherently social and committed to the continuation of the dance. Moments of slight
agential conflict are created in misalignment of rhythmic groupings and differences of
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In Cole’s analysis of Schulhoff’s violin works, he describes what he calls “pointed
rhythms” that begin the rhythmic accent on sixteenth notes (Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His
Life and Violin Works, 83–84). His example of this is the beginning of the first
movement of the Double Concerto, which is discussed in Chapter 5 of this document.
Vetterl also mentions this concept in Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance,
concluding that such rhythms create an abruptness in the music (8–9).
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modally inflected pitches. However, the agents are ensemble; the steps are independent
but occasionally come into full alignment. The piccolo becomes the most differentiated
of the three, often hinting at its potential actorial role of protagonist as it seizes the
melodic line from the viola, improvises a unique solo melody, leads call-and-response
moments, and jumps into melodic canon with the bass. Each instrument obviously has its
own distinct agency, though, to shift between melodic and accompanimental roles; the
viola in particular does this with ease. Overall, the social dance of the work-persona
proceeds through variations of related musical material, finally winding down the dance
gradually in diminishing texture and volume. Each instrumental agent offers a final
gesture for an oddly disparate ending.
Movement III: Andante
Analysis of Movement III
According to Schulhoff, the third movement of the Concertino has the form of a
Carpathian-Russian love song. The composer is vague about exactly what this means,
but he seems to highlight the metric structure of the melody, its unchanged appearance in
each of the three instruments, and the way it is always complemented in an ornamental
fashion by the other two voices.159 The association with the folk music festival, then, is
likely primarily melodic; this Andante theme is an eight-measure phrase repeated in each
instrument and offset over alternating 4/4 and 3/4 bars, creating an irregular sense of
metric accent. The repetitive form of the movement could be roughly compared (in a
general sense, without any direct reference to a particular time period) to a cantus firmus
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Harman, An Analytical Study, 68–69.
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variation,160 where one melodic idea stays consistent while other voices are varied around
it. In this case, timbre and register are the only changes applied to each of the eight
melodic statements of the cantus firmus since it switches instruments each time, while the
other two voices create seven different variations using an array of tactics. The eighth
occurrence of the cantus firmus is a repeat of its first appearance, with only minor
alterations to the accompanying voices to end the movement. Figure 3.3 outlines the
melodic and accompaniment instruments through each variation.
Figure 9.3: Cantus firmus variation in Schulhoff’s Concertino for Flute, Viola, and
Double Bass, Movement III
Variation

Melodic Instrument

1

Flute

2

Bass

3

Viola

4

Flute (octave higher)

5

Bass

6

Flute

7

Viola + Bass (canon)

8

Flute

Accompaniment
Legato eighth notes in counterpoint
Countermelodies in flute and viola
Piu mosso with countermelodies first in flute, later
in bass
Pedal E in bass with viola countermelody in eighth
notes
Tempo I with tied, suspension-like sighing figures
in viola
Walking quarter-note bass line
Flute with countermelody
Return of Variation 1

Pitch Center

Measure #s

E

1–9

E

9–17

E

17–24

E

25–33

E

33–41

E

41–48

E

49–61

E

61–69

The viola begins the accompaniment of the song with a repeated figure that
outlines an E minor key area. The bass161 confirms the E on the downbeat of the first full
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Jennifer Bloxam, "Cantus firmus,” New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd
ed. (Oxford University Press, online version, 2001; accessed 3 November
2018), https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.04795.
161
The bass must adjust tunings for this movement by moving the E string down to a C.
While it is not completely clear why Schulhoff required this, it does make the bass tuning
more similar to the viola tuning for this movement, and it also causes the E (which is the
tonal center) to be a different color than it would normally be on the open string.
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measure, and the flute162 enters with the melody on beat 2, emphasizing the E Dorian
mode through the presence of C♯s but not D♯s. The viola and bass accompany in legato
eighth notes with occasional chromatic groups that add to the modal collection. By m. 5,
modal inflections, namely B♭ and F♮, have crept into the melodic line, hinting at E
Locrian (Ex. 3.11). These pitches can be seen as individuated elements with the potential
to subtly change the modal identity of the melodic line. At the end of the first iteration of
the cantus firmus, the flute solidifies the tonal center by approaching the last E through
the leading tone of D♯, revealing the environmental force of magnetism that draws the
melody back to E as the pitch center. This moment of cadence overlaps with the
beginning of Variation 2, now in the bass (Ex. 3.11). The flute and the viola take up a
more rhythmically active accompaniment pattern than in the first section, with more
prevalent B♭s and F♮s (or enharmonically spelled E♯s). The contrapuntal accompaniment
is also continually filled with subtle added chromatic pitches, creating a busy and slightly
unstable atmosphere, despite the stability of the cantus firmus in the bass. In this way,
the accompaniment begins to show itself as having agency, with the ability to control the
mood and character of the cantus firmus. It could be seen as another level of
individuated element that takes on the collective identities and gestures of the instruments
that play it in each variation. The instrumental agents therefore shift roles throughout the
movement, according to the work-persona’s alternation of cantus firmus and
accompaniment.

162

The flutist switches back to flute for the third movement after playing the second
movement on piccolo.
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Example 3.11: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement III, mm. 1–9. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

As the bass finishes the second melodic statement in m. 17, the viola begins
Variation 3 of the cantus firmus, causing another melodic elision. This overlapping
exchange of roles is now becoming a tendency, potentially a kind of vying among the
three instrumental agents for the cantus firmus melodic role, as if the next one in line is
impatient to begin. The flute begins a countermelody rife with hemiola figures, which
draws attention to itself and subtly disagrees with the viola’s cantus firmus in terms of
metric groupings. The bass also takes two measures to join, as if reluctant to join after
the conflict of melodic elision. By mm. 22–23, the contrapuntal structure between the
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three instruments is at its most complex. The end of the statement, mm. 24–25, is less
delineated than before because the viola glides immediately into its next accompaniment
pattern and only holds the key-confirming E for two eighth notes. It is almost as if the
instrument is eager to give up its lead role and return to the accompaniment. The bass,
however, takes over the E and sustains it throughout the entirety of Variation 4, creating a
drone over which the flute and viola move. This drone confirms the work-persona’s folk
song identity and provides the most contrasting accompaniment pattern so far in the
movement. The flute also takes the melody an octave higher from the first statement, and
the viola plays a new countermelody beneath. This is the most separated from one
another in register and motion that the parts have been yet, with the flute having the
melody in its upper register, the viola playing a countermelody in its normal range, and
the bass holding a low E. Even in the confines of the song form, with its repetitive
structure and alternating roles, the three instrumental agents show their volition in the
ways that they vary the cantus firmus and the accompaniment in each iteration.
For the first time in the movement, the end of this fourth melodic statement does
not overlap with the next statement. After a ritard into m. 33 and the end of the melody
in the flute, the bass begins Variation 5 on beat 2 of the same measure. This time, the
flute is absent from the conversation, and the viola accompanies with new swelling,
broken-up eighth-note figures. For Variation 6, a new pair of flute and bass continues
this stark melos in m. 41. The flute takes over the melody again after its time away, and
the bass joins with a walking bass pattern of pizzicato quarter notes that lasts until right
before the end of the statement in m. 48. Example 3.12 shows Variation 5 and the
beginning of Variation 6. These two variations have the thinnest textures of any of the
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variations, with one instrumental agent completely missing from the song, as if the workpersona now overrides even the actions of the agents as it varies the cantus firmus
accompaniment in terms of texture and instrumentation.
Example 3.12: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement III, mm. 32–42. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

It appears in m. 49 that the dissolving texture will continue since only the flute
and viola begin Variation 7, but the bass soon enters again in m. 53, this time with the
cantus firmus melody, which now overlaps itself in canon (Ex. 3.13). This double
statement of the melody is powerful after the starkness of Variations 5 and 6. As a result,
Variation 7 is longer than the others by four measures so that the bass can finish its
statement of the cantus firmus. In this moment, as the melody appears in a round, the
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song aesthetic of the work-persona suddenly becomes social in nature, recalling its folk
roots. The viola drops out after the end of its melodic line in m. 57, but it joins again in
m. 60 right before the end of the same melody in the bass, likely to prepare the final
statement of the cantus firmus (Variation 8) in the same way that it was prepared in the
beginning of the movement. In a full-circle return of the first eight measures of the
Andante, the flute plays the cantus firmus starting on beat 2 of m. 61, and the strings
accompany just as they did in the initial statement (Ex. 3.13). The Carpathian-Russian
love song ends with a definite cadence to E in the flute and bass and a B♮ in the viola, the
Locrian B♭ that had been present throughout the movement disappearing. This circular
completion of the variations also settles the shifting of roles between the three agents and
finalizes the cycle of variation.
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Example 3.13: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement III, mm. 47–63. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien
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Folk Elements and Agency in Movement III
The Andante movement’s folk-based Carpathian-Russian love song melody is its
most obvious element of folk music, and the modally inflected pitches within the overall
E pitch center confirm this. Interestingly, these inflections hint at the Locrian mode,
though these pitches are of a variable nature within the cantus firmus. Only the E pitch
center is consistently confirmed at the end of each variation with the D♯ leading tone
preceding the final E. In addition, the writing of a countermelody against the main
repeating melody (the cantus firmus) is not uncommon in Slovak instrumental folk
music;163 this kind of accompaniment is certainly as relevant to the folk idiom as to other
contrapuntal styles. The drone accompaniment in the bass in Variation 4 also references
the kind of melodic support characteristic of folk music.
Agential identities in this movement surface not only in the three instruments, but
also in the individuated element of the accompaniment pattern, which at times seems to
have more volition than the characters of the individual instruments. This gives the
impression of a work-persona that is determining the structure of the variations in this
love song and assigning the melody and accompaniment roles (or lack thereof). In
general, the flute, viola, and bass play together in equalized roles that alternate between
variations, each instrument having its own clear and full statements of the cantus firmus
and also accompanying in diverse ways. Instances of agential opposition between
members of the trio happen in melodic elisions between statements of the cantus firmus,
the flute’s hemiola accompaniment in Variation 3, and potentially in the delay or absence
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Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance, 42.
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of an instrument. The greatest show of individual agency occurs in Variation 7 when the
bass enters in canon with the viola in a moment of social singing.
Movement IV: Rondino
Analysis of Movement IV
The fourth and final movement of Schulhoff’s trio work is labeled Rondino,
implying that it is a short rondo. It is in a straightforward 4/4 and marked Allegro gaio,
and once again, the flutist switches to piccolo, though this movement has a brief flute
interlude in the middle. In the composer’s explanation of his inspiration from the Slavic
Farmer’s Festival, he points out that Lydian and Mixolydian modes are prevalent in this
movement and identifies the melody as a Slovakian shepherd’s flute theme set over an
ostinato in the two strings.164 Figure 3.4 shows the sections and events of the rondo form.
Figure 3.10: Rondo form in Schulhoff’s Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double
Bass, Movement IV
Section

Description

Pitch Center

Measure #s

A

Dance melody with repetitive accompaniment pattern

D

1–9

B

New dance melody with unison accompaniment

C Lydian

10–18

Transition

Imitation with three-note pattern, new quarter-note bass pattern

C Lydian

19–22

A

Initial dance melody with accompaniment from transition

C Lydian

23–30

C

Improvisatory episode with flute as soloist + open string sixteenths

31–51

A

Synthesis of A- and B-section materials

C Lydian dominant
(Mixolydian ♯4)
D

Coda

Syncopated cadential material leading to broken sixteenth ending

D/E

65–72

52–64

The strings start the A section with a spondee rhythm of two long note values that
effectively announces the beginning of the dance and is immediately followed by shorter
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Harman, An Analytical Study, 68–69.
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note values. The piccolo’s melody is characterized by repeated pitches and shorter note
values on beat 2, while the strings play a repeated eighth-note pattern in parallel fifths.
The key area is D major, established harmonically in the strings by octave Ds in the first
measure and melodically in the piccolo by magnetism in each measure towards a set of
repeated Ds. In m. 6, with a display of its agency, the viola suddenly seizes the melodic
line from the piccolo, to which the piccolo responds with a soft legato countermelody.
The bass accompanies with quartal quarter-note double stops on beats 2 and 4. Example
3.14 shows most of the first A section. By this point in the movement, the three
instrumental agents have already become differentiated, and the piccolo and viola have
established a conversational kind of melodic interplay.
Example 3.14: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement IV, mm. 1–7. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien
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At m. 10, the B section of the rondo begins. The new C Lydian material is
marked brutalmente, and a noisy phrase ensues with the melody in the piccolo and the
strings accompanying in octaves. After the piccolo generates considerable momentum
with sequenced sixteenth notes in mm. 12–13, which end with a major third (G, B, G)
outlined in eighth notes, the viola imitates the gesture before the piccolo has even
finished it. The bass then slows down the momentum and confirms the key area with an
imitative augmentation of that third in quarter notes, which it transposes down to C, E, C
in m. 14 (Ex. 3.15). This effectively ends the phrase and creates a short moment of
agential conversation.
At m. 15, the piccolo oscillates indecisively in sixteenth notes between D and E,
and the viola leads with the melody while the bass quietly supports with alternating
eighth-note Es and Gs (Ex. 3.15). Having maintained the third outlines throughout the
phrase, it adamantly states the three-note third pattern softly in m.19, then loudly. The
viola, again the first to respond, imitates with the same transposed gesture on the
downbeat of m. 20, with the bass copying on beat 3. The piccolo attempts to join the
aggressive conversation but manages to land on the offbeat, directly after the bass on the
second half of beat 4. As if to try to regain stability after the piccolo’s blunder, the bass
immediately establishes tenuto quarter notes in m. 21, and the viola joins with offbeat
eighth notes, the two instruments fading in dynamic into m. 23. Recovering from its brief
period of wandering, the piccolo restarts the A-section melody at m. 23 as the strings
continue their quarter-note/eighth-note accompaniment (Ex. 3.15). So far, the piccolo
has tried to establish itself in the lead actorial role of protagonist, but the strings have
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shown considerable influence. While there is not yet enough evidence to firmly define
roles, the piccolo has already revealed its interesting versatility.
Example 3.15: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement IV, mm. 14–23. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

In this version of the A section, the accompaniment pattern suggests C Lydian
rather than D major, as if the B-section material has begun to infiltrate the A section to
align even more strongly with the clear folk-music agenda of the work-persona. The
piccolo again asserts the melody for four measures, followed by the same melodic
statement in both the viola and the bass (in octaves) for four more measures, mm. 27–30.
During this united front in the strings, the piccolo shifts into its high register and plays
the bass’s previous quarter note pattern (E, F♯, D, C) in eighth-note octaves (Ex. 3.16).
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Interestingly, this modified instrumentation also leads to a different pitch center by the
end of the phrase in m. 30, where all three parts emphasize E. Schulhoff as the fictional
composer has used this shift to set up the contrasting C section in m. 31, where the
flute165 continues to gravitate to sustained Es, even within the modal context of C Lydian
dominant.
In mm. 31–32, the strings usher in the new section with a repeated spondee
pattern of two long note lengths (the stacked fourth from A to D in the bass and the fifth
from C to G in the viola). The instruments take up a murky pizzicato pattern in m. 33, the
messiness of which is created mainly by the unique two-handed pizzicato in the viola.166
Both the viola’s pizzicato and the bass’s arpeggiation are made up entirely of open-string
notes, making the composite harmony a quintal outline (C, G, D, A, E). During this fourmeasure preparation in the strings, the real-life flutist has switched out the piccolo for the
flute, and the flute (the fictional instrumental persona) begins an improvisatory episode in
m. 35, accompanied by the murky ostinato in the viola and bass (Ex. 3.16). This C
section is a marked shift not only of the physical instrument, but also of agential role.
The flute is the soloist without question, unlike the slightly more bumbling piccolo in
previous sections, almost as if the piccolo and the flute in this movement are two separate

165

The flutist starts the movement on piccolo, switches to flute for mm. 35–50, and
returns to piccolo to end the movement.
166
The same technique is used in the fourth movement of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio
Espagnol. This movement is titled “Scena e canto gitano,” or “Scene and Gypsy Song,”
which evokes an atmosphere not unlike the Eastern European folk scene that Schulhoff
creates in the Concertino. It therefore makes sense that this technique appears in both
contexts. Schulhoff also uses it with other kinds of string effects in his 1924 String
Quartet (Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 37).
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personas. This viewpoint is later confirmed when the piccolo returns after the
improvisatory episode with the rotation back to the A section.
Example 3.16: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement IV, mm. 27–39. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien
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The improvisation at first centers around the E minor pentachord, but by m. 40,
the pitch collection widens to include a sustained C that solidifies the C tonal center. In
m. 41, Schulhoff (the historical composer) includes an intriguing note for the flute part
that reads: “Moravian seller of shepherd’s flutes in the streets of Prague.” The
improvisatory episode is now further qualified as a depiction of a Moravian flute peddler
in Prague, and the flavor of the mode is even changed subtly by the sudden appearance of
a B♭ in the melodic line. This inflection reveals the entire C Lydian dominant (or
Mixolydian ♯4) collection167 of this section. By m. 45, the flute returns to a narrower
range, and the section ends with the Moravian seller’s E fading away into the strings’
ostinato, which concludes in m. 51 with an indefinite caesura. Example 3.17 shows the
Mixolydian modal inflection and the end of the improvisatory episode. In this passage,
the interpretation of the flute as a character is far more explicit because of Schulhoff’s
indication in the score. Though there is no need to see this characterization as implied by
the work-persona, the fictional composer, or even the analyst, the musical elements also
illustrate it. The switch to the other instrument, the soloistic melody, and the distinct
mode all evidence this agential shift.

167

This is likely Schulhoff’s reference to the Mixolydian mode in this movement and is
also known as the Podhalanská Slavic scale (Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin
Works, 79).
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Example 3.17: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement IV, mm. 40–51. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

In much the same way that the viola and bass started the movement, the two
instruments announce the A material with the spondee pattern of two half notes, abruptly
changing the tonal focus back to D and shifting the agential roles back to the
conversational dance. The slightly ornamented melody in the piccolo is more similar to
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the B section material than it is to the A section material, and the strings’ accompaniment
is also written in a responsorial way like it was in the B section. The pitch center, too, is
more focused on C than on D. It becomes clear in m. 57 that this return is indeed a
synthesis of the rondo materials when the second half of the A section appears in the
piccolo and viola, and the bass plays the accompaniment pattern from the beginning of
the A section. The work-persona has mixed musical elements more completely than it
did in the second A section, where it added C Lydian into the accompaniment. At m. 59,
the synthesis is fully confirmed as the bass takes over the A-section melody, the viola
plays its offbeat eighth notes from the second A section, and the piccolo plays sixteenth
notes reminiscent of its B-section melody.
Finally, in mm. 61–64, the A section returns in its original form, again tonally
centered on D and almost identical to mm. 2–5. A short coda follows in m. 65 (Ex. 3.18),
with noisy unison cadential quarter-note and syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth figures
that confirm the key area of D major. All three instruments, as agreeing agents, join in a
fortissimo hemiola pattern in mm. 68–69 that eventually culminates in aggressive
sixteenth notes in the piccolo and bass and a held D in the viola in m. 70. The high
energy and momentum of this measure continue in a broken-up sixteenth-note finish
where the piccolo alternates three-note groups with the two strings. The viola and bass
have the last say in m. 72 with three adamant secco sixteenth notes. The forceful,
disjunct ending gives the impression of the three independent instrument personas vying
for the final word, which is fitting in light of the blunt and imitative conversation
throughout the movement.
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Example 3.18: Erwin Schulhoff „Concertino | für Flöte, Viola und Kontrabass“
Movement IV, mm. 65–72. © Copyright 1927 by Universal Edition A.G., Wien

Folk Elements and Agency in Movement IV
The Rondino is clearly folk-inspired from the very beginning, the strings
announcing the dance with a spondee rhythm in fifths and the piccolo playing a dancelike melody characterized by repeated notes. Quartal and quintal structures are prevalent
throughout the movement, especially in the string parts, and the Lydian and Mixolydian
modes so common to Czech and Slovak music are also present.168 The improvisatory
episode in the middle section of the rondo (C section) as well as the type of pizzicato
used in the strings solidify even more the folk inspiration of the movement. As for
Schulhoff’s note about the seller of shepherd’s pipes in Prague, it is not surprising that he
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Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance, 36.
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used the Lydian dominant (or Podhalanská Slavic scale) to evoke this setting because the
tuning of such pipes often produced the Lydian ♯4 scale degree and/or the Mixolydian ♭7
scale degree.169 (This is also one reason for the widespread use of the Lydian and
Mixolydian modes in the folk music of this region.) It is interesting that this indication is
the composer’s most direct communication of his inspiration in the entire piece.
The movement has two sets of agential tendencies. The three instrumental agents
in the A and B sections are independent and conversational, with the piccolo attempting
to establish itself in the lead role of protagonist. The strings, however, sometimes seize
the melody or start a chain of imitative gestures without the piccolo, which at times
seems wandering or even bumbling in character. However, the C section of the rondo
shifts the agential roles as well as the actual instrument from piccolo to flute. In this
improvisatory episode, the flute is the clear soloist, even taking on the character of a
seller of shepherd’s flute on the streets of Prague as specified by Schulhoff (the historical
composer). The strings continue in an open-string, murky pizzicato pattern for the entire
section, their singular role to accompany the flute. The agential roles shift back to their
first positions, though, as the rondo structure rotates to the return of the A section. The
movement concludes with the three instruments energetically vying for prominence, the
strings abruptly ending the folk dance.
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Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance, 8–9.
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Conclusion
The Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass certainly serves Schulhoff’s
endeavor to express through music his experience at the Slavic Farmer’s Festival. A
combination of general and agential analysis illuminates the essence of this chamber
work: folk music, social dance, spontaneous improvisation, and “fantastical sounds.”
These elements are reflected in the music with varying degrees of abstraction; the
composer’s descriptions are sometimes overtly realized, as with the depiction of the
shepherd’s flute in the fourth movement, but they are at times abstractly manifested and
mixed with modernist tendencies, as in the vague Carpathian-Russian song structure of
the third movement and the B sections of the first movement. Overall, the Concertino’s
musical events and discourse reveal a folk-inspired conversation among the instrument
personas that is subtly infused with modernism and appears in the context of fairly
traditional forms.
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CHAPTER IV
SONATA FOR FLUTE AND PIANOFORTE,
WV 86 (1927)
Background
In early 1927, Schulhoff went on a tour of Paris and London to promote the
compositions of several of his Czech contemporaries. He met the French flutist René Le
Roy in Paris, and their subsequent collaboration resulted in the composition of the Sonata
for Flute and Pianoforte and the Double Concerto for Flute and Piano.170 The fourmovement sonata was dedicated to the Frenchman, who had been a child prodigy on the
flute and studied with Phillipe Gaubert at Paris Conservatoire. At the time of his meeting
with Schulhoff, Le Roy led the Paris Society of Wind Instruments and had recently
founded Le Quintette Instrumental de Paris, which the Czech composer briefly joined
while on tour. Schulhoff and Le Roy premiered the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte in
Paris in 1927 at Maison Gaveau, and it was published in 1928 by the London publisher
J.W. Chester.171
Reviews of the work illustrate its reception in the late 1920s in different locations.
An editor at Universal Edition (based in Austria) wrote to Schulhoff in 1927: “the piece
is indeed printed kitsch, but skillfully made. For the flute it is not very difficult, likewise
for the piano. The piece will—unfortunately, I want to add—certainly please the average
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Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 43.
Harman, An Analytical Study, 46.
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audience of today.”172 With a similar air of cynicism, a 1929 reviewer for the UK-based
publication The Musical Times writes:
The little whimsicalities of Erwin Schulhoff’s Sonata for flute and pianoforte
(Chester) seem but the airs and graces of an essentially good child. Here at any
rate we find a certain tenderness and graciousness. The composer does not say
anything profound, but his discourse is pleasing, and often reveals a poetic
imagination. It may not be highest, but it is music, and makes its appeal to us as
music should, by the order and not by the disorder in which sounds are combined
and arranged.173
This writer seems to be viewing the sonata in comparison to other contemporary works
that he sees as disordered and unmusical, and it is interesting that he hears in it a lack of
depth and the voice of a “good child.” The Prague critic Frantisek Bartos, likely having
more familiarity with Schulhoff’s music as a fellow Czech, gives the most positive
review of the work, describing it as possessing
…all of the signature trends of Schulhoff’s creation. Through lightness,
entertainment, and melodic flow complicated by numerous rhythmic refinements,
it behaves daringly and flirts at the same time with archaic methods…Influenced
by Janácek in the melody, and by Stravinsky in the rhythm. Without great
intellectual strain, yet filled with easily rousing musicality, well conceived
technically and instrumentally.174
Clearly, British and Austrian views of Schulhoff’s music were not overly enthusiastic,
but the Czech perspective appreciated its stylistic juxtaposition and craftsmanship. Even
reviews of this one work show why the composer was continually drawn back to Prague
rather than staying in other European centers.
Despite mixed receptions of the Sonata in its time, the piece is an excellent example
of Schulhoff’s mature instrumental style, as Cole finds in the violin works from around
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Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 43.
Harman, An Analytical Study, 46–47.
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Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 44.
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the same time.175 The multi-movement sonata structure references the long-established
instrumental sonata tradition while both adhering to convention and departing from it. As
expected in a sonata for flute and piano, the flute largely occupies a soloistic role, and the
piano mostly provides accompanimental material, though it does sometimes take over the
melody in an equal partnership with the flute. The work’s four movements also fit the
sonata mold in number, but not necessarily in content. The first movement somewhat
vaguely fits into sonata-allegro form but does not possess some characteristic sonata
qualities. The Allegro giocoso second movement is a scherzo that comes before the
anticipated slow movement, which Schulhoff writes in the third movement as an aria.
The Rondo-Finale fourth movement best fits the multi-movement sonata bill in its clearcut rondo form, marked Allegro molto gajo. The musical material of the sonata is
perhaps the most integrated of the three flute works, with folk and jazz elements far less
overt and more assimilated into a somewhat Impressionistic and Neoclassical language.
Movement I: Allegro moderato
Analysis of Movement I
The first movement of the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte is a 6/8 Allegro
moderato that fulfills the expectation of a twentieth-century variant of sonata-allegro
form as the first movement of a multi-movement instrumental sonata. It is worth noting
that while Schulhoff saw sonata-allegro as a relevant form (as Cole finds in the Third
Piano Sonata from 1927176) and the basic functions of exposition, development, and
recapitulation are present, elements such as characteristic key area motion are missing.
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Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 64.
Ibid., 45.
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Without attempting to unnecessarily squeeze this twentieth-century music into traditional
Classical formal procedures, examining it in terms of established structures reveals a
certain freedom and ambiguity within its form. In its roughly traditional form and
modern musical language, the first movement of the sonata is similar in its Neoclassical
flavor to the first movement of the Double Concerto for Flute and Piano. Figure 4.1
summarizes the structure and events of the movement.
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Figure 4.11: Overall sonata-allegro structure in Schulhoff’s Sonata for Flute and
Pianoforte, Movement I
Section

Function
1st theme

Exposition

Development

Recapitulation

Musical Events
Piano ostinato with modal hints, metrical
dissonance, pentatonic and rhythmically uncertain
flute melody

Tonal Center
C

2nd theme

Light, rhythmically irregular dance melody in flute
and sparse, Impressionistic chords in piano

D/G

Transition

Brief return of 1st-theme material as transition

C

Closing theme

Tranquillo with open-sounding quartal/quintal
chords and pentatonic exploration in flute

5th axes: C/G,
D/A, B♭/F

Ornamented flute melody with whirling piano
descending pattern

D/A to C/G

Brief return of 1st-theme with melodic variations

C/G to E♭/B♭

Precipitando: Increase of energy, melodic climax on
high C, syncopated dissolving gestures

E♭/B♭ with C

1st theme

Return of 1st theme in different registers of both
instruments

C to A

Secondary
development177

Extension of 1st theme with increasing energy,
another high-C climax, metrically dissonant
dissolving to F♯/synthetic 5ths scale

C/chromatic
motion to F♯ +
5th axes

Cadenza

Tranquillo: pentatonic melody in flute with
chromatic decorations, chromatic gestures in piano

D/chromatic to
G♯/D♯, F♯/C♯

2nd theme

2nd theme + expansion, molto agitato spinout in flute

B♭/E +
chromatic
motion

Closing theme

Extended tranquillo, contemplative exploration of
5th relationships in flute, open quartal/quintal chords
in piano, role reversal and comical ending

5th axes to B♭
to C

Exploration of
themes and
harmonies

Measure #s
1–13
14–19
20–23
24–31
32–37
38–44
45–57
58–76
77–87
88–98
99–114

114–131

The piano begins the movement with a key-defining ostinato pattern, the right
hand aligning with the 6/8 meter and the left hand opposing it with a set of three quarter
notes that would fit better in a 3/4 meter. In this way, the two hands of the piano are
potentially showing themselves as two separate instrumental agents, at least in reference
177

The secondary development is Charles Rosen’s term for the extension of the first
theme group that often occurs near the beginning of the recapitulation. The function of
this secondary development in sonata style is to allude to the subdominant in order to
lower harmonic tension and make the return to tonic all the more decisive. Its role in this
Schulhoff sonata, however, is to create greater tension that then dissolves into the next
section, without any reference to the kind of harmonic motion Rosen describes. While the
function of this section does not align with Rosen’s definition, the term seems appropriate
nonetheless because the first theme is being extended with developmental techniques.
Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1980), 276–77.
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to meter. Their hemiola pattern outlines a C Dorian collection of pitches that continues
with the flute’s entrance in m. 3. As if somewhat unsure how to participate in the piano’s
metrical grouping dissonance,178 the flute is rhythmically ambiguous with its pentatonic
melody (G, A, C, D, F), sometimes aligning with the right hand but often emphasizing
the 3/4 feel of the left hand. Metrical dissonance as an individuated element, then, begins
to affect the musical discourse of this first theme group, which has been characterized
chiefly by the ostinato and pentatonic collection (Ex. 4.1).
In m. 6, the piano’s right hand disrupts the ostinato with an ascending sixteenthnote gesture that hints at a C Lydian dominant collection.179 While the flute clearly leads
with the melodic line in this solo sonata instrumentation, the right hand of the piano also
shows its ability to change the established pattern. The left hand continues to be stuck in
the metrically dissonant quarter-note groupings. Soon after the piano’s small shift, the
flute veers down to a C pentatonic outline while the right hand of the piano further
develops the 6/8 ostinato material. The two instruments (including all three personas)
build in a progressive action180 starting in m. 9, beginning to overcome the environmental
force of gravity created by the ostinato and the limited pentatonic collection. The
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As defined by Harald Krebs, metrical grouping dissonance occurs when incongruent
groupings of pulses appear simultaneously, therefore creating a metric conflict (Krebs,
“Meter and Expression in Robert Schumann’s Op. 90,” 183). In this movement, the two
hands of the piano are grouped differently, one aligning with the notated meter and the
other moving against it.
179
Cole identifies the Lydian dominant collection as the “Slavic Podhalanská scale” in
his analyses of Schulhoff’s violin works (Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin
Works, 79).
180
Wallace Berry’s progressive actions are characterized by ascending melodies,
harmonic motion away from tonic, shifts towards shorter metric units, and an increase in
dynamic or register (Berry, Structural Functions in Music, 8).
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consequent instability is further reflected in the piano’s left-hand nontraditional voice
leading of a tritone to a major seventh, as shown in Example 4.1.
Example 4.1: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 1–9.
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This action builds to a textural and rhythmic shift in m. 10 as both flute and piano
rebel in a 3/4 pattern over the 6/8 meter. The two instrument personas (the flute and the
piano as a whole, including both hands) have become suddenly unified in contravening
the notated meter; the individuated element of metrical dissonance does not create
conflict between them in this moment. As if to more fully punctuate this development,
the flute’s agitato gesture in m. 11 (Ex. 4.2) causes a strange rupture of the pulse, the
piano reacting with disjunct-sounding quartal/quintal chords. With these somewhat
halting interactions, the theme group ends abruptly and somewhat breathlessly in m. 13
with the flute’s upbeat eighth note, and a contrasting theme starts immediately in m. 14
(Ex. 4.2). Such abruptness could be construed as the overriding actions of the workpersona carrying out its agenda of formal structure.
The second theme group is marked leggiero, and the flute’s soft, articulated dance
melody prevails as the piano supports with sparse chords, which are Impressionistic with
sevenths and ninths that do not resolve. The flute is even more clearly the leader here as
it continues over the piano’s disjointed accompaniment, beginning to establish itself as
the main character in the actorial role of protagonist. Interestingly, the D-pentachord
melody in the flute is bracketed specifically in a metrically offset asymmetrical pattern,
as if Schulhoff (the fictional composer in control of unfolding events) is ensuring the offbalance character of the dance. This is further realized as the piano either lines up with
the metric brackets or fails to align with them, which creates an ambiguous sense of
meter. Toward the end of this section, as the flute navigates between pentatonic
collections, the left hand of the piano adamantly repeats Gs in three different octaves. As
if only the left hand persona knew what was coming, these dominant statements become
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a preparation for the authentic cadence from G to C in m. 20, where the first-theme
ostinato returns in both hands of the piano and the flute revisits its legato pentatonic
melody. Example 4.2 shows the second theme group and the subsequent transition.
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Example 4.2: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 10–21.
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This brief return does not continue with first-theme material, but rather fades
away with a melodic D in the flute and a sustained E♭ in the left hand of the piano. It
becomes apparent by m. 24 that this seventh serves as a sort of suspension that leads to a
closing tranquillo section. The piano creates a texture of sustained fifths, and the flute’s
legato melody centers around the fifth relationships of C to G and D to A (Ex. 4.3). The
piano punctuates the flute’s tied notes with quartal/quintal chords, and the pair eventually
begins to explore the B♭/F fifth relationship in m. 28. After this cycling of fifths, the
flute ascends energetically through a ten-note B♭-pentatonic gesture into m. 32, which
also marks the beginning of the development (Ex. 4.3). This outburst of notes highlights
the flute’s protagonistic agency, as it creates momentum out of the relative stasis of the
tranquillo section and ushers in new musical material.
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Example 4.3: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 22–32.

In an abrupt shift back to the D/A axis, the flute lands on a high A, supported
solidly by the left hand of the piano with a sustained D/A fifth. The right hand spins into
a treacherous sixteenth-note pattern that alternates fourths and fifths, moving
chromatically and thus giving the effect of a whirling descent. In m. 34, the flute’s crisp
but light melody emphasizes a D pitch center, and the piano aligns with upwards gestures
that culminate in a flurry of repetitive thirty-second notes. The same otherworldly
descent in the piano and sustained high note in the flute happens in m. 36, transposed a
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whole step down this time to the C/G axis. This seems to signal another iteration of the C
Dorian ostinato in the piano and a fragment of the first theme melody in the flute in m.
38. In this development of the material, however, the two hands of the piano are not
metrically dissonant, and only the flute’s tied notes create slight rhythmic conflict. The
ostinato material, which has now returned three times, has established itself as an
individuated element that is usually paired with a pentatonic collection in the flute and
associated with markings of dolce and an atmosphere of calmness. While it at first
introduced metrical dissonance between the piano’s two hands and against the notated 6/8
meter, here the piano part is metrically aligned while the flute creates the subtle metric
conflict.
The duo moves into more chromatic territory in m. 42 with a shift to another fifth
relationship, E♭ to B♭. In a precipitando section at m. 45, the flute moves against this
moment of developmental calm created by the ostinato material and begins a fourmeasure ascent to a high C in m. 49, with the piano moving through sharp-side sixteenth
notes (Ex. 4.4). The fortissimo melodic climax coincides with a rhythmic grouping shift
in the piano, and now the right-hand sixteenth notes are again grouped into a 3/4 beat
pattern against the 6/8 notated meter, while the left hand remains in 6/8 dotted quarter
notes that alternate flat-side fifths. The agency of this metrical dissonance seems to
influence the flute, which begins a gradual descent through sustained notes, its passing
sixteenths lining up with the right hand’s rhythmic groupings. The piano has shown itself
a versatile character with the ability to act as a single persona comprised of both hands as
well as a complex agent having two independent hands that conflict. However, the
individuated element of metrical dissonance sometimes overrides the piano persona,
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causing it to make these character shifts. Throughout the aftermath of this climax, the
flute continues to fall in register, still roughly in C Dorian, with irregular hemiola
accentuations (Ex. 4.4) that effectively dissolve the development by m. 57.
Example 4.4: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 46–54.

The piano softly signals the recapitulation in m. 58 with its ostinato material,
which has been shifted an octave higher and is again metrically dissonant. The flute is
also transferred to its lower register for the pentatonic collection of this first theme group
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(Ex. 4.5). The melody builds into its original version as both the flute and piano repeat
first-theme material more exactly at m. 64. Like in the exposition, the metrical
dissonance seems to increase the tension and push the flute’s register to a climactic high
G♯ (m. 68). The energy quickly calms with a dolce descent in the flute in m. 69, though,
as the two instruments outline an A major pitch collection (with various chromatic and
modal inflections). While the instrumental personas have become somewhat established
in their roles, the flute as protagonist and the piano as a multi-faceted partner, the
individuated element of metrical dissonance as well as the shaping of processive and
recessive actions, potentially by the work-persona, have consistently affected the musical
discourse.
Example 4.5: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 57–62.
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In keeping with this pattern, the flute and piano extend the first-theme material in
a kind of secondary development (see Figure 4.1), and the melos soon begins to build in
energy, register, and dynamic again. The piano’s constantly changing colors and the
flute’s melodic spin-out push up to another high-C climax at m. 81, perhaps taken there
by the work-persona’s continual energetic shaping (Ex. 4.6). As if there is nowhere else
to go, the flute slowly descends in chromatic syncopated figures, and the piano walks
downwards through quartal/quintal collections. In m. 86, the dramatic secondary
development comes to a rest, with the flute holding an F♯ as the piano sweeps lightly
upwards in a synthetic scale,181 seemingly using notes from several fifth relationships
(E♭/B♭, F♯/C♯, G/D/A).
A more contemplative tranquillo cadenza section ensues in m. 88, the flute
exploring a chromatically infused version of its pentatonic melody from the closing
section in the exposition. This soloistic moment for the flute reaffirms its previous
displays of agency, and it uses its volition here to rework some of its past material. The
piano punctuates sparsely with chromatic and quartal/quintal gestures (Ex. 4.6), and the
flute ends its pondering with melody centering around the C♯, D♯, F♯, G♯ four-note
collection. The ending D♯ becomes a leading tone preparation for the first melodic E of
the second theme in m. 99, now marked poco stretto (Ex. 4.6). The dance of the original
second theme quickly morphs into a more metrically aligned and chromatic version of
itself. As if subject to the theme’s transformations, the flute eventually gets stuck in a
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Cole uses the term “synthetic scale” in his analyses of Schulhoff’s violin works to
describe the way that the composer constructs a unique scale using fragments of two
different scales, such as a two minor tetrachords connected with a half step (Cole, Ervin
Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 80). In this case, Schulhoff builds the scale with the
notes of the fifth relationships that he puts in the forefront of this section.
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repetitive molto agitato pattern of metrically dissonant sixteenth notes (in 3/4 groups) in
m. 106. The piano drops out after several iterations as the flute descends sharply in
staccato fourths into m. 113. As the melody becomes more legato and moves continually
to the flute’s low E, the piano joins in again in m. 114 to accompany with syncopated,
open-sounding intervals.
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Example 4.6: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 81–99.
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After the excitement of the second theme group that overtook both instrumental
personas, the tranquillo closing section shifts the musical discourse and agential roles.
The piano, in the unified version of its character, sustains quartal and quintal chords
while the flute freely explores fifth axes (E/A, G/D/A, B♭/F, C/G, A♭/E♭) in irregular
phrases offset from the meter. Any pulse related to the 6/8 meter is largely lost in the
static harmonies and syncopated rhythmic accents. The open sound of the chords and the
flute’s reduced pitch content in its low to middle registers contribute to a sense of
contemplation for both instruments as agential characters (Ex. 4.7). The dynamics and
tempo also decrease throughout this expanded tranquil section until the flute, finally
resolved in thought, holds a B♭ through the piano’s brief gesture of ascending flat-side
fifths in m. 128. After a fermata on the same note in m. 129, the flute, in a surprising role
reversal, makes one last statement of the piano’s original sixteenth-note ostinato, as if to
sneak in its own rotation of the materials at the very end. It lands on a fermata G in a
dominant preparation before sliding chromatically down to a low secco C in m. 131. In
another unforeseen move, the piano has the last utterance of the movement immediately
after the flute’s C; its disparate pianissimo eighth-note Cs, one in each hand, make for an
ironic ending. Though the instrumental agents were affected by the work-persona’s
structural priorities and shaping throughout the movement, they each break through in the
last measures to demonstrate individual agency in this almost comical way.
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Example 4.7: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement I, mm. 122–
131.

Impressionism, Ambiguity, and Agency in Movement I
The first movement of the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte seems to have the
greatest degree of Impressionistic influences of the four movements, as evidenced in the
use of unresolved extended chords (or the implications of them), nontraditional voice
leading, and pentatonicism. Additionally, the ambiguity of the form, through elisions of
sections and the relative vagueness of the overall sonata-allegro structure, points towards
Impressionism. Schulhoff’s use of modes, particularly the hints of Lydian dominant (or
Slavic Podhalanská) scale, as well as his exploration of quartal/quintal harmonies and
large-scale fifth relationships, hint at both his folk influences through Janáček and
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Impressionist practices.182 It is likely his fascination with dance and his infusion of it into
this sonata genre that create such a unique combination of musical materials. This
affinity for dance is also seen in the prevalence of rhythmic misalignment (labeled as
metrical dissonance) and asymmetry, which is not unlike the rhythmic irregularities
found in Stravinsky’s early Russian Period works, such as The Rite of Spring.
The nature of the solo flute sonata instrumentation inherently gives the flute the
primary agency of the movement, but its displays of agency situate it in the actorial role
of protagonist. The metrical dissonance in the piano from the very beginning establishes
an antagonistic opposition to both the inherent structure (the meter) and the solo flute
(which does not always follow the piano’s rhythmic patterns). However, the flute also
creates rhythmic disruptions (like in m. 11) and drawn-out hemiola patterns, mainly as a
means of dissolving out of developmental sections. In this way, metrical dissonance
permeates the discourse, as if it is part of the nature of the movement itself, or the workpersona. Additionally, the gestural tendencies of the flute, which the piano typically
follows, are to increase in energy, register, and urgency (marked as Precipitando and
Agitato) to a point of melodic climax before dissolving in syncopations to a settledness
(marked Tranquillo). This overall shape, which becomes enough of a pattern to attribute
it to the work-persona’s influence, seems to resolve the more localized instances of
metric and harmonic opposition. Though the work-persona infuses the discourse of the
two instrumental agents with subtle conflict and leads them through a pattern of gestural
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Vetterl mentions Slovak “quint-tonal” music, where “the interval of fifth prevails as
tonal frame” (Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance, 35). This is one
possible explanation for Schulhoff’s use of fifths at various levels of melodic and
harmonic construction.
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shaping, the overall trajectory lands in a place of contemplative placidity, shown in the
expanded closing theme that ends the movement with the simplicity of pentatonic
collections and quartal/quintal harmonies.
Movement II: Scherzo (Allegro giocoso)
Analysis of Movement II
The second movement is not the expected slow movement, but rather a scherzo in
an overall arch form, shown in Figure 4.2. The markings of Allegro giocoso and leggiero
are appropriate for the title of Scherzo, and the dance-like sixteenth note melody in the
flute accompanied by offbeat chords in the piano fit into Schulhoff’s affinity for dance of
any kind. However, the chromatic and sometimes whole-tone voice leading and the
composer’s unique orchestration contribute to the movement a modernist leaning that is
at times cheeky and sarcastic. This is not surprising considering the composer’s Dadaist
background and his works that focus on the ridiculous, burlesque, and sardonic.
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Figure 4.12: Arch form in Schulhoff’s Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement II
Section

Description

Tonal Center

Intro

Spondee C/G 5ths in piano set up dance and establish tonal center

C

A

Playful melody with chromatic inflections in flute, followed by
laughter motive and wedge progression in piano, then laughter in flute

C with
chromatic/Lydian
dominant
inflections

A’

Texture change and chromatic planing around B♭ in piano and
chromatically inflected melody around F♯ in flute

B♭/F♯

B

Lyrical melody in flute (D Dorian ♮7) with piano sixteenth-note
ostinato that contains chromatically descending bass line

D to D♭ to C

Transition

Sequenced melody in flute with offbeat C7♭5 chords in piano

C

C

Flute ostinato with sarcastic melody in both extremes of the piano

B minor to G

Retransition

Return of C Lydian dominant collection in piano with flute melody
centered around E (based on A-section dance material)

C Lydian
dominant/E

A’

Close return of A’

B♭/F♯

Close return of A

C with
chromatic/Lydian
dominant
inflections

A

Measure #s
1–2
3–18

19–26
27–42
43–46
47–54
55–60
61–68
69–84

The Scherzo starts with the piano’s announcement of the dance with a spondee
rhythm of two fifth-outlining half notes (C and G). The flute centers itself around a
chromatic E, E♭, D pattern with decorative Gs and occasional As, its dance-like rhythm
regular against the piano’s offbeat eighth notes. Interestingly, its clear C-major triadic
outlines also contain an F♯ and a B♭ major triad, creating tritones and sevenths that
alternate in an unresolved yet not unpleasant way. These harmonized modal inflections
of the Slavic Podhalanská scale, which is the same collection as Lydian dominant,
coupled with the noisy dance announcement in the first two measures, lend a slight folk
flavor to the movement (Ex. 4.9). So far, the flute is clearly in the melodic role, and the
piano persona is one unified accompanying agent.
The flute’s eight-measure phrase ends in m. 10, and the piano takes the melody in
m. 11 as the flute accompanies with bouncy sixteenth-note octave gestures on Cs. This
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begins to establish a conversational aspect of the work-persona’s structure; the passing of
the melody between agents creates a kind of structural discourse. The two hands of the
piano are also individualized as the right hand plays the melodic role. In this new texture,
the first notes of the flute’s patterns (which are not Cs) meander chromatically, while the
hands of the piano converge in a semi-chromatic wedge progression through m. 14. The
right hand melody is not unlike a particular motive from Janáček’s exploration of speech
melody (derived from Czech folk music), which involves rhythmic and melodic material
that attempts to mimic the patterns of speech. Example 4.8 shows the “laughter” motive,
which Novak provides in its original form and in one of Janáček’s symphonic works.183
Example 4.8: Novak, The Symphonic Works of Leoš Janáček, from Example 2–19,
57.

The piano’s repeated Gs followed by the descending line indicated in Example
4.9 seem to have a similar effect, and “laughter” certainly contributes to the already
playful, sarcastic, almost burlesque character of the Scherzo to this point. The left hand
of the piano ascends in fifths from C/G up two octaves to B♭/F. The first octave builds
fifths on a C Locrian scale, while the second octave switches to a C Mixolydian ♭6
collection (C, D, E, F, A♭, B♭). The shift of melodic role from flute to piano in m. 11, as
well as the sudden independence of the two hands of the piano as they move in contrary

183

Novak, The Symphonic Works of Leoš Janáček, 57.
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motion in the modally motivated wedge progression, alters the established melos,
abruptly splitting it into an interaction between three instrument personas (the flute, the
right hand of the piano, and the left hand of the piano). Example 4.9 summarizes the
events of this first A section.
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Example 4.9: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement II, mm. 1–15.

The flute, as if in response to the piano’s “laughter” in mm. 11–14, takes up a
similar motive in mm. 15–18 that ends in an off-handed, playful leap up to a C with an
attached grace note. It remains to be seen if the instrument personas are “laughing” of
their own accord, as part of their conversation, or if they are expressing the overall mood
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of the work-persona. In m. 19, the two instruments, with the piano’s two hands now
functioning together again, are jolted into another dance section by the work-persona’s
rotations of the formal structure. This material is clearly related to the material from the
beginning of the movement (labeled A’ in Figure 4.2). However, each of them have slid
up a whole step, the flute adopting a tonal a center of F♯ in the melody while the piano
continues to gravitate to B♭ in between chromatic departures. In addition to the
polyscalar184 effect of the F♯ against the B♭, the piano’s accompaniment is legato in
contrast to the A section, though still syncopated. This A’ section, also regular in
phrasing, is a brief eight measures in length, and a markedly different B section begins in
m. 27 (Ex. 4.10).
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Polyscalarity is a term coined by Dmitri Tymoczko in his 2002 article “Stravinsky and
the Octatonic: A Reconsideration.” In an effort to accurately describe what he finds in
Stravinsky’s harmonic language and avoid the somewhat controversial topic of
polytonality, he implements the concept of polyscalarity, defined as “the simultaneous
use of musical objects [that] clearly suggest different source-collections.” Dmitri
Tymoczko, “Stravinsky and the Octatonic: A Reconsideration,” Music Theory Spectrum
24/1 (Spring 2002), 84. This term seems appropriate in such a localized instance in this
Schulhoff passage, where the flute’s melody indicates one scale source and the piano
shifts quickly between chords that are often based on chromatic motion. The effect is a
brief use of two different scalar collections rather than the simultaneous use of two fully
functional key centers (polytonality). Additionally, I am choosing to view this as different
from the Lydian dominant collections elsewhere in this movement (though the B♭ and F♯
are the inflected notes in C Lydian dominant) because of the piano’s chromatic motion
and the flute’s F♯ pitch center.
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Example 4.10: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement II, mm. 24–
31.

The flute’s melody is lyrical and sweeping, with playful syncopations, roughly in
D Dorian ♮7. The piano plays disjunct sixteenth notes underneath in a repeating ostinato
that has a wandering chromatic pattern between D, C♯, C, and B. The agential roles have
morphed slightly from the conversational dance interaction to a solo “singing” moment
for the flute as the piano supports the lyrical material. In another abrupt kind of shift in
m. 35, the pitch center moves down a half step as the flute’s melody climaxes on a high
A♭ and the piano’s new sixteenth-note pattern gravitates to D♭. Eventually, by m. 39, the
flute’s phrase slides down to G while the piano oscillates between Cs and D♭s in the bass
line. This passionate and harmonically ambiguous section culminates in a staccato
transition dominated by the flute. Over the piano’s sparse offbeat eighth-note chords
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(C7♭5), the flute sequences downwards with an overall chromatic trajectory into new
material in m. 47, its agency carrying the discourse into the next formal section (Ex.
4.11).
Example 4.11: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement II, mm. 40–
48.

Labeled ben ritmico (highly rhythmic), the C section shifts the melos as the piano
again seizes the melody while the flute accompanies in sixteenth notes as it did in the A’
section. This time, the two hands of the piano remain together, as opposed to the
independence they had in the A’-section wedge progression. The unison melody between
them is separated by five octaves and marked pianissimo; the effect of this is somewhat
comical, as if the two hands are aligned in intention but also quite disparate in
implementation. The flute’s repetitive pattern stays within a narrow collection (B, C♯, E,
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G), and the skeleton of the piano’s melody is an overall descending gesture (E, D, C♯, B),
which at first hints at a vaguely B-minor pitch center. The melody ends on a G in m. 54,
though, failing to confirm B but becoming a preparation for the sustained C chord in the
piano in the next measure.
Again subjected to the work-persona’s rotations of the form, the instrumental
personas switch roles, and the short-lived C section transforms into a retransition to the
A-section material (Ex. 4.12). The flute’s melody in m. 55 is a staccato and wave-like
version of the dance material from the beginning, punctuated by syncopated chordal
gestures (with the C Lydian dominant inflection) in the piano. The flute, stuck in a
repetitive sixteenth-note chromatic jumble in mm. 59–60, crescendos into m. 61 for the
return of the A’ section in B♭/F♯, which corresponds closely with mm. 19–26. Similarly,
the original A section follows in m. 69, which sets up the movement to finish with the
chromatically and modally inflected C key center as well as the laughing motive in the
flute. This creates a fitting, breathless ending to the playful and sarcastic Scherzo.
Ironically, the arch shape of the movement and the structure of the A section causes the
flute to end the movement with “laughter,” almost as if the instrumental agents have not
only been “laughing” between themselves in their playful conversation, but also
expressing the prevailing mood of the work-persona.
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Example 4.12: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement II, mm. 53–
66.

Humor, Folk Influences, and Agency in Movement II
The second movement references Schulhoff’s folk-music inspiration right away in
the piano’s spondee-like announcement and the flute’s playful dance melody. The
Lydian dominant/Slavic Podhalanská modal collection in the piano hint at Czech folk
influences, and the speech-like laughter melody (mm. 11–18, 77–84) reveals a possible
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connection to Janáček and his speech-melody ideas. Also, the subtly defined subtonic
key area of B♭ (in the A’ sections) could be related to what Janáček called the “Moravian
modulation,” or a tonicization of the lowered seventh scale degree, which is a strong
preference of contrasting key in the Moravian folk music that he catalogued.185 This is,
however, a somewhat loose association, as it is clear that Schulhoff’s use of chromatic
voice leading and slight polyscalarity is also a factor in the melodic and harmonic
structure of the Scherzo.
While the flute certainly initiates the dance melodies in each section, the piano
seems to have a unique role in the movement as a bringer of humor and levity,
particularly in its interjection with the “laughter motive” (m. 11) and its unison melodies
in disparate registers (m. 47). The flute switches to an accompanying agent in these
moments before responding, in the case of the “laughter” motive, with the same melodic
material. Additionally, the flute is an agent of transition (mm. 43–46, 59–69), as well as
subtle opposition, as in the polyscalar effect of its F♯s against the piano’s B♭s in the A’
sections. These agential qualities within the arch form create a rotation in which the piano
introduces laughter in the first A section and the flute ends the entire movement with its
laughter response to the piano in the last A section. This repetitive formal structure also
brings to light a work-persona who is overseeing the discourse of the agents and the
rotations of the sections as well as “laughing” according to its scherzo character.

185

Novak, The Symphonic Works of Leoš Janáček, 40.
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Movement III: Aria (Andante)
Analysis of Movement III
The andante third movement, the slow movement of the multi-movement form, is
entitled Aria. Its modified strophic form (Figure 4.3) and clear melody/accompaniment
texture fit the title’s implications of a lyrical vocal song, and its legato melody, though
having a unique rhythmic structure, also conveys a vocal quality. Both metrical
dissonance and quartal/quintal structures are key aspects of this movement’s
construction. These rhythmic and harmonic references to folk music, or at least folkinspired art music (as found in Stravinsky’s earlier works), in addition to the somewhat
Romantic notion of instrumental music in vocal forms, give the Aria a Neoclassical
leaning, where modern and traditional associations appear side-by-side.
Figure 4.13: Modified strophic form in Schulhoff’s Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte,
Movement III
Strophe

Description

Tonal Center

Measure #s

1

Lyrical flute melody with chromatic offbeat accentuations, piano ostinato
of Bs and C♯s with metrical grouping dissonance

E/B

1–13

2

Poco precipitando: more decorated flute melody with flat-side spellings
and dramatic shape, piano ostinato with descending bass lines

Unstable E/B with
chromatic/modal
inflections

14–27

3

Return of material from Strophe 1, ending with final-sounding flute
gesture and quintal harmony B, F♯, C♯

E/B

28–42

The slow movement opens with an ostinato figure in the piano, much like the first
movement. This sparse texture consisting only of Bs and C♯s sets up the entrance of the
flute in m. 2 and also establishes a strong pattern of metrical grouping dissonance with
groups of three against the 4/4 time signature (Ex. 4.13). The piano is persistent in this
metric opposition throughout the entire movement, and the flute’s melodic line must
constantly either align rhythmically or go against the hemiola effect. In this way,
metrical dissonance as an individuated element creates the environmental force of
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friction,186 which affects the flute persona to varying degrees. The flute, as the soloist of
this aria, “sings” a dolce sempre melody that is narrow in range and largely chromatic in
motion, with many punctuations on inner parts of beats (Ex. 4.13).
When the piano’s left hand enters in m. 4 with sustained notes (mostly fitting the
4/4 meter), it seems as if the melody and harmony are being generated from an E/B fifth
relationship, with many chromatic ornaments embellishing. As the strophe progresses,
the left hand of the piano adds Impressionistic sevenths and ninths freely, often creating
harmonic dissonances with the flute’s melody and even the right hand (Ex. 4.13). The
subtle agential friction already caused by the piano’s metrical dissonance is further
heightened in these fleeting moments of harmonic tension. At the flute’s melodic climax
in m. 10 (on an E), both instruments have become increasingly prone to flat-side
spellings, and the strophe dissolves into an A♭ major outline in the piano and a Lydian
(♯4) D♮ in the flute at m. 13.

186

Friction is a virtual environmental force in Hatten’s theory of virtual agency and is
defined as “drag/pull,” possibly from a second agent (Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency,
56). In this case, the individuated element of metrical dissonance creates friction for the
flute persona.
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Example 4.13: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement III, mm. 1–8.

So far, the two instrumental personas have been constantly in and out of rhythmic
and harmonic alignment, which has given their discourse a subtly conflicted, almost
dream-like quality. This tension is increased in the second strophe, which is the most
contrasting and adventurous of the three, though still clearly built from the same material.
Here the flute becomes more agitated in its higher register, with more rhythmic and
melodic embellishments in its line, as if taking on an operatic character. Markings of
poco più mosso (m. 14) and poco precipitando (m. 18) confirm this heightened urgency,
and the piano’s ostinato pattern (without another left hand voice as in the first strophe)
also becomes less stable, exploring flat-side inflections and other patterns infused with
chromatic voice leading.
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The flute again reaches a melodic climax in m. 21 and gradually dies away in
syncopations, gravitating towards an E in the most clear way yet. It trails off with a D♯
to an offbeat E in m. 25, as if on an afterthought. By this point, the work-persona has
consistently shaped the strophes (and the trajectories of the instrumental agents) with an
arch-like build of register, dynamic, and tension that eventually dissolves in
syncopations. In an extended conclusion to this shaping, the piano slows dramatically to
the end of the strophe, descending to a D quite low on the keyboard. It then returns in m.
27 quietly, almost imperceptibly at first, to its original B/C♯ ostinato in preparation for
the final strophe in m. 28. The piano as instrumental persona has so far showed little of
its own agency, conforming mostly to a friction-creating role with its metrically dissonant
ostinato and participating in the dramatic strophic shapes of the work-persona. The entire
second strophe is summarized in Example 4.14.
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Example 4.14: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement III, mm. 13–
28.
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The third strophe is much like the first, giving it a sense of return that brings the
movement full circle. The flute reiterates its original melody, though with slightly
different ornamentations and metric alignments. The piano’s ostinato is also more wideranging, jumping between a few octaves of Bs and C♯s. When the left hand voice enters
in m. 31, it is more syncopated than before, but a similar trajectory of harmonic
exploration follows. Finally, in m. 39, the flute’s gesture, which lands on a low F♯,
creates a sense of finality and resignation, as if resolving the subtle metric friction that
has been constantly present. This statement is in full rhythmic and harmonic agreement
with the B and F♯ outlined in the piano, and to solidify its point, the flute restates the
gesture in m. 40 and maintains its F♯ to the end. In a drawn-out decrescendo under the
flute’s sustained note, the piano gracefully leaps between Bs and C♯s in different octaves,
the harmonic resolution of the Aria culminating in this B, F♯, C♯ quintal collection.
Example 4.15 highlights these events at the end of the movement.
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Example 4.15: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement III, mm. 36–
42.

Metrical Dissonance, Impressionism, and
Agency in Movement III
Like the first movement, the Aria is solidly ingrained with metrical dissonance
through irregular rhythmic groupings in the piano. This perpetual motion creates an
almost dream-like atmosphere in which the flute “sings” its chromatically decorated
melody. The shape and narrow chromatic range of this line is not unlike some of
Debussy’s writing for flute, such as in the flute solo of Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun or Syrinx (for solo flute), and as in the first movement of the sonata, the kind of
irregular rhythmic ornamentations found here are reminiscent of Stravinsky’s folkinspired works. Also, the melody and harmony seem to be derived from the E/B fifth
relationship with many chromatic inflections, and folk-like quartal/quintal harmonies are
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again prevalent throughout (with large-scale half-step motions, such as to E♭/B♭), but the
piano’s texture contains outlines of Impressionistic extended chords that do not resolve
traditionally.
Especially clear in the Aria is the flute’s agential dominance as the “singer;” the
piano seems relegated to its ostinato throughout the entire movement. The metrical
dissonance inherent to this ostinato also shows agency by creating a subtle but prevailing
metric friction. Through the flute persona, the work-persona shapes each strophe in a
clear arch contour, much like a lyrical vocal song. The agential tendencies within the
form are similar to the first movement, where the flute drives the melody to a climax and
then dissolves in syncopations into the next section of the form. This energetic shaping
coupled with the piano’s ever-moving ostinato gives each strophe a process-oriented
quality, as if the melody is a thought being mulled over in the mind of the work-persona.
The second strophe is especially interesting, then, in its increased rhythmic decoration,
melodic ornamentation, enharmonic respellings, and harmonic exploration, almost as if it
has a developmental function that illuminates the height of this mental process.
Consequently, the third strophe has a sense of return in its clearer correspondence with
the first strophe, and the flute’s resolute gesture, with the piano’s quintal ponderings,
seem to bring the Aria full-circle. Both the sense of friction (created by the work-persona
through metrical dissonance in the piano) and the dramatic strophic shaping (driven by
the work-persona through the flute’s melody) cease in the calm subsiding of this ending.
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Movement IV: Rondo-Finale (Allegro molto)
Analysis of Movement IV
The fourth movement, the Rondo-Finale marked Allegro molto gajo (gaily), is a
straightforward rondo, as its title suggests. The formal sections are perhaps the most
clearly delineated of all the movements in the sonata, with lively dance material passed
between the flute and the piano. The Rondo-Finale is also the most conspicuously modal
and folk-like of the movements; the melodies often begin with spondee rhythms and
outline Lydian and Lydian dominant/Slavic Podhalanská scales with little ambiguity.
Key relationships between the rondo sections are by half step (G to A♭), creating a
nontraditional harmonic rotation. Figure 4.4 outlines the rondo sections, the melodic
roles, the bass line motion (that sometimes clashes with the melody), and the tonal
centers.
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Figure 4.14: Rondo form in Schulhoff Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement
IV
Section
A

Melodic Instrument
Flute

Bass Line Motion
F pedal

Tonal Center
G Lydian dominant

Measure #s
1–10

Piano

G Lydian dominant

11–18

Flute

Chromatic descending line
(F, E, E♭, D)
A♭/E♭ outline

A♭ Lydian

19–26

Flute

A♭/E♭ outline

A♭ Lydian

27–34

Flute

F♯, A♭, F♯, E pattern + F pedal

G Lydian dominant

35–43

Flute

G Lydian dominant

44–51

Piano

Chromatic descending line
(F, E, E♭, D)
E♭/G outline

G

52–63

Flute

E♭/G outline

G Lydian

64–79

Flute

E♭/G outline

G Lydian

80–95

Flute

G Lydian

96–111

G

112–121

B

A

Transition

C

Retransition

Piano

E♭/G outline + chromatic
descending line
F pedal

A

Flute

F pedal

G Lydian dominant

122–129

Flute

A♭/E♭ outline

A♭ Lydian

130–137

Flute

A♭/E♭ outline

A♭ Lydian

138–145

Piano

F minor ♭5 scalar sixteenth notes

G Lydian dominant

146–154

Flute & piano in canon

Chromatic descending line
(F, E, E♭, D)
E♭/G to G Lydian

G Lydian dominant

155–163

G Lydian

163–174

B

A

Coda

Flute

The piano’s grace-note-ornamented octave F eighth notes launch the RondoFinale, providing a lively rhythmic foundation for the flute’s cheerful dance melody. The
spondee rhythm in the first measure of the melody (m. 3) outlines the descending fourth
from G to D, which grounds the tonal center in G, even against the piano’s repeated Fs.
The ♭7 modal inflection (F♮) is already obvious, and the C♯ in the flute’s melody (m. 4)
confirms the Lydian dominant collection. While the mode is mostly consistent in the
flute and the left hand of the piano (still playing Fs), the right hand of the piano plays
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sixteenth notes that outline various patterns of an F minor ♭5 collection, almost as if
playing on the lowered seventh scale degree. The rhythmic alignment of this melos is
questioned only slightly by the flute’s hemiola groupings at the end of the phrase (mm.
8–10), as shown in Example 4.16. The flute has taken the lead melodic role so far in this
conversational dance, and the piano facilitates as one unified persona.
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Example 4.16: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement IV, mm. 1–12.

In m. 11, the A section continues, this time with the melody in the right hand of
the piano, suddenly shifting the discourse and separating the two hands of the piano in
terms of agency. The left hand persona supports with a descending chromatic bass line
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(F, E, E♭, D), while the flute softly bounces through staccato octave eighth notes that fit
clearly into the modal melodic pattern. The section crescendos through m. 18 with the
flute driving the melody into the B section, which begins with unison spondee-rhythm
quarter notes in the flute and both hands of the piano. This unified statement (the piano’s
hands no longer differentiated agents) is suddenly heavier and more emphatic than the
previous dance material of the A section, almost sarcastic, and the key center has also
shifted up a half step to A♭ Lydian, clearly defined by the D♮s in m. 20 (Ex. 4.17). The
flute’s melody consists of two four-measure statements that start with the adamant
spondee rhythm, the second statement of which prepares the next phrase with the flute’s
staccato sixteenth notes. The two hands of the piano are often in unison in this section
except at the end of the four-measure chunk, where they ascend in chromatic major thirds
(Ex. 4.17). The piano has revealed its versatility in switching between leading the dance
and accompanying it; the right hand persona is capable of filling multiple roles.
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Example 4.17: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement IV, mm. 17–
26.

The B section intensifies into the return of the A section in m. 35, which is this
time slightly expanded and more ornamented in the flute’s melody. The piano, however,
takes up a different accompaniment, repeating a pattern of F♯, A♭, F♯, E in the bass line
with fifth outlines in the upper notes, all of which continue throughout the first iteration
of this section, the pedal Fs joining again in m. 39. The flute ascends energetically
through sixteenth notes to a high G in m. 43 for a repeat of the A material, and the piano
returns to its descending chromatic pattern in the same measure. As the flute ends its Asection phrase triumphantly on a high G in m. 52, the texture drops to a single sixteenthnote piano line that finishes quietly on a low G. Suddenly, in m. 56, the piano catapults
itself loudly into a drone-like E♭/G outline, starting with half notes that become
increasingly diminished in value. These morph into a four-measure polka-sounding setup
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of eighth notes that precedes the C section of the rondo. Even though the flute persona
has held the melody often until this transition, the piano persona shows its influence in its
shifting accompaniment patterns and varying ways of preparing the dance-like sections.
In response to this new foundation for the musical discourse, the flute enters assertively
in m. 64 with a more lyrical melody in the original G Lydian mode (without the F♮). The
piano supports this with pedal E♭s, inflecting the lowered sixth of the mode (Ex. 4.18).
Example 4.18: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement IV, mm. 53–
71.
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As the C section progresses, this melody is increasingly ornamented, and the flute
propels it into a transposed version in m. 80. The piano continues its polka-like
accompaniment of E♭s and Gs throughout this whole melodic development. In m. 93, the
flute spins out through sixteenth notes into a Piu mosso, an even livelier rendition of the
G Lydian material, as if caught up in a frenzied obsession with it. The piano adds a
descending chromatic bass line to the texture and keeps E♭/G outlines on off beats,
adding a subtle tension to the dance. This section finally culminates with the flute
emphatically oscillating between octave Gs for two measures (mm. 112–113), which the
piano immediately echoes (mm. 114–115), almost as if stunned into repetition. Example
4.19 shows the end of the C section and the adamant transition of Gs.
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Example 4.19: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement IV, mm. 97–
116.
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After this, the piano slides quickly down to its F octaves (and eventually its
sixteenth-note ostinato) from the beginning of the movement in a clear call back to the
original dance. In m. 122, the ending A B A rotation of the rondo begins with the G
Lydian dominant melody in the flute, accompanied very consistently in the piano as it
was at the beginning. This brief eight-measure A section gives way quickly to the
sarcastic B section, which is repeated as before. In m. 146, the A section returns again,
though with the right hand of the piano in the melodic role; the piano is abruptly split into
two individual personas again. The flute accompanies with its staccato octaves, but the
left hand is unique, having taken the F minor ♭5 sixteenth-note scalar ostinato from the
first part of the A section and creating a slight synthesis of materials. As if to shift the
rotation back to the first version of the A section, the flute exaggeratedly begins the
melody with a drawn-out octave G gesture (mm. 154–155), but the piano was not
finished with its melodic time. In a stubborn show of agency, the right hand perseveres
with the A-section melody, undeterred by the flute’s attempt to take over (Ex. 4.20).
The result is a melodic canon between the right hand of the piano and the flute,
with the piano one measure ahead. The left hand of the piano accompanies with a
repeated descending chromatic bass line interspersed with repeated Gs. Having finished
the dance melody in m. 161, the piano (again a unified persona) extends its phrase with a
unison sixteenth note figure in both hands, and the two instruments end together in m.
163 (Ex. 4.20). In sforzando quarter notes (E♭s in the left hand and Gs in the right hand),
the piano starts the Coda boldly, acting in its preparatory role. The flute answers with one
last variation of the dance melody from the C section (m. 165) before sustaining a high G.
During this held note, the piano lightly moves in the same sixteenth note pattern that had
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just ended the last A section, creating a hemiola effect as it misaligns with the meter. The
flute softly echoes its final sixteenth note group from m. 173 into m. 174, and the RondoFinale ends with this clear confirmation of the G Lydian collection (Ex. 4.20).
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Example 4.20: Schulhoff, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, Movement IV, mm. 154–
174.
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Clarity, Modality, and Agency in Movement IV
By far, the fourth movement is the least ambiguous of the four movements, with
its structured rondo form, lack of metrical dissonance, consistent harmonic patterns, and
clearly defined modes. It is also the most overtly folk-influenced, as seen in the rhythmic
introductions to sections in the piano, the flute’s spondee rhythms at the beginning of its
dance melodies, and the drone-like pedal Fs and E♭/G patterns. The conspicuous G
Lydian dominant/Slavic Podhalanská collection as well as the A♭ Lydian mode also
indicate the inspiration of Czech and Slavic folk music,187 and such inflections are
unmistakably highlighted in the melody (such as the Lydian ♯4) or even harmonized (like
the ♭7 F and the ♭6 E♭). Overall, though chromatic bass lines are also prevalent in this
movement, it seems that there is less integration of harmonic sources and therefore less
ambiguity of tonal center, even if clashing aspects of a key are used at the same time, like
with the G-centered flute melody against the F-centered piano accompaniment.
Because of the clear dance-like, melody/accompaniment nature of the RondoFinale, it does not seem fitting to label agents as having actorial roles such as protagonist
or antagonist, but it is interesting to highlight the shifting functions of the personas
throughout the movement. The flute and piano mostly converse agreeably, but apart
from a few brief sections, the flute typically occupies the melodic role. The piano’s main
role in this movement seems to be supportive as well as preparatory and transitional,
especially in a rhythmic sense. It shows its versatility when it suddenly splits into two
separate personas to take on the melody and the accompaniment before shifting back to
187

Vetterl confirms the prevalence of the Lydian mode in Czech and Slovak folk songs,
explaining that modal inflection was influenced by folk instruments such as shepherd’s
pipes and fifes (Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance, 9).
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one unified persona. The main display of independent agency on the piano’s part occurs
when it stubbornly continues its melody while the flute also vies for the same melody,
resulting in a brief canon between the two agents (m. 154). This is the only distinct
moment of agential opposition, aside from the slight uncertainty sometimes created by
the harmonic clashing of the piano’s bass lines with the flute’s melody. The last
movement is therefore largely cheerful and stable in character.
Conclusion
The Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte is a prime example of Schulhoff’s mature
instrumental style. Though at first deemed “kitsch” and full of “whimsicalities,” the
work certainly reveals the composer’s eclectic and modern musical sources as well as his
Neoclassical references to tradition. Bartos’ enthusiastic review seems to ring true after
analysis: “through lightness, entertainment, and melodic flow complicated by numerous
rhythmic refinements, it behaves daringly and flirts at the same time with archaic
methods.” The sonata’s ambiguities of form, rhythm, meter, and harmony create a
unique discourse between the instrumental agents of flute and piano. Using a distinct
mix of musical materials that show the influence of Debussy, Janáček, Stravinsky, and
other contemporaries, Schulhoff paints a striking picture of 1920s musical synthesis.
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CHAPTER V
DOUBLE CONCERTO FOR FLUTE
AND PIANO, WV 89 (1927)
Background
The least-known of Schulhoff’s three pieces featuring flute, the Double Concerto
for Flute and Piano, like the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, was written in Paris in the
spring of 1927 as part of a collaboration with French flutist René Le Roy. The concerto’s
premiere took place in Prague in the same year with H.W. Steinberg conducting.188 The
work was popular during Schulhoff’s lifetime, and he continued to perform it for several
years after its composition, such as on his 1930 concert tour; it was heard in Amsterdam
with the Concertgebouw Orchestra as well as in Paris, London, Frankfurt am Main,
Cologne, Prague, Teplitz, Breslau, and Berlin.189 The composer could not immediately
find a publisher for the Double Concerto, however, and it was not published until 1965
by the Prague publishing house Panton.190 This delay in distribution of the piece almost
certainly contributed to its relative obscurity.
In terms of instrumentation, the Double Concerto is what it claims to be: two
instruments (the flute and the piano) in solo roles written with (or against) a small
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orchestra (two French horns and strings). The double concerto as a genre has its roots in
the Baroque development of the concerto form, with both Vivaldi and Bach writing
double concerti for various instrumental combinations. Other notable examples in later
periods include Mozart’s Concerto for Flute, Harp, and Orchestra in C Major,
K.299/297c, and Brahms’ Double Concerto in A minor, Op. 102, for violin, cello, and
orchestra. Schlüren does note that a general concerto grosso style was emerging in the
1920s with the rise of Neoclassicism, notably in works by Křenek, Hindemith, Milhaud,
Bloch, and d’Indy, among others.191 However, Schulhoff may well have been a pioneer
specifically of the double concerto in a Neoclassical context, as other contemporary
examples are not seen until the early 1930s by Poulenc (Concerto pour deux pianos, FP
61), Stravinsky (Concerto for Two Pianos), and Martinů (Double Concerto for Two
String Orchestras, Piano, and Timpani, H. 271). Schulhoff chose the unique
instrumentation of his Double Concerto based on his collaboration with Le Roy; this was
the second of two projects (the first being the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte) that would
allow the pair to perform together.192
In a way, the Double Concerto is a solo sonata instrumentation juxtaposed with a
concerto form, and its modernist musical language, evidenced clearly in the blues section
in the third movement, certainly situates it in the eclectic Neoclassical context that
dominated Schulhoff’s style at this time. According to Vlastimil Musil’s preface to the
1965 score, the first of the work’s three movements “has an energetic character, [and] is
rich in pol[y]phony and harsh in sound, as if written in one breath without any lengthy
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pauses or repose.”193 The second movement “contrasts with the first by its melancholy
sadness and balanced sound with only lesser dynamics.” Finally, Musil finds that the
third movement “is a capricious rondo the basic theme of which has the character of a
simple and playful canzonet with an intermezzo-like middle part in a blues tempo.”194
With similar enthusiasm, Schlüren sees in this work Schulhoff’s “complete artistic
maturity;” he summarizes that the Double Concerto is “undim[in]ishedly vital and
capricious and at the same time superior in the well-proportioned sense of coherent
unity.”195
Movement I: Allegro moderato
Analysis of Movement I
True to Musil’s description, the first movement of the work vaguely resembles a
sonata form, though it is also certainly written with elements of alternating concerto
forces and cadenza. This resembles Caplin’s eighteenth-century concerto form, which he
views as a unique blend of Baroque ritornello form and Classical sonata form; his
separate form combines the formal functions of ritornello and sonata-allegro.196 Figure
5.1 indicates a large-scale sonata structure as well as the vacillation of instrument groups
characteristic of concerto form. I have also drawn attention to the extended virtuosic
section that features the solo instruments together and separately, which is labeled as
Cadenza in the score. As in the first movement of the Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte,
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key sonata concepts are conspicuously missing from the movement, such as traditional
key area contrasts, regular thematic rotation, and a full recapitulation of themes with
tonal closure, though some of these aspects could be explained by the mix of sonata and
ritornello structures. However, even with this reference to eighteenth-century form,
Schulhoff’s modernist harmonic and melodic language situates this concerto movement
in a Neoclassical context, with new practices in a traditional formal shell.
Figure 5.1: Concerto form in Schulhoff’s Double Concerto for Flute and Piano,
Movement I
Section

Group
Orchestra

Description
1st theme: brusque orchestra theme in pointed
rhythms, polyscalarity

Tonal Center
C to various
pitch centers

Measure #s
1–14

2nd theme: smooth, conversational discourse
between soloists, extreme color change at m. 25

C to various
pitch centers

14–32

Piano & orchestra

Piano contemplation interspersed with firsttheme material in orchestra

C with modal
inflections

33–36

Tutti

Closing theme with hemiolas in flute and
subsequent metrical dissonance in all parts

F to octatonic
collections

37–55

Orchestra

Fragmented first theme, drastic change at m. 62
with driving ostinato 8ths, return to brusque
theme material, dissolving to next solo

B to various
pitch centers to
C

Orchestra punctuating conversational 2nd-theme
solo section with aspects of development,
drastic color change at m. 110 in extended form,
light dance closing theme in m. 122, transitional
development-ending material in m. 139

C to various
pitch centers

Transition: march-like rhythm in orchestra

B

Dream-like sixteenth notes with C♯-outlining
bass line

C♯

Exotic color change material with interwoven
eighth notes between flute and piano

E♯, G, B, F♯
collection to
various pitch
centers

Spinout of flute’s solo sixteenth notes, orchestra
elides and eventually prepares final section with
fermatas

G minor

First theme leading to a dramatic sixteenth-note
descent to the end

D♭ to C

Flute & piano
Exposition

Development

Tutti

Piano & orchestra
Piano

Cadenza

Flute & piano

Flute + Orchestra

Recapitulation/
Closing
ritornello

Orchestra

55–78

79–151

151–153
153–162

163–200

200–205

205–212

The Double Concerto opens brusquely with a marking of energico, the strings
making a declamatory staccato statement with a melodic pattern that at first seems Ccentric. The rhythm of this first theme is “pointed,” with the rhythmic accent beginning
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on sixteenth notes.197 The horns punctuate with longer note values, sometimes in
chromatic fragments. The pitch collection in the first measure has a fleeting Phrygian ♭2
scale degree, but Schulhoff (the fictional composer) seems to be most concerned with
hinting at a tonic-dominant relationship between C and G by approaching and leaving
these structural pitches by half step. The Bs, D♭s, and F♯s in the melody therefore
establish a firm C pitch center. The unison nature of the first measure and the strength of
the pitch center are short-lived, however, and the instruments quickly break off into
distinct groups, the violas, cellos, and basses differentiating themselves into a separate
contrapuntal line in m. 2. The horns, too, create an additional polyphonic layer, and by
m. 4, the violins (in unison) and the cellos/basses (in unison) form concrete cohorts. The
violas appear to be the most easily influenced section, as if theirs is not the primary
agency, seeming to select in each moment which group they will join, at first
occasionally aligning with the horns and then eventually going with the violins. The
orchestra instrument personas have so far shown agency in separating themselves into
groups to play distinct contrapuntal lines, which also display agency as individuated
elements in a kind of polyphonic discourse.
This orchestral introduction (mm. 1–14) sets up not only these distinct instrument
groups, but also a subtle polyscalarity,198 namely between the cellos/basses and the other
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Cole associates pointed rhythms with the Baroque, which contributes to this
Neoclassical context. He also notes similar rhythms in Czech folk music (Cole, Ervin
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cohorts. Example 5.1 shows the E Dorian-esque melody in mm. 5–6 in the high strings
and horns against the B♭ Mixolydian-like material in the cellos and basses. Such modal
inflections are filled in with chromatic, whole-tone, and octatonic fragments, giving the
sense of a key area without defining it in traditional ways. In addition, the fictional
Schulhoff’s preference for nontraditional voice leading is obvious on the downbeat of m.
8, with a cadence from A (via E) to G in the horns/strings and from G to F in the
cellos/basses (Ex. 5.1). This polyphony, polyscalarity, and modal clashing in the
framework of the contrapuntal concerto introduction create the effect of formality and
structure subtly infused with modernist language and the “lowness” of folk modes and
exotic scalar references. Already, even before the solo instruments have made an
appearance, the orchestra has revealed layers of agency: a fictional composer who is
unconcerned with traditional voice leading and tonal definition, instrumental personas
that differentiate themselves into groups, contrapuntal lines (individuated elements) that
create a distinct discourse, and modal collections (individuated elements) that clash in
subtle kinds of conflict.
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Example 5.1: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 5–8.
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As if to prepare for the entrance of the soloists in m. 14, the orchestra (like it is
one persona subject to the work-persona’s structural concerns) jolts itself into abrupt
unison agreement in m. 10, transposing the first-theme motive from m. 1 up a half step to
D♭. The horns alone retain their own agency, interweaving rhythmically with all the
strings. With a dramatic two-measure, tiered descent into m. 14, the orchestra sets up the
soloists with a rare authentic cadence from G to C into the third beat of the measure. The
flute and piano drastically change the prevailing mood from somewhat brusque and
forceful (via pointed rhythms) to smooth and conversational, much like in the second
theme group of a sonata, also establishing themselves as contrasting agents. While the
texture in this part of the exposition is more like that of a solo sonata written for flute and
piano, the melodic material is related to the initial orchestra material in its centering
around C and the D♭ Phrygian inflection. The flute’s legato melody, however, is at first
more folk-like, with repeated notes connected by melodic sixteenth-note decorations.
The piano’s thin texture (with one melodic line in each hand) adds to the conversational
aspect of the melos, creating a discourse between three instrument personas with
independent but related lines.
Toward the end of this solo section, the flute climbs higher in pitch, becoming
more adamant with repeated rhythmic patterns, successfully overcoming the
environmental force of gravity and creating considerable inertia in its gestures.
Meanwhile, the piano’s right hand swirls with chromatic (and occasionally octatonic)
sixteenth notes. The musical discourse up to this point, though certainly multi-layered,
has not been marked by especially radical musical events; the entrance of the soloists has
so far been the most notable shift in agency, texture, and affect. At m. 25, however, an
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extreme color change occurs with the simultaneous half-step shift upward to D♯ in the
flute and the pianissimo entrance of the orchestra. The harmonic color created by the
sustained collection E♯, G, B, D♯, F♯ is certainly abrupt after the largely flat-side
collections of the previous section, but the color shift is made all the more eerie by the
false harmonics indicated in the violins and the stopped-horn effect in the horns. The
piano’s left hand arpeggiates the E♯, B, G subset while the right hand winds through
vaguely related pitches, returning often to the F♯.
As if by an environmental force of magnetism, the flute seems to be pulled
towards the D♯ (or E♭) with which it began this new section, eventually descending to a
C in m. 29. The orchestra shifts here as well, the violins now using natural harmonics,
and the resulting pitch collection again has a polyscalar effect between the soloists and
the orchestra. It is unclear if the flute’s inertia had propelled the entire ensemble into this
abrupt musical event or if the orchestra’s agency caused the shift; it is also possible that
the work-persona, without warning any of the other agents, decided to effect this change.
After several measures, though, it is almost like the soloists, unsuspecting of the
orchestra’s entrance and the subsequent incident, are no longer caught up in this new
color. They now shift away, in somewhat unified eighth notes, from the orchestra’s
sustained pitch collection. Example 5.2 shows the transition into this unexpected color
change.
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Example 5.2: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 23–29.

Finally, at m. 33, the strings (without the horns) restart the staccato first theme,
while the piano alone (the flute having dropped out) seems to contemplate which modal
inflection to take up, its right hand focusing on the Phrygian D♭ and its left hand
outlining C major. The two hands are even rhythmically interwoven in alternating
sixteenths between sustained tied quarter notes. The strings’ statement is short-lived,
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lasting only one measure, as if their abrupt pointed-rhythm theme is inappropriate in the
context of the piano’s material. As the piano continues its sixteenth-note mulling, the
strings again state the opening motive for one measure, though this time outlining an A
key center and landing on a D♭ in m. 36. The piano’s right hand alone continues through
the measure with the G♭ Lydian pentachord collection it had been developing. In a shift
to a largely F pitch center, the flute and the strings join the piano in m. 37. The strings,
now acting as one collective persona, create a new metric ostinato that supports the
hemiolas in the flute and piano.
This tutti section (mm. 37–54) could be seen as a closing theme group in the
overall sonata form and is characterized by a syncopated accent pattern in the orchestra
that forms a 3 3 2 eighth-note pattern against the 4/4 meter, which would typically group
eighth notes into a 2 2 2 2 pattern. This metrical dissonance, resulting from asymmetrical
groupings against the notated meter, is consistent between all instruments but inconsistent
between measures, often alternating between hemiola accents and regular 4/4 accents
(Ex. 5.3). The piano during this time, with tightly spaced lines between its two hands,
repeats a sixteenth-note pattern that has constantly changing harmonic implications.
These collections do not line up with the F focus in the low strings and flute and the
chromatic descending patterns in the violins (Ex. 5.3). The flute plays a somewhat
agitated staccato melody in its high register, taking a soloistic role and refusing to be lost
in the texture. In this section, the individuated element of metrical dissonance creates
subtle agential conflict with the notated meter of the work-persona, causing a unique
interaction between the instrument personas. The orchestra establishes the metrical
dissonance, which the flute and piano follow to varying degrees. The piano acts of its
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own accord in its sixteenth-note harmonic exploration, while the flute, too, displays its
melodic independence.
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Example 5.3: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 37–40.
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The four-measure pattern begun at m. 37 is repeated in mm. 41–44 and again in
mm. 45–48 in transposed versions, the flute beginning to shift the hemiola accents to
different parts of the measure by m. 47. The orchestra, too, begins to thin out here, and
the flute abruptly changes the melodic and rhythmic material in m. 49, as if having won
the lead through shifting hemiolas. This kind of influence, in addition to its melodic
prominence, begins to cast the flute into a greater actorial role, potentially as protagonist.
Through a repeated set of ascending sixteenth notes, the flute leads into m. 53 in a
soloistic flourish, which sends the piano into a gesture of descending sixteenth notes that
the orchestra supports emphatically with driving repeated eighth notes. Despite this big
moment of rhythmic alignment, the polyscalar harmonic effect is present, particularly
between the flute and piano (B octatonic) and the orchestra (A♭, C, G♭ collection).
However, despite the momentary conflict created between the soloists and the orchestra
by the individuated elements of different pitch collections, all the instruments resolve to a
B on the downbeat of m. 55. Schulhoff as fictional composer again illustrates
nontraditional voice leading practices. Example 5.4 shows this transition, which is the
beginning of the development section of the overall sonata form.
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Example 5.4: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 53–57.
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The first theme in the orchestra, now centering around B, quickly becomes
fragmented and repetitive with greater syncopation, mostly from the basses. After just
seven measures, the horns and second violins begin a driving ostinato of repeated eighth
notes, the horns marked ben marcato while the violins play sonore molto (m. 62). The
largely C tonal center of this group clashes with the sustained F♯ in the basses and the B
in the first violins and violas; this polyscalarity creates another instance of subtle agential
conflict. A serpentine legato eighth-note pattern, much like the soloists’ material from
the exotic color change in the second theme group, soon takes over all the parts except
the horn/second violin ostinato group. Its sudden spread to multiple instruments
potentially identifies it as an individuated element that, having already appeared in the
solo parts, now affects the agents within the orchestra.
The discourse finally begins to build in m. 70 to a fragmentary rhythmic
counterpoint of the staccato first-theme orchestra material. This brusque pointed-rhythm
melody seems to infectiously inspire, also as an individuated element having agency,
almost all of the instruments to sixteenth notes (except the horns), much like at the end of
the very first orchestral section (mm. 13–14). Here, though, the registral descent and the
thinning of the texture is extended, creating a longer recessive action that dissolves down
to just the cellos in m. 78. Example 5.5 shows the resulting shift of the melos. As if the
work-persona is influencing the cellos to prepare for the upcoming entrance of the
soloists, even in this development section, the sixteenth notes meander to a C by m. 79.
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Example 5.5: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 76–80.
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This time, the flute and piano are at first accompanied by the orchestra’s sporadic
punctuations. The flute’s melodic material moves up an octave from the first solo section
and is expanded through small-scale repetitions. The piano accompanies as it did in the
exposition, and metrical grouping dissonance (sometimes against the notated meter and
sometimes against the flute) begins to create subtle agential conflict by m. 87. After
being caught up in a string of syncopations in mm. 90–92, the flute seems to get stuck in
a repeated pattern of ascending slurred eighth notes, almost as if in a revolving door
formed by its own inertia. The piano and orchestra conform rhythmically to this new
pattern as the flute continues to spin forward to different transpositions of the melodic
idea for several measures; these kinds of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic techniques
certainly allude to this section’s development identity.
Finally, at m. 103, as if to escape its unrelenting trajectory and shed the effects of
the previous events, the flute jumps into a lower-register accented hemiola pattern,
leading the piano into its accent groups. This influence, as well as its capacity to
create/undergo the recent dramatic melodic events, further shows its protagonistic role in
the movement. Both soloists emerge in m. 106 in an outburst of sixteenth notes, the
flute’s articulated and the piano’s smoothly phrased. This duet between the flute and the
right hand of the piano, having dissolved in another recessive action, arrives at a less
abrupt appearance of the exotic color change from m. 25 (Ex. 5.2). Because of this brief
transition by the flute and the right hand of the piano, the agency of this material does not
seem as strong as at its first occurrence (when the work-persona abruptly interrupted with
it), as if the instrumental agents have gained more influence and can now prepare for such
shifts. The pitch collection this time is A♭, C, E, G, D♯, F♯, and the orchestra again
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sustains a chord built from these pitches while the left hand of the piano arpeggiates. The
flute and the right hand of the piano, retaining their solo roles, become entangled in a
pentatonic canon for several measures (Ex. 5.6), and their scalar pattern eventually turns
more chromatic by m. 118. Schulhoff (the fictional composer) infuses the discourse with
augmented intervals, which are prevalent in both the melody (as augmented seconds) and
the harmony (as augmented fourths and fifths).
Example 5.6: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 112–115.

At m. 122, the extended dream-like section proceeds directly into the
leggierissimo dance material from m. 37, giving the orchestra no chance to interrupt with
the first theme as it did briefly in m. 33. Both the individuated element of the first-theme
material and the orchestra seem to have lost some agential influence and been overridden
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by the work-persona. The flute and piano play the vaguely F-minor/major melody as
they did in the exposition, but at m. 131, the flute, with its protagonistic power, seems to
become fixated on the hemiola pattern it beganin m. 130. Consequently, the action is
progressive rather than recessive. The orchestra’s texture thickens slightly, and the
piano, too, repeats the pattern it established in m. 130. The metrical grouping dissonance
is heightened between instrument groups, continuing as the flute’s agential opposition to
the meter and sense of pulse becomes its most complex into m. 137. The orchestra has
begun to thin out by this point, receding in texture and dynamic as the flute conforms to
the straight sixteenth notes in the right hand of the piano.
A new repetitive quarter-note (plus sixteenth-note upbeat) melody emerges in the
flute in m. 139, chromatic and occasionally octatonic in scalar content. The strings,
taking their opportunity to restart the first theme, dive into m. 139 with a softer version of
the brusque pointed-rhythm material now transposed back to its C-pitch-center form. In
an interesting synthesis of themes, the tutti group continues in this way until m. 143,
where the flute, attempting to regain control, begins a repeating two-measure eighth-note
melody that seems to draw the orchestra back into alignment. This material builds
progressively, the flute swelling to louder and higher regions until m. 151, as if
emphatically reclaiming its ability (through its actorial role) to act independently and
influence its comrades (Ex. 5.7).
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Example 5.7: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 149–152.
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Having had its say for now, the flute drops out, and the orchestra heralds in
something new with a march-like rhythm on repeated pitches (Ex. 5.7). In m. 153, it
becomes apparent that the fanfare was an introduction to the cadenza, which the piano
undertakes with its solid sixteenth notes. The effect of the lower left-hand notes (the first
of every sixteenth-note group) is that of a dreamscape, which dies away in repeated C♯
bass notes into m. 158 (Ex. 5.8). The piano ends its solo excursion with a repeated pitch
pattern of C♯, D, E, F, progressively augmenting eighth notes into half notes over its
course. This effectively prepares the flute’s entrance in m. 163.
An exploration of the sustained otherworldly material (from m. 25 and m. 110),
this time without the orchestra, plays out in a similar interweaving of eighth notes
between the two soloists. This part of the second theme group has infiltrated the cadenza
as an individuated element, its materials developed yet again by the instrumental
personas. The pitch collection is most like the first occurrence of this kind at m. 25, the
piano again arpeggiating E♯, G, B, and sustaining an F♯ while the flute highlights Ds and
D♯s/E♭s. The cadenza (shown in Ex. 5.8) continues on a journey through pitch
collections, the interaction between the flute and piano and between the piano’s two
hands becoming more elaborate through m. 178. The soloists as agents act here as three
equal personas, the flute showing little of its protagonist role, as if this cadenza setting is
controlled by the processes of the work-persona.
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Example 5.8: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 153–169.
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Eventually, in a somewhat sudden departure from rhythmic alignment and a
renewed display of its agency, the flute returns to its 3 3 2 hemiola pattern of sixteenth
notes as the piano continues with its metrically consonant 2 2 2 2 sixteenth notes (m.
179). However, in m. 183, the piano abruptly follows the flute’s metric patterns with
staccato pianissimo eighth notes. After snaking its way in repetitive sixteenth-note
patterns through m. 187, the flute revisits the repeated-note dance melody from the first
solo section (m. 15) in a transposed form. The piano accompanies with quarter notes and
eighth notes, much as it had before. In a spin-out of the sixteenth-note part of the
melody, the flute develops the material, crescendo e accelerando, to a climactic arrival at
m. 200.
The piano drops out here, and the flute revels in its sixteenth-note freedom until
the second violins join in unison an octave lower in m. 202 (Ex. 5.9). In an end to the
flute’s protagonistic agency, the first violins take over the same pattern in m. 203, still
with the second violins, and the violas, too, join the pattern on beat 3 of the same
measure. Most strings have been coerced into the mix by m. 204, the violins, violas, and
cellos reiterating the G-minor pattern confidently into m. 205. After dramatic fermatas
on both eighth notes of the downbeat of this measure, the orchestra charges forward in a
final triumphant and recapitulatory statement of the opening theme, this time centering
around D♭. A brief eight measures recap this material; after a molto martellato descent of
sixteenth notes, the movement ends abruptly on a C in m. 212, prepared only
momentarily by an eighth-note G at the very end of m. 211. The work-persona’s vague
sonata-allegro form comes full-circle as the orchestra draws the musical discourse to a
close in much the same terse way it began.
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Example 5.9: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement I, mm. 199–203.

Eclecticism and Agency in Movement I
In just the first movement of his Double Concerto, Schulhoff shows his stylistic
eclecticism in clashings of various kinds. Even in the orchestral introduction, it becomes
apparent that polyphony and traditional counterpoint are being referenced but not fully
borne out; nontraditional voice leading based on chromatic or modal inflection is the
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overarching harmonic principle. Sonata-allegro form, also alluded to by aspects of
thematic development and return as the movement proceeds, is not truly the governing
structure. It seems, rather, that sections of the music alternate conversationally (even
with motivic development) and cycle through harmonic colors, usually returning to a
central key area that is defined somewhat loosely. Additionally, metrical dissonance and
dissolution/elision of formal sections create more localized kinds of ambiguity, giving the
music a general sense of familiarity paired with exoticism.
From an agential standpoint, the flute, as a multi-layered persona, establishes
itself in the actorial role of protagonist. Its melodic power leads the piano and orchestra
into “transgressions” of various kinds, such as dissonance against the notated meter and
unforeseen pitch collections (which may also be viewed as individuated elements having
their own agency). In addition, the flute “spins out” several times with a new motive,
even during tutti sections, taking the other instruments with it. However, the flute and
piano as a pair (as in the intricately interwoven second theme) change the musical
discourse, conflicting with the orchestra’s brusque first theme. In these solo sections that
feature the flute and piano, especially the cadenza, the agential roles often become more
equalized between the flute and the two hands of the piano, with less protagonistic
agency in the flute.
The orchestra as a persona is versatile, at times consisting of multiple
differentiated groups of instruments with independent lines, and at other times acting as
one unified agent. Overall, the orchestra’s role is to accompany the soloists or transition
between sections, though the first theme is an exception. This pointed-rhythm material
reappears in several places, sometimes acting as its own individuated element that has
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agency to interrupt the soloists. The coloristic material from the second theme group also
seems to infiltrate various sections, appearing first in a tutti passage, then later in the
orchestra as well as the soloists’ cadenza. Additionally, the individuated elements of
metrical dissonance and modal collections (in the form of polyscalarity) also affect the
musical discourse by creating subtle kinds of conflict between instrumental personas.
The layers of agency produced by these individuated elements (themes, metrical
dissonance, polyscalarity) imply an overarching work-persona whose structural processes
control the unfolding events and whose abrupt, energetic qualities infuse the entire
movement.
Movement II: Andante
Analysis of Movement II
The second movement of the Double Concerto is significantly shorter than the
other two movements, and as Musil observed, it is also contrasting in tempo and affect.
Figure 5.2 shows the ternary form, the alternation of the instrument groups, and the
overall minor key center of the movement.
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Figure 5.2: Ternary form of Schulhoff’s Double Concerto for Flute and Piano,
Movement II
Section

A

Group
Orchestra

Description

Tonal Center

Measure #s

Dramatic suspensions and sighing figures, introduction of
grace-note/16th-note motive

e

1–9

Piano & flute

Piano takes and establishes theme, flute joins and expands
melodic material

Chromatic voice
leading

8–24

Orchestra

Transitional, driving repeated eighth-note gestures with
steady sixteenth notes

G/D—e

24–32

Flute & piano

Metrical dissonance in flute (against notated meter and
piano), wandering and searching quality

Shifting,
unconfirmed
pitch centers

32–38

B
Tutti

Piano starts new melodic pattern that is then copied and
contemplated in flute

Tutti

Return of initial orchestral material, now interrupted by
soloists’ statements of grace-note/16th-note motive

e

44–54

Exact return of solo part of A section (mm. 15–23)

Chromatic voice
leading—e

55–62

Orchestra

Slightly different arrangement of transitional, driving
material

e

62–66

Tutti

Conversation alternating statements of prevalent motive
on top of driving orchestra eighth notes

e

Flute & piano
A

39–44

66–76

The orchestra begins the Andante, with the violins establishing the melody in E
minor over a sparse accompaniment from the rest of the strings. The discourse is at first
dominated by the violin persona, but melodic material is eventually passed between
instruments, creating a sense of one unified orchestra persona rather than differentiated
parts. The dolce melody has a swelling quality because of its sighing quarter-note/eighthnote pattern on each downbeat as well as the suspensions formed by passing dissonant
intervals (often sevenths) in the inner voices. Consequently, the melody is continually
restarted with an upbeat motive, and the pattern that soon distinguishes itself by its
prevalence in multiple string parts is four sixteenth notes preceded by a grace note. This
motive is possibly casting itself as an individuated element that influences the
interactions of the other agents, but this claim is not yet fully supported. These melodic
pieces are built into increasingly complex phrases until the entry of the piano in m. 8.
Example 5.10 shows the orchestra’s introductory material.
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Example 5.10: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement II, mm. 1–5.

The piano starts alone with the B-to-E key-defining anacrusis of the violins from
the beginning of the movement. The right hand soon transposes the grace-note/sixteenthnote motive to different pitch levels, Schulhoff (the fictional composer) seeming to prefer
chromatic rather than diatonic voice leading in its motion. The flute joins in m. 12 with
an upbeat in B♭, also taking the distinctive motive to various transpositions. With an
octave jump on beat 3 of m. 16, the flute changes the melodic trajectory (Ex. 5.11) and
shows its agential influence, which is not yet clearly defined. The new rhythmic pattern
of tied quarter-notes/eighth-notes here goes against the notated meter with accents on
beat 3. The piano, affected by the flute’s shift, imitates the same pattern in m. 18 and
creates a brief canon. This kind of metrical dissonance is temporary, however, but it does
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impact the alignment of the melody over the meter as the flute returns with the gracenote/sixteenth-note gesture in m. 21; this time the motive is on the downbeat rather than
the upbeat (Ex. 5.11). The piano answers each statement of this figure with descending
sixteenth notes, as if the pair of instrument personas is contemplating this established
topic of conversation in a new way. This soloists’ section ends in m. 23 with the flute’s
delicate flourish of sixteenth notes into m. 24. The orchestra as one collective persona
again takes over in the same measure with a subtly driving repeated pattern of three
eighth notes leading to a quarter note (Ex. 5.11). The second violins and viola embellish
this basic rhythm with groups of sixteenth notes that oscillate tightly between two or
three pitches. This fairly transitional section, vaguely centered around a G/D axis, but
eventually returning to E, continues into m. 32. So far, the work-persona has revealed its
essentially conversational nature through the passing of motives between the instruments
in the orchestra, the interactions of the flute and piano, and the larger-scale sectional
alternating of orchestra and soloists.
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Example 5.11: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement II, mm. 11–26.
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The orchestra material sets the stage for another entrance of the soloists and the B
section of the ternary form. Starting now on a B♭, the flute plays a metrically offset
melody made up mostly of half and whole steps with quickly changing hints of pitch
center, almost in every measure. The piano’s wide-ranging single line of sixteenth notes
is rhythmically disconnected from the flute but harmonically supportive, making the
flute’s legato melody seem wandering and searching (Ex. 5.12). At the end of m. 38, the
melody ends on an offbeat eighth note, as if the flute trailed off in mid-sentence. The
piano takes this opportunity to make a firm statement in both hands, initiating a brief
half-note-sixteenth-note phrase consisting of two three-note groups (E major and F
minor) pushed together.
These events give the flute persona an air of uncertainty and instability that
contradicts its agential influence in the previous section, where it led the piano by
changing the melodic trajectory and metric alignment. The piano, too, has shifted here
by developing a stronger agency as the purveyor of stability and influential melodic
ideas. The orchestra also contributes to this section by adding a quarter note on beat 2 of
every measure, offering their own sense of stability into the mix. In m. 40, the flute,
somewhat acquiescently, imitates the piano’s pattern in an outline of a D minor
pentachord. The piano answers in m. 41, and the ensuing response from the flute is
elaborated, the flute contemplating alone with disjunct eighth notes into m. 45 (Ex. 5.12).
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Example 5.12: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement II, mm. 33–44.
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In a slight interruption of the flute’s processing and a return to the A-section
material, the orchestra enters with an upbeat into m. 45, quietly uttering the dramatic
sighing gestures that started the movement. However, the soloists join midway through
m. 46, stealing the attention with the flute’s repetitions of the distinctive gracenote/sixteenth-note motive and the piano’s own swelling sigh. The violin
conversationally takes back the prevalent motive at the end of m. 47, leading the strings
in again for another statement of the suspension material. The conversation continues as
the flute and piano respond in m. 49. When the strings continue the now-established
pattern at the end of m. 50, the flute seems to have become fixated on the coveted motive
and enters with it abruptly on beat 2 of m. 51. The piano follows on the next beat, and
the orchestra’s sighs are relegated to just three beats now. The animated back-and-forth
of the grace-note/sixteenth-note gesture between the flute and piano, shown in Example
5.13, escalates into the flute’s successive iterations of the motive into m. 55. Not only
does this discourse more fully confirm the conversational nature of the work-persona, it
also reveals the agency of this motive as an individuated element that gradually
permeates the movement. It becomes the topic of an adamant discussion and the point
with which the flute becomes obsessed. The flute persona again discloses another aspect
of its character; while it was at first influential, then appeared somewhat unsure and
unstable, it now seems adamant and obsessive.
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Example 5.13: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement II, mm. 50–54.

This progressive action leads into a repeat of part of the first solo section
(corresponding to m. 16), which the flute and piano reiterate until m. 62. The orchestra
returns to its transitional, driving material that had ended the first A section, now
arranged slightly differently between the parts. The momentum-creating repetition of
eighth notes becomes interspersed in m. 66 with punctuations of the grace-note/sixteenthnote motive in the flute and piano, as if its implications have still not quite been fully
explored. This substantiates the view of the motive as an individuated element that is
infiltrating the movement of its own accord or through the influence of the work-persona.
The two soloists eventually alternate the motive as the viola and cellos quietly create
motion with their eighth-note rhythms (Ex. 5.14). The flute, again a catalytic agent,
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changes its rhythm in m. 71 as if satisfied with what has happened, while the piano
repeats the ubiquitous gesture twice more (Ex. 5.14). With an air of finality, as the piano
and two remaining string parts sustain an E, the flute ascends lightly in eighth notes in m.
73 and lands firmly on a B in m. 74. The violins (with notated harmonics), violas, and
cellos join here to confirm the E harmony. This chord dies away into the last measure,
where the basses softly end the movement with quarter-note octave Es. The workpersona ceases the conversation between the instrument personas with this settled
sustained harmony and conclusive gesture, as if the topic (the widespread motive as
individuated element) has now been fully deliberated.
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Example 5.14: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement II, mm. 66–76.
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Agency in Movement II
The short Andante reveals considerable equality between the two solo instrument
personas and an individuated element that infiltrates the movement and affects the
musical discourse with its own agency. The distinct and pervasive grace-note/sixteenth
note motive seems to be the topic of conversation (as dictated by the work-persona’s
conversation agenda) as it is increasingly passed between instruments. It is not surprising
that the two soloists would take the melody established in the orchestra in the beginning
and develop it through the structure of the form, but it is interesting how the flute begins
to metrically shift it (m. 21–22), repeat it (m. 50–54), and generally become infatuated
with it (m. 66–70). The piano tends to fit into the precedents set by the flute, but it does
have its moments of influence, like when it stops the flute’s metrically dissonant
wandering (mm. 33–38) with a firm statement of a new melody in both hands, which the
flute then follows (mm. 39–42). In this movement, the orchestra contributes rhythmic
momentum in transitional sections (without the soloists), and is overall agreeable and
moldable in its dramatic suspensions and sighing figures.
Movement III: Rondo (Allegro con spirito)
Analysis of Movement III
The third movement is a spirited rondo as its title suggests (Fig. 5.3). It is
capricious (to use Musil’s word), sometimes given to sudden changes of mood, and also
playful in character. Musil finds in it the essence of a canzonet, or a light Italian vocal
song, popular from the late sixteenth century to the late eighteenth century. This is
plausible because of the lightness of the rhythm and the simplicity of the melody, though
the 6/8 meter and repetitive rhythmic patterns in the orchestra also give it a pervasively
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dance-like quality. However, Schulhoff may certainly be evoking the feeling of an “old”
form of dance (in a rondo structure), which, combined with the overt blues section and
the modernist harmonic language throughout, contributes to a Neoclassical aesthetic of
new material in an old shell.
Figure 5.3: Rondo form of Schulhoff’s Double Concerto for Flute and Piano,
Movement III
Section

Group
Orchestra

A

Tutti
Orchestra
Flute & piano

B

Light, playful dance initiated by flute
Energetic full-texture continuation of tutti material,
dissolves to bass alone before solo
Intricate and conversational with thin texture

Measure #s
1–2

D major/minor
to A major

3–25

D/A axis

25–56

D pentatonic

57–64

Builds to hemiolas in solo parts and thick orchestra
texture

B♭ to octatonic
collections

65–84

Flute & piano

Transition: sustained tritone between flute and piano,
resolution with passed-off sixteenth notes

G to D

84–92

D

93–101

G/D axis

101–108

A major

109–123

D/A axis

123–150

D

151–166

A

167–181

D

181–184

D/A axis

185–197

D/A axis

197–217

Corresponds to mm. 57–64

D pentatonic

217–224

Corresponds to mm. 65–83

B♭ to octatonic
collections

225–245

D

245–281

Orchestra
Tutti
Orchestra
Flute & piano
Tutti

C

Introduction: setting up rhythmic framework

Tonal Center
D

Tutti

Tutti

A

Description

Out-of-order excerpts from first A section
Brief march-like transition
A section in whole, started by flute’s spondee gesture
Busy, march-like dance material that dissolves at the
end of the section to the bass alone
Tempo di Blues!
Blues rhythms with call-and-response between parts

Orchestra

Blues melody from beginning of section in violins

Tutti

Dimensional noncongruence: solo parts return to A
material while orchestra stays in blues material
(written in different meters); realignment in m. 196

A
Orchestra
Flute & piano
B

Tutti

A + Coda

Tutti

Corresponds to mm. 33–42 with shorter dissolution

Expanded, heightened spin-out of cadential A-section
material with brief exploration of key areas

The final movement has a two-measure introduction in the strings that sets up the
underlying pizzicato rhythmic framework. The flute and piano enter in m. 4 and confirm
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the dance-like setting, the staccato flute melody oscillating between Ds and repeated As,
firmly set in fourth and fifth relationships. The flute’s simple D pentatonic collection
does not hint at a particular mode, but the piano’s two hands each seem to emphasize a
different inflection: the right hand outlines D major while the left hand’s B♭ points
towards D minor, creating a potential agential differentiation and subtle conflict between
the two hands. The orchestra, too, is harmonically conflicted, seemingly motivated by
whole-tone and half-step motion in its ostinato, often producing multiple dissonances at
once. So far, the melos is rhythmically unified with subtle modal clashing, and the
soloists dominate the texture as the orchestra acts as one collective persona.
The musical discourse continues in this way until m. 11, where the flute abruptly
signals with a folk-like spondee rhythm of two long note values (A to E) that this is
potentially the real start of the dance (Ex. 5.15). This begins to establish the agential
prominence of the flute persona. The piano texture thickens to form three-note chords on
every eighth note that change around a repeated E, and it eventually alternates between
the chordal texture and a single line of sixteenth notes. The flute’s staccato melody
becomes more chromatic and occasionally whole-tone, centering loosely around A major.
This section builds in intensity and its assertion of the A key center into the flute’s high A
at m. 25.
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Example 5.15: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 11–19.
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The orchestra, now including the horns (as of m. 22), takes over the flute’s inertia
in m. 25 and dominates the texture in a somewhat march-like manner, showing agency by
moving back to the D tonal emphasis. At m. 33, the horns begin a descending chromatic
line in dotted quarter notes as the violins play a transposed version (to D) of the “real”
dance melody that the flute revealed in m. 12 (Ex. 5.16). In this way, the instrument
personas in the orchestra begin to show individuality; the violins play the melodic role as
the violas, cellos, and basses as a group accompany in solid eighth notes. The horns set
themselves apart with their repetitive descending chromatic pattern, which is not always
harmonically aligned with the rest of the orchestra.
Example 5.16: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 35–40.

The energetic melos continues in this way to a climax at m. 49, after which the
texture dramatically thins to tiered emphatic statements of Ds and As. This harmonic
assertion is passed down the string parts to the bass, which alone dies away in its repeated
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rhythm into m. 57, as if the work-persona is preparing for the significantly thinner texture
of the upcoming solo section (Ex. 5.17).199 This entrance of the soloists also marks the B
section of the rondo. The flute and piano parts are intricately woven together, even
interdependent, which creates a sense of more equal agential roles. The pitch collection
for this discourse is the simple D pentatonic collection from the flute’s material at the
beginning of the movement. The rhythm and texture, however, certainly contrast with
the A section of the rondo. The soloists shift into a flat-side collection of pitches in m. 65
as if exploring the B♭ of the hinted-at D minor. This coincides with the entrance of the
orchestra, and the texture progressively builds as more and more chromatic and wholetone embellishments are added to the melody and harmony.

199

Schulhoff uses a similar textural disintegration device in the first movement of the
Concertino for Flute, Viola, and Double Bass (Chapter 3).
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Example 5.17: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 53–62.
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Example 5.18: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 72–77.
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The flute, as if synthesizing these developments, moves into a broken octatonic
pattern of straight eighth notes in m. 72, which it then turns into a hemiola pattern in m.
75. The piano and strings conform to this three pattern against the overall two pulse of
the 6/8 meter (Ex. 5.18). This seems to unravel the interwoven melodies of the flute and
the piano, and the flute persona demonstrates a greater degree of agency as it causes the
metric conflict of hemiolas. This metrical dissonance abruptly ends in m. 79 as the flute
explores tied rhythms with a related pitch collection, its trajectory moving upwards to an
eventual sustained high G (achieved through an outlined G major arpeggio) in m. 84.
The shift of pitch center here is only slightly prepared by an overall F♯/C♯ emphasis in
m. 83. During the flute’s moment of high-register glory (mm. 84–86), the right hand of
the piano takes off in a metrically offset flurry of ascending sixteenth notes, at first
octatonic in nature. This right hand persona is suddenly differentiated from the left hand
as it also overcomes the gravity (as an environmental force) of the sustained low C♯s in
the left hand of the piano. Incidentally, these octave C♯s fit into the right hand’s
collection but form a tritone with the flute’s high G (Ex. 5.19). Not only has the abrupt
split into three separate personas ruptured the melos, but this harmonic dissonance also
creates a so far unresolved tension between the flute and left hand personas.
Alone in mm. 86–87, the piano continues with its sustained C♯s in the left hand,
but the right hand sixteenths begin to focus on D major, eventually landing on a D on the
downbeat of m. 88. Perhaps Schulhoff (the fictional composer) views this as a suitable
resolution to the extended tritone of the previous measures, and the flute seems to agree
as it takes over in the same pattern of D-confirming sixteenth notes that the piano had just
played in m. 87 (Ex. 5.19). Diving again into a mixture of chromatic and whole-tone
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sixteenths in a continuation of the three-over-two hemiola pattern, the flute ascends
almost alone through mm. 91–92, the piano contributing an A in m. 92, which turns out
to be the only warning for the return of the A-section material in m. 93.
Example 5.19: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 84–89.
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This return resembles the melodic material from m. 12 in the flute and the
harmonic material from m. 3 in the piano and orchestra. The melody is more chromatic
than before, however, and more indicative of D as a tonal center than of A (like the flute
at m. 12). The piano here is also more imitative of the flute. In m. 97, the flute switches
to its initial melody from m. 3 while the other instruments continue as they were. This
time, the clear D outline in the melody leads downward to G rather than upward to A as
at m. 11. The orchestra jumps into its march-like A-section material from m. 25, now
transposed to the G/D axis rather than to D/A. This orchestral interlude is much shorter
than before, lasting only eight measures.
At m. 109, as if this has only been the work-persona’s out-of-order attempt to
return to the A section, the flute emphatically states its spondee A-to-E gesture and
repeats the A-section material from m. 11 in earnest this time, again showing its agential
ability to take charge. In true rondo fashion now, mm. 11–25 are mapped directly onto
mm. 109–123. The orchestra takes a more substantial section here, with the horns and
second violins playing transposed versions of the first violins’ melody simultaneously.
The instrumental personas within the orchestra are thus less differentiated than before at
first, but the horns do briefly split off into their descending chromatic pattern in mm.
131–135. The busier texture builds to a sudden point of rhythmic alignment and unison
melody in m. 136. After several measures of this intense agreement, the texture again
drastically thins in m. 143 to only the cellos and basses, and the lone basses fade away
into m. 150, leaving nearly a whole measure of silence, as if the work-persona is building
dramatic suspense in anticipation of the next musical event.
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What follows lives up to any foreshadowed change by the work-persona as well
as to the label of the movement as “capricious.” Out of nowhere, the soloists appear in a
4/4 Tempo di blues! While the soloist personas begin the blues section (Ex. 5.20) as if of
their own volition, it is also possible that they are acting at the whim of the work-persona,
who did seem to prepare the new section with the thinning texture. Interestingly, the
melodic pitch collection and the harmonic motion are not unlike the light dance material
of the A section; at first, the flute moves lazily between sustained Ds in its pentatonicism,
while the piano walks in quarter notes down a mostly descending chromatic bass line.
The swing rhythms are simulated in the notation with dotted-eighth-sixteenth rhythms
and occasional triplets, and the two instruments trade melodic lines, sometimes evoking a
feeling of call-and-response. The piano “comps” from time to time as if improvising jazz
chords, such as in mm. 157–158 (Ex. 5.20).
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Example 5.20: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 151–158.

In m. 167, the orchestra is drawn into this blues atmosphere (by the workpersona). The discourse is now more focused on an A key center, as the first violins
punctuate on offbeats and the basses lay down octave quarter-note As. Now the flute and
piano trade off descending triplet patterns in earnest, which eventually turn into sixteenth
notes by m. 171. At m. 173, the piano begins a downward-moving swung melody, to
which the strings and then the flute respond in subsequent measures. This back-and-forth
displays the piano’s agential role as the call-and-response leader, and the conversational
gestures continue into a 12/8 meter change in m. 177. Finally, in m. 181, the piano
crescendos in triplets before passing off the melody and the agential inertia to the
orchestra. The first violins take over the blues melody that first appeared in the flute at
the beginning of the section in m. 151, effectively providing a bookend for the Tempo di
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blues as the rest of the orchestra walks down chromatically in quarter notes through m.
184 (Ex. 5.21).
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Example 5.21: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 180–189.
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A fascinating instance of dimensional noncongruence200 happens in m. 185 (Ex.
5.21); the flute and piano return to A material (clearly evidenced by the flute’s A-to-E
spondee gesture now in 6/8) while the orchestra remains firmly in the blues (shown by
the lack of meter change from 2/4 and the simulated swing rhythms). The light and
playful dance, possibly referencing an older time, is juxtaposed with modern blues,
certainly associated with the new popular music of the 1920s, creating a topical trope.201
From an agential standpoint, the flute and piano as catalytic agents have tried to initiate
the return of the A section, but to no avail. The strings do not seem to take the cue,
continuing with their blues material for eleven measures while the flute and piano relive
their parts from m. 11–21. Finally, almost as if reminded by the flute’s climactic high A
on the downbeat of m. 195, the orchestra shifts back to 6/8 and supports the ending of
this A-section material with a flourish of sixteenth notes into m. 197. Though the blues
section was likely initiated by the work-persona, the soloist personas override its
sectional rotations here but are not influential enough right away to change the
orchestra’s trajectory.
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Dimensional noncongruence is Peter H. Smith’s term (in Expressive Forms) for the
overlapping of formal sections, where an aspect of one section continues as a new section
begins, often from the development into the recapitulation of sonata-allegro form.
Charles Rosen also writes of this kind of overlapping, particularly in the music of Brahms
(Sonata Forms). The present use of the term comes from Carissa Reddick’s further
exploration of dimensional noncongruence in her doctoral dissertation. Carissa Reddick,
Formal Fusion and Rotational Overlap in Sonata Forms from the Chamber Music of
Brahms, Franck, and Grieg (Ph.D. Diss., University of Connecticut, 2009), 121.
201
In Hatten’s 2004 work, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes, he defines
musical troping as “the bringing together of two otherwise incompatible style types in a
single location to produce a unique expressive meaning from their collision or fusion.”
Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes, 68.
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The now-submissive group of strings and horns is jolted back into the workpersona’s rondo structure in m 197, returning to their interlude from mm. 33–42. All of
the instruments again land in unison at m. 212, staying together only briefly until
disintegrating texturally in m. 215. This dissolution is shorter than previous occurrences,
setting up a final return of the soloists’ B material, which appears unchanged from its first
iteration in mm. 57–64. The B-section tutti follows, also corresponding to the same
trajectory as it did in mm. 65–83. These final rondo rotations, which occur without a
notable or unique shift in the musical discourse, show the prevailing influence of the
work-persona, who has potentially regained control after the rebellion of the soloists that
created the dimensional noncongruence. The B section does end abruptly, however, as
the flute launches into its high register in m. 245, clearly establishing the importance of
the D major pentachord as it sweeps through iterations of these pitches over the
orchestra’s repetitive rhythms and the piano’s winding arpeggios (Ex. 5.22).
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Example 5.22: Schulhoff, Double Concerto, Movement III, mm. 243–249
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This expansion of the A-section cadential material continues at high intensity,
even briefly exploring a C major collection (mm. 252–260). The orchestra and the piano,
though, return at fortissimo to a D pitch center in m. 260. The flute agrees with
descending flourishes that highlight the dominant (A); however, in what seems to be the
result of the orchestra’s chromatic motion in mm. 264–265, the entire ensemble ends up
in A♭ at m. 266. This is only a four-measure stint, and the flute guides the whole
ensemble back to an A, marked fff, in m. 271. After this, the melodic line in the flute is
largely in A pentatonic, and even while various pitch collections are explored by the
piano and orchestra, all of the instruments drive in intensity towards the last two
measures. Here, in a dramatic confirmation of D as a key center and a final display of
agential inertia, the flute flourishes up more than two octaves to hit the high A, while the
piano glissandos down the same distance to a D. The orchestra emphatically agrees with
unison repeated Ds at fff.
Neoclassicism and Agency in Movement III
Even with its straightforward rondo form, the Allegro con spirito third movement
provides some of the most interesting combinations of musical materials of the entire
work. The juxtaposition of light, simple dance material with a blues section is certainly
clear evidence of Schulhoff’s modernism (and fascination with dance!) placed into a
Neoclassical concerto shell. In addition, subtle folk music elements, such as the spondee
dance announcement in the flute and the constant harmonic emphasis on a fourth/fifth
axis202 in relation to the key center of D, are infused into this unique musical mixture.
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This “quint-tonal” emphasis (Vetterl, Czech and Slovak Folk Song, Music and Dance,
35) is similar to the possibly folk-inspired harmonic constructions in the first movement
of Schulhoff’s Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte.
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The agential relationships in this movement are similar to the other movements of
the Double Concerto, with the flute often demonstrating a primary agency but sometimes
pairing equally with the piano. It influences the other instruments to metrical dissonance
and seemingly gets carried away with hemiolas and flashy cadential material, even
properly reestablishing the A section after the work-persona’s blunder in its out-of-order
rotation of the rondo sections (mm. 93–101). The piano is mostly acquiescent, partnering
with the flute in an extensive establishment of the Tempo di Blues section (mm. 151–
166), though also taking up the role of call-and-response leader after the orchestra enters.
The orchestra, however, which does not at first show its ability to influence the soloists,
executes an overt act of agential opposition in the dimensional noncongruence that tropes
the blues section with the A-section dance material (mm. 185–195). This almost comical
conflict is short-lived and eventually brought into agreement, though, and the movement
ends in much the energetic dance-like way that it started.
Conclusion
The Double Concerto, with its solo-sonata-plus-concerto instrumentation, exhibits
Schulhoff’s eclectic late-1920s style. A Neoclassical formality of structure (a multimovement concerto form) is mixed with a certain vernacular inflection of musical style in
the subtle as well as not-so-subtle folk music and jazz materials. The composer’s
modernist musical language results in several kinds of ambiguities: metrical dissonance,
polyscalarity, nontraditional voice leading, and exotic modal inflections. All of this, in
addition to the inherent conversational aspects of two soloists playing with and against an
orchestra, leads to interesting displays of and shifts in musical agency, further shedding
light on Schulhoff’s musical style at this time.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
After close analysis, Schulhoff’s 1920s flute works (Concertino for Flute, Viola,
and Double Bass; Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte; and Double Concerto for Flute and
Piano) reveal the distinct yet subtle assimilation of musical materials in the composer’s
mature instrumental style. He manages to integrate clear folk and jazz sources into
traditional formal structures using his own versions of chromaticism, dance, and
Impressionistic effects; his modernist language of folk-inspired rhythms, metrical
dissonance, ambiguous formal delineations, and non-diatonic modality form the unique
stylistic amalgam that characterizes these works. Additionally, the composer’s Dadaist
leanings occasionally shine through in unusual instrumentation, comical gestures, and
humorous textures. While he is unquestionably a modernist, his approach is also
immensely steeped in tradition, not always far removed from the way that topics, styles,
and rhetoric were realized in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music.
The flute works, through stylistic and agential lenses, certainly illustrate
Schulhoff’s handling of each of these chamber music genres. The Concertino, as the
most directly folk-influenced, sets the three instruments in a conversational discourse
about social dance, improvisation, and spontaneity within small-scale instrumental forms
over four short movements. The uniqueness of instrumentation and the musical sources
that Schulhoff names give this chamber music a raw, authentic, and at times humorous
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quality. The Sonata is the most Impressionistic of the three pieces, with a Neoclassical
shell of four movements that are filled with the composer’s modernist synthesis of
chromaticism, extended chords, rhythmic irregularities, and vaguely folk-related dance
material. The traditional aspects of sonata-allegro form and aria are somewhat abstractly
played out, and the comical gestures of the scherzo movement reveal a hint of sarcasm,
while the final Rondo-Finale ends the piece in a cheerful kind of folk dance. The Double
Concerto’s unique combination of flute and piano with a small string orchestra seems at
times staunchly traditional, with its contrapuntal devices and concerto form, but this is
also a façade of sorts, as Schulhoff provides the Neoclassical reference to counterpoint
and form while also partially avoiding the conventions associated with them. The
rhythmically pointed first theme and intricately interwoven solo parts in the first
movement and the slightly somber but motive-obsessed second movement would likely
seem distinctly composed by Schulhoff on their own, but the third movement confirms
his creation. Its conflict between the “old” dance and the “new” blues, even overlapping
the two styles at a point of return in the form, reveals the composer’s fascination with
dance of all kinds.
Analyses of the three pieces also highlight commonalities in Schulhoff’s style
during this short period between 1925 and 1927. The composer’s approach here was to
choose traditional multi-movement forms for instrumental chamber music, as Cole finds
in the violin works from the same time (Duo for Violin and Cello from 1925, Sonata for
Solo Violin and Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano from 1927).203 In the flute works, the
movements within tend to adhere with varying degrees of abstraction to established
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Cole, Ervin Schulhoff: His Life and Violin Works, 66–68.
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formal structures for instrumental music (sonata-allegro, rondo, ternary, etc.). The first
movements are usually the longest and most ambiguous. Schulhoff’s affinity for dance
also infuses each work, sometimes overtly folk-influenced (like in the Concertino) or
jazz-oriented (like in the Double Concerto) and at other times integrated more subtly (as
themes of a rondo or the second theme of a sonata-allegro in the Sonata). In general,
especially in the more formally ambiguous movements, stable sections are interspersed
with sections characterized by a building excitement that climaxes and then dissolves in
syncopated rhythms or thinning textures into the calmness of the returning stable
sections.
Additionally, folk elements pervade the three works for flute, most overtly in the
Concertino. Apart from the folk influences that Schulhoff names (such as the Russian
Orthodox litany structure, the furiant dance tempo, and the Carpathian-Russian love
song), more general elements abound in each work, reinforcing the degree to which
Schulhoff’s fascination with Czech folk music began to inundate his compositions. His
use of modes (notably the Slavic Podhalanská Slavic/Lydian dominant scale), pentatonic
collections, open-string harmonies, quartal/quintal constructions, narrow melodic ranges,
folk-inspired rhythms (spondee, hemiola effects, ties across bar lines, pointed rhythms),
switching metrical patterns, asymmetrical meters, and abrupt shifts all clearly find roots
in folk music.204 While it is documented that Schulhoff was influenced by Janáček, these
kinds of folk sources also have precedents in other art music. Quartal/quintal structures
(later associated heavily with jazz) are used even earlier in the music of Stravinsky,
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Cole names similar folk-music sources in the violin works from the same period.
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Hindemith, Bartók,205 and the kinds of rhythmic inflections in Schulhoff’s works seem to
find parallels in Stravinsky and Bartók. Debussy and Ravel, in search of exotic colors,
were also attached to the Lydian dominant scale.206 Schulhoff was likely influenced not
only by his Czech roots, but also by the syntheses of styles already happening all over
Europe.
Though the Double Concerto is the only work that contains a conspicuous jazzinfluenced section (the Tempo di Blues in the middle of the third movement), it is likely
that Schulhoff’s jazz background appears subtly throughout all the pieces, but in discreet
ways that can be construed as coming from other sources as well. Aside from the
unmistakable blues material in the Double Concerto, which is mostly shown through
simulated jazz swing rhythms, the more general modal scale collections, extended chords,
and quartal/quintal harmonies found in the flute works might also be associated with
Impressionism. These elements, whether stemming from jazz, folk music, or
Impressionist sources, result in nontraditional voice leading and unconventional ways of
defining tonal centers. Sometimes counterpoint is referenced without following its
precedents; consonances (3rds, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths) are infused with traditional dissonances
(2nds, tritones, 7ths, 9ths), which in the context do not sound dissonant.
These effects that may be heard as Impressionistic or jazz-related are often due to
constantly shifting modes (also related to folk music), such as in the third movement of
the Concertino, where the E key center constantly moves between the minor, Dorian, and
Locrian modes. Such modal or chromatic voice leading also results in harmonic
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Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music, 359.
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movement by half step or whole step, like the shift from G Lydian dominant to A♭
Lydian in the Sonata. This is not unlike the harmonic motion in some music of Debussy
or Janáček. Schulhoff also occasionally references multiple modal sources at once,
creating polyscalar effects reminiscent of Stravinsky. In addition, his use of the octatonic
scale (mostly in the Double Concerto), also aligns with the practices of Stravinsky,
Debussy, and Ravel. It seems that Schulhoff freely assimilates these sources or
precedents, likely unconcerned with clarifying their original contexts or associations,
which certainly lends his music a Neoclassical undertone.
In the context of such a musical synthesis in the three flute works, moments of
agency emerge in the discourse, or Hatten’s melos, created by the combination of these
materials and their performing forces. In the Sonata and the Double Concerto, the flute is
typically the primary agent, sometimes in the actorial role of protagonist. It predominates
the Concertino as well but is more equalized by the two string instruments. The agential
framework is set up by the instrumentation of each piece, creating a conversation
(Concertino), solo-plus-accompaniment dynamic (Sonata), or back-and-forth of
contrasting forces (Double Concerto). The shifts in discourse, catalytic individuated
elements, and character roles play on the inherent nature of the instrumentation and
become significant when oppositions or changes of different kinds are effected. While
the individual movements of these works might not make sense in terms of overarching
narrative structures, moments of narrativity, or Klorman’s “proto-narrativity,” occur
when the flute “influences” the strings to triplets in the first movement of the Concertino,
when metrical dissonance sets the flute and piano “at odds” in the first movement of the
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Sonata, or when the orchestra “resists” the return of the A section in the flute and piano in
favor of the blues material in the third movement of the Double Concerto.
Highlighting such moments not only provides a valid interpretation of this kind of
instrumental chamber music, but also profoundly elucidates the components of
Schulhoff’s style in a way that is unique to musical agency. Certainly stylistic and
general analysis alone would reveal much about the music, likely many of the attributes
discussed in this document, but agential analysis adds an analytical layer that focuses on
interactions and conversations, potentially uncovering story-like moments or sections. It
additionally creates a framework for explaining the inherent tendency to hear musical
gestures as having human-like energy or musical instruments as having their own
volition. As this agential approach is necessarily coupled with other types of analysis, it
has the capacity to yield feasible and accessible readings, particularly of chamber music.
Such interpretations are useful not only for theorists and musicologists who have
priorities of understanding musical structure and historical influences, but also for
performers, who also must understand the music to the point of effectively expressing it.
Agential analysis, then, may function as a bridge between musical disciplines.
Though it is unfortunate that the composer’s work was not well-known for many
years after his death, the recent resurgence of Schulhoff-related research and performance
of his works is an exciting development, particularly considering the fascinating and truly
adept stylistic synthesis that is so well-illustrated in the Concertino for Flute, Viola, and
Double Bass, Sonata for Flute and Pianoforte, and Double Concerto for Flute and Piano.
I hope that this document will spark an interest in this chamber music for flute that will
lead to further interpretive endeavors and that it has served as a unique lens into the
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composer’s distinct style in the late 1920s. It has also been my intent to more widely
disseminate recent agential theories and illustrate their application to new kinds of music,
a goal which I have certainly found interesting and meaningful.
While there are definitely vast possibilities for analyzing and interpreting chamber
music according to the agential concepts I have employed, I also fully acknowledge a
continued need for further research into Schulhoff’s life and compositions. The
instrumental works from this late 1920s period have provided a fruitful platform for such
work and seem to point to a compositional maturity. However, the composer’s life was
also cut short by the Holocaust, so it is impossible to know what he may have later
composed. It is therefore difficult to decide if the musical synthesis found in these works
represents the essence of Schulhoff himself or is simply a product of this particular point
in his life. This question is particularly interesting in light of his drastic stylistic turn
towards broadly intelligible, Marxism-based music shortly after 1927. It would be worth
exploring his late works (or his earlier Dadaist works!) in terms of the kind of agency and
discourse found in the flute pieces, especially as those interactions relate to the political
ideologies that Schulhoff was espousing at various times in his life. Additionally, similar
analyses of style and agency in the works of contemporary Czech composers might
provide other interesting angles. There are without question numerous paths for further
exploration of Schulhoff’s music, all of which would undoubtedly lead to illuminating
and worthwhile discoveries.
Perhaps the work, in other words, has only just begun.
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